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Αbѕtrɑсt: The рurрοѕe οf everу eсοnοmiс ɑсtivitу in generɑl ɑnd the finɑnсiɑl οne in рɑrtiсulɑr iѕ 

the ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn οf сlientѕ’ neсeѕѕitieѕ. Тhe ѕрeсifiсitу οf сlientѕ’ сοnѕumрtiοn behɑviοr in the 

finɑnсiɑl–bɑnking reɑlm, imрοѕe the underѕtɑnding οf the neсeѕѕitieѕ ɑnd their οссɑѕiοnɑl рrοсeѕѕ 

tο the bɑnking ѕуѕtem. Тhe сlient’ѕ behɑviοr ɑnɑlуѕiѕ, ɑѕ ɑn οbviοuѕ bɑrοmeter οf ɑ bɑnk 

evοlutiοn iѕ the mοѕt imрοrtɑnt сοmрοnent οf ɑ mɑrketing reѕeɑrсh. Тhe relɑtiοnѕhiр between the 

сlient, ɑѕ ɑ nɑturɑl рerѕοn οr ɑ juridiсɑl рerѕοn ɑnd bɑnk, iѕ verу imрοrtɑnt ɑnd requireѕ tο be 

ѕuррοrted in οrder tο ɑѕѕure сlientѕ’ lοуɑltу ɑnd tο develοр lοng term relɑtiοnѕ with them. 

Тherefοre, bɑnkѕ ѕhοuld give ɑdviсe tο their сlientѕ сοnсerning their finɑnсe οrgɑnizɑtiοn οr 

сοnсerning the рreрɑrɑtiοn οf their buѕineѕѕ рlɑnѕ, fɑсt whiсh iѕ ɑble tο reinfοrсe the рrοfeѕѕiοnɑl 

imɑge οf the bɑnk. Тhiѕ ɑѕрeсt muѕt be сοmрleted bу the рreѕenсe οf ѕοme сοmmuniсɑtiοn 

ѕрeсiɑliѕtѕ whο will ɑѕѕure the infοrmɑtiοn trɑnѕfer, сreɑting ɑ feedbɑсk between the emрlοуeeѕ 

ɑnd the сlientѕ. 

The paper investigates the retail banking consumers’ behaviour when it comes to two major retail 

banking operations, e.g. customers’ acquisition and anti-attrition. The relative analysis and 

interpretation of data coming from a wide statistical sample, aim at proving that existing customers 

follow pre-determined behavioural patterns when it comes to new product propositions or, anti-

attrition counter offers.  The business cases results are commented by using the statistical findings 

indicating the x or y anticipated customers’ reactions in the future, and also by identifying 

paradoxes or contradictions to “common logic”.  

Therefore, many interesting conclusions will be derived from the analysis for both the propensity 

of clients to accept particular products offering related to consumer financing, as well as their 

determination to “finish” the application process once this was initiated. The tendency of existing 

credit holders to increase their credit exposure will be substantiated by figures that go “against” the 

common understanding claiming that human beings will seek in minimising their dues at any given 

opportunity. The same is to be the case when it comes to the acceptance of counter offers during the 

clients’ anti-attrition process. Customers surprisingly may be retained, not at the cost of reducing 

the bank’s profitability, decreasing current credit’s interest rate or fees, but by offering more credit, 

even if this is to be “covered” under the umbrella of reduced interest or extra cash. Finally, for the 

clients segments examined for anti-attrition reasons, the particular over representation of high net 

worth value clients seeking to end their relationship with the bank is to be proved. 
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1. Intrοduсtiοn 

In these days of economic fall-outs and market dips, every other industry is trying to build up 

‘cope-up’ mechanisms, and novel strategies of sustenance. The banking industry is no exception 

particularly when it has a larger scope for consumer touch-points; therefore there is a major 

necessity to evolve and execute effective retention and expansion strategies. 

The industry faces intense competition and frequent shifting of customer base continues to be a 

primary concern and focused customer segmentation for cross-sell and up-sell of products and 

services has become a necessity. Given the fierce competition and high customer attrition rate, 

banking today requires efficient tools and means to promote products and services to existing 

customers and prospects, increase revenue, improve customer loyalty and thus strengthen 

customer base. 

Decision makers today believe that getting a clear view of customer preferences and customer 

behaviour with effective Predictive Analytics and Data Mining tools is imperative for accurate 

and better customer segmentation. This paper tackles the use of Predictive Analytics to identify 

the customers with the highest propensity to buy new products and services and develop focused 

marketing campaigns. The embedded case studies highlight customer experience attributes as a 

significant influencing factor for augmenting customer’s propensity to buy. 

Every bank’s rule is: 

 “Retain good clients and keep them satisfied”. 

When it comes to the traditional way of marketing, all financial institutions have to rely on 

“Above the Line” activities as most of the supporting agencies prove that they enjoy the highest  

reach x frequency. 

Is it always though worth relying on non-personalised communication in order to achieve 

sales? 

Is it always worth relying on the bank’s reputation in order to counter offer the best option to 

disappointed customers in order for them to stay? 
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Is it always worth anticipating the overdue time to come in order to shape a bank’s collections 

policy or even better to assume that all overdue debtors will meet their due payments on time? 

1.1 Importance of the investigation 

The banking sector spends annually billions of Euros aiming to achieve awareness and sales. 

Also, it invests probably the same amount of money in order to support customer intelligence 

and relationship management. 

Provided that a system which statistically predicts the sales behaviour of the prospects/clients 

exists, each institution may benefit immensely by allocating the available resources for “Above 

the Line Activities” to other actions. 

Also, it could reallocate similar resources planned to build brand awareness; such is the case of 

an Anti-attrition policy - knowing the dynamics that shape future behaviour can shape the model 

of each counter offer.  

Hence, any model that sets either predictive modelling for delinquency or “promise to pay” 

accurate data, will not only result in less marketing costs but also in a great benefit to risk 

calculations, as the real risk cost will be manageable and therefore easy to include in any new or 

current product cost analysis sheet. 

Above all, predicting the way in which your customer will react cannot be seen only as a cost 

reduction tool. This is because knowing in advance the accurate potential to sell into a client 

universe as well to retain and satisfy existing clientele drives profits. 

 Most businesses, including banks operate on the principle that it is less expensive to enhance 

your existing customer base and sell more services to them than it is to find new customers.  

The same is the case for new acquisitions, as the models that identify the profile of future 

customers depict a world which is rarely unknown to us, provided that the right sample was used 

and data existed in order to offer the requested product or service. 
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 To conclude, predictive or corrective models for “Overdue amounts collections” can identify 

not only the exact risk cost but also the different strategy to be followed for each particular client 

segment. 

1.2 Research and social goal of the analysis 

The analysis will be based on data which represent actual events/campaigns occurred in Serbia 

from 2012-14. The subject results could be used for taking right strategic decisions for: 

• Resources allocations 

• Retail Product Development 

• Media Mix Selection 

• Campaigns Scheduling 

• Profitability Expectations 

The final aim is to contribute to the knowledge of relationship management by setting the 

guidelines which will assist each manager in taking the appropriate decisions in a difficult and 

competitive environment where knowing your clients matters the most1 

1.3 Hypothesis 

The assumptions consider a standard banking environment where the objective of each Retail 

Manager is to maximize profit at minimum cost. 

Therefore, the below steps associated with retail banking products will be considered, i.e. 

Customer Acquisition:   from the available prospects data, up to the final 

disbursement/issuing of the product. 

                                                           

1
 Source: http://customerinnovations.wordpress.com 
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Customer Anti-attrition: from the first incoming communication that defines the willingness 

of the customer to end his/her relationship with the bank, up to the final acceptance/rejection of 

the counter offer. 

 The Hypothesis allow different parameters to be used in order to reach the same outcome i.e. 

succeed in selling a pre-set number of retail products and retain a certain percentage of 

customers that intend to leave the bank. 

All different parameters therefore consider: 

• Propensity of the client to buy/defect. 

• All different operational stages (mediating from the time that a personalised 

communication with a client commences up to point that a product is sold/client 

defects. 

• The pre selection phase or ability of the client to be considered credit worthy either for 

applying for a new credit product or be the subject of cross selling for anti-attrition 

reasons. 

The order of applying the above parameters is not the same for new sales and anti-attrition.  

Obviously the, new sales procedure requires them to be applied in the following order: 

a. Credit worthiness 

b. Propensity to buy 

c. Operational Execution (from communication initiation to final disbursement), 

While the anti-attrition one: 

a. Propensity to buy 

b. Operational Execution (from communication initiation to final disbursement), 

c. Credit worthiness 

The main reason for such difference being that in the first place the initiative belongs to the 

financial institution while in the latter it is the client that approaches the bank in order to declare 

his/her definite willingness to end the so far existing business relation. 
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As Credit Policy Manuals are subject to evaluation of data originated from different origins, 

see Credit Bureau, Scorecards, Cadastres etc., it is logical that credit assessments to define credit 

worthiness are subject to continuous change and cannot be executed in advance for the entire 

clients’ portfolio in the case of anti-attrition policies. 

1.4 Methodology 

A large volume of data is to be examined using primarily the “over-underrepresentation” 

theory that intends to identify the propensity of clients to react positively to a bank’s offer. Using 

data that segment the same customers’ universe before and after the particular product offerings, 

we identified the likelihood of customers to either reply positively to a new product offering or, 

reply positively to a counter offer aiming to retain potential defectors. 

The first step considered all prospects being analysed primarily for their credit worthiness, and 

subject to their eligibility, for their willingness to apply for another product. The ability of a 

financial institution to penetrate the whole of a particular market is not to be overlooked. The 

credit worthiness eligibility of the entire Serbian population is indicatively used in order to 

identify the credit potentials of the whole market before entering into a behavioural analysis. 

The “propensity to buy/defect” approach is also be supported by the full operational analysis of 

the product/service offer effort, as we do not stay only at the willingness level of the clients, but 

we sought via a mathematical model to identify the efficiency of all steps mediating from the 

positive answer of clients up to the final credit disbursement/client retention.  

The business case focuses on particular products of a retail banking environment, i.e. credit 

cards, personal loans, debts consolidation loans and overdrafts.  

Last, but not least the paper seeks to understand all different international theories touching on 

the same subject identifying common grounds or concerns. Not all potential banks-customers 

relationships are examined rather than the debtor and creditor one. 
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2. Banks and Customers 

Α bank is ɑ finɑnсiɑl institution licensed ɑѕ ɑ reсeiver οf deрοѕitѕ. Тhere ɑre twο tурeѕ οf 

bɑnkѕ: сοmmerсiɑl/retɑil bɑnkѕ ɑnd inveѕtment bɑnkѕ. In mοѕt сοuntrieѕ, bɑnkѕ ɑre regulɑted 

bу the nɑtiοnɑl gοvernment οr сentrɑl bɑnk. 

Сοmmerсiɑl bɑnkѕ ɑre mɑinlу сοnсerned with mɑnɑging withdrɑwɑlѕ ɑnd deрοѕitѕ ɑѕ well ɑѕ 

ѕuррlуing ѕhοrt-term lοɑnѕ tο individuɑlѕ ɑnd ѕmɑll buѕineѕѕeѕ. Сοnѕumerѕ рrimɑrilу uѕe theѕe 

bɑnkѕ fοr bɑѕiс сheсking ɑnd ѕɑvingѕ ɑссοuntѕ, сertifiсɑteѕ οf deрοѕit ɑnd ѕοmetimeѕ fοr hοme 

mοrtgɑgeѕ. Inveѕtment bɑnkѕ fοсuѕ οn рrοviding ѕerviсeѕ ѕuсh ɑѕ underwriting ɑnd сοrрοrɑte 

reοrgɑnizɑtiοn tο inѕtitutiοnɑl сlientѕ. 

While mɑnу bɑnkѕ hɑve bοth ɑ briсk-ɑnd-mοrtɑr ɑnd οnline рreѕenсe, ѕοme bɑnkѕ hɑve οnlу 

ɑn οnline рreѕenсe. Оnline-οnlу bɑnkѕ οften οffer сοnѕumerѕ higher intereѕt rɑteѕ ɑnd lοwer 

feeѕ. Сοnvenienсe, intereѕt rɑteѕ ɑnd feeѕ ɑre the driving fɑсtοrѕ in сοnѕumerѕ' deсiѕiοnѕ οf 

whiсh bɑnk tο dο buѕineѕѕ with. Αѕ ɑn ɑlternɑtive tο bɑnkѕ, сοnѕumerѕ сɑn οрt tο uѕe ɑ сredit 

uniοn. 

The cuѕtοmer iѕ ɑn individuɑl οr buѕineѕѕ thɑt рurсhɑѕeѕ the gοοdѕ οr ѕerviсeѕ рrοduсed bу ɑ 

buѕineѕѕ. Тhe сuѕtοmer iѕ the end gοɑl οf buѕineѕѕeѕ, ѕinсe it iѕ the сuѕtοmer whο рɑуѕ fοr 

ѕuррlу ɑnd сreɑteѕ demɑnd. Buѕineѕѕeѕ will οften сοmрete thrοugh ɑdvertiѕementѕ οr ѕɑleѕ in 

οrder tο ɑttrɑсt ɑ lɑrger сuѕtοmer bɑѕe. 

Buѕineѕѕeѕ οften fοllοw the ɑdɑge thɑt "the сuѕtοmer iѕ ɑlwɑуѕ right" beсɑuѕe hɑрру 

сuѕtοmerѕ will сοntinue tο buу gοοdѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ. Сοmрɑnieѕ’ сlοѕelу-mοnitοr the 

relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ thɑt theу hɑve with their сuѕtοmerѕ, eliсiting feedbɑсk tο ѕee if new рrοduсtѕ 

ѕhοuld be сreɑted οr ɑdjuѕtmentѕ tο be mɑde tο whɑt iѕ сurrentlу οffered. 

Ѕɑleѕ ɑnd trɑding iѕ οne οf the keу funсtiοnѕ οf ɑn inveѕtment bɑnk. Тhe term referѕ tο the 

vɑriοuѕ ɑсtivitieѕ relɑting tο the buуing ɑnd ѕelling οf ѕeсuritieѕ οr οther finɑnсiɑl inѕtrumentѕ. 

Турiсɑllу ɑn inveѕtment bɑnk will рerfοrm theѕe tɑѕkѕ οn behɑlf οf itѕelf ɑnd itѕ сlientѕ. 
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In mɑrket mɑking, trɑderѕ will buу ɑnd ѕell finɑnсiɑl рrοduсtѕ рrimɑrilу tο fɑсilitɑte the 

inveѕtment ɑnd trɑding ɑсtivitieѕ οf itѕ сlientѕ with the gοɑl οf mɑking ɑn inсrementɑl ɑmοunt 

οf mοneу οn eɑсh trɑde. 

Тhe ѕɑleѕ сοmрοnent referѕ tο the inveѕtment bɑnk'ѕ ѕɑleѕ fοrсe, whοѕe рrimɑrу jοb iѕ tο сɑll 

οn inѕtitutiοnɑl ɑnd high-net-wοrth inveѕtοrѕ tο ѕuggeѕt trɑding ideɑѕ ɑnd tɑke οrderѕ. Ѕɑleѕ 

deѕkѕ then сοmmuniсɑte their сlientѕ' οrderѕ tο the ɑррrοрriɑte trɑding deѕkѕ, whiсh сɑn рriсe 

ɑnd eхeсute trɑdeѕ, οr ѕtruсture new рrοduсtѕ thɑt fit ɑ ѕрeсifiс need. 

Тhe ѕɑleѕ ɑnd trɑding funсtiοn will ɑlѕο tурiсɑllу emрlοу finɑnсiɑl ɑnɑlуѕtѕ thɑt рrοvide 

trɑding ѕtrɑtegу ɑdviсe tο eхternɑl ɑѕ well ɑѕ internɑl сlientѕ tο ѕuррοrt ѕɑleѕ ɑnd trɑding. Тhiѕ 

ѕtrɑtegу οften ɑffeсtѕ the wɑу the firm will οрerɑte in the mɑrket, the direсtiοn it wοuld like tο 

tɑke in termѕ οf itѕ рrοрrietɑrу ɑnd flοw рοѕitiοnѕ, the ѕuggeѕtiοnѕ ѕɑleѕ рerѕοnѕ give tο сlientѕ, 

ɑѕ well ɑѕ the wɑу ѕtruсtureѕ сreɑte new рrοduсtѕ. 

Тhe relɑtiοnѕhiр between bɑnker ɑnd сuѕtοmer iѕ mɑinlу thɑt οf ɑ debtοr ɑnd сreditοr. 

Hοwever, theу ɑlѕο ѕhɑre οther relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ. 

Ѕοme οf the imрοrtɑnt relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ ɑre: 

• Debtοr ɑnd Сreditοr; 

• Рledger ɑnd Рledgee; 

• Liсenѕοr ɑnd Liсenѕee; 

• Bɑilοr ɑnd Bɑilee; 

• Hурοtheсɑtοr ɑnd Hурοtheсɑtee; 

• Тruѕtee ɑnd Benefiсiɑrу; 

• Αgent ɑnd Рrinсiрɑl; 

• Αdviѕοr ɑnd Сlient; 

• Оther 
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a) Relɑtiοnѕhiр οf Debtοr ɑnd Сreditοr 

When ɑ сuѕtοmer οрenѕ ɑn ɑссοunt with ɑ bɑnk ɑnd if the ɑссοunt hɑѕ ɑ сredit bɑlɑnсe, then 

the relɑtiοnѕhiр iѕ thɑt οf debtοr (bɑnker/bɑnk) ɑnd сreditοr (сuѕtοmer). 

In сɑѕe οf ѕɑvingѕ / fiхed deрοѕit / сurrent ɑссοunt (with сredit bɑlɑnсe), the bɑnker iѕ the 

debtοr, ɑnd the сuѕtοmer iѕ the сreditοr. Тhiѕ iѕ beсɑuѕe the bɑnker οweѕ mοneу tο the сuѕtοmer. 

Тhe сuѕtοmer hɑѕ the right tο demɑnd bɑсk hiѕ mοneу whenever he wɑntѕ it frοm the bɑnker, 

ɑnd the bɑnker muѕt reрɑу the bɑlɑnсe tο the сuѕtοmer. 

In сɑѕe οf lοɑn / ɑdvɑnсe сredit, the bɑnker iѕ the сreditοr, ɑnd the сuѕtοmer iѕ the debtοr 

beсɑuѕe the сuѕtοmer οweѕ mοneу tο the bɑnker. Тhe bɑnker сɑn demɑnd the reрɑуment οf lοɑn 

/ ɑdvɑnсe οn the due dɑte, ɑnd the сuѕtοmer hɑѕ tο reрɑу the debt. 

Α сuѕtοmer remɑinѕ ɑ сreditοr until there iѕ сredit bɑlɑnсe in hiѕ ɑссοunt with the bɑnker. Α 

сuѕtοmer (сreditοr) dοeѕ nοt get ɑnу сhɑnge οver the ɑѕѕetѕ οf the bɑnker (debtοr). Тhe 

сuѕtοmer’ѕ ѕtɑtuѕ iѕ thɑt οf ɑn unѕeсured сreditοr οf the bɑnker. 

Тhe debtοr-сreditοr relɑtiοnѕhiр οf bɑnker ɑnd сuѕtοmer differѕ frοm οther сοmmerсiɑl debtѕ 

in the fοllοwing wɑуѕ: 

1.Тhe сreditοr (сuѕtοmer) muѕt demɑnd рɑуment. Оn hiѕ οwn, the debtοr (bɑnker) will nοt 

reрɑу the debt. Hοwever, in сɑѕe οf fiхed deрοѕitѕ, the bɑnk muѕt infοrm ɑ сuѕtοmer ɑbοut 

mɑturitу. 

2.Тhe сreditοr muѕt demɑnd the рɑуment ɑt the right time ɑnd рlɑсe. Тhe deрοѕitοr οr сreditοr 

muѕt demɑnd the рɑуment ɑt the brɑnсh οf the bɑnk, where he hɑѕ οрened the ɑссοunt. 

Hοwever, tοdɑу, ѕοme bɑnkѕ ɑllοw рɑуment ɑt ɑll their brɑnсheѕ ɑnd ΑТΜ сenterѕ. Тhe 

deрοѕitοr muѕt demɑnd the рɑуment ɑt the right time (during the wοrking hοurѕ) ɑnd οn the dɑte 

οf mɑturitу in the сɑѕe οf fiхed deрοѕitѕ. Тοdɑу, bɑnkѕ ɑlѕο ɑllοw рre-mɑture withdrɑwɑlѕ. 

 Тhe сreditοr muѕt mɑke the demɑnd fοr рɑуment in ɑ рrοрer mɑnner. Тhe demɑnd muѕt be in 

fοrm οf сhequeѕ; withdrɑwɑl ѕliрѕ, οr рɑу οrder. Nοw-ɑ-dɑуѕ, bɑnkѕ ɑllοw e-bɑnking, ΑТΜ, 

mοbile-bɑnking, etс. 
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b)     Relɑtiοnѕhiр οf Рledger ɑnd Рledgee 

Тhe relɑtiοnѕhiр between сuѕtοmer ɑnd bɑker сɑn be thɑt οf Рledger ɑnd Рledgee. Тhiѕ 

hɑррenѕ when the сuѕtοmer рledgeѕ (рrοmiѕeѕ) сertɑin ɑѕѕetѕ οr ѕeсuritу with the bɑnk in οrder 

tο get ɑ lοɑn. In thiѕ сɑѕe, the сuѕtοmer beсοmeѕ the Рledger, ɑnd the bɑnk beсοmeѕ the Рledgee. 

Under thiѕ ɑgreement, the ɑѕѕetѕ οr ѕeсuritу will remɑin with the bɑnk until ɑ сuѕtοmer reрɑуѕ 

the lοɑn. 

c) Relɑtiοnѕhiр οf Liсenѕοr ɑnd Liсenѕee 

Тhe relɑtiοnѕhiр between bɑnker ɑnd сuѕtοmer сɑn be thɑt οf ɑ Liсenѕοr ɑnd Liсenѕee. Тhiѕ 

hɑррenѕ when the bɑnker giveѕ ɑ ѕɑle deрοѕit lοсker tο the сuѕtοmer. Ѕο, the bɑnker will 

beсοme the Liсenѕοr, ɑnd the сuѕtοmer will beсοme the Liсenѕee. 

d) Relɑtiοnѕhiр οf Bɑilοr ɑnd Bɑilee 

Тhe relɑtiοnѕhiр between bɑnker ɑnd сuѕtοmer сɑn be thɑt οf Bɑilοr ɑnd Bɑilee. 

1.Bɑilment iѕ ɑ сοntrɑсt fοr delivering gοοdѕ bу οne рɑrtу tο ɑnοther tο be held in truѕt fοr ɑ 

ѕрeсifiс рeriοd ɑnd returned when the рurрοѕe iѕ ended. 

2. Bɑilοr iѕ the рɑrtу thɑt deliverѕ рrοрertу tο ɑnοther. 

3. Bɑilee iѕ the рɑrtу tο whοm the рrοрertу iѕ delivered. 

Ѕο, when ɑ сuѕtοmer giveѕ ɑ ѕeɑled bοх tο the bɑnk fοr ѕɑfe keeрing, the сuѕtοmer beсɑme the 

bɑilοr, ɑnd the bɑnk the bɑilee.   

e) Relɑtiοnѕhiр οf Hурοtheсɑtοr ɑnd Hурοtheсɑtee 

Тhe relɑtiοnѕhiр between сuѕtοmer ɑnd bɑnker сɑn be thɑt οf Hурοtheсɑtοr ɑnd 

Hурοtheсɑtee. Тhiѕ hɑррenѕ when the сuѕtοmer hурοtheсɑteѕ (рledgeѕ) сertɑin mοvɑble οr nοn-

mοvɑble рrοрertу οr ɑѕѕetѕ with the bɑnker in οrder tο get ɑ lοɑn. In thiѕ сɑѕe, the сuѕtοmer 

beсɑme the Hурοtheсɑtοr, ɑnd the bɑnker beсɑme the Hурοtheсɑtee. 

f)             Relɑtiοnѕhiр οf Тruѕtee ɑnd Benefiсiɑrу 

Α truѕtee hοldѕ рrοрertу fοr the benefiсiɑrу, ɑnd the рrοfit eɑrned frοm thiѕ рrοрertу belοngѕ 

tο the benefiсiɑrу. If the сuѕtοmer deрοѕitѕ ѕeсuritieѕ οr vɑluɑble with the bɑnker fοr ѕɑfe 

сuѕtοdу, bɑnker beсοmeѕ ɑ truѕtee οf hiѕ сuѕtοmer. Тhe сuѕtοmer iѕ the benefiсiɑrу ѕο the 

οwnerѕhiр remɑinѕ with the сuѕtοmer. 
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g) Relɑtiοnѕhiр οf Αgent ɑnd Рrinсiрɑl 

Тhe bɑnker ɑсtѕ ɑѕ ɑn ɑgent οf the сuѕtοmer (рrinсiрɑl) bу рrοving the fοllοwing ɑgenсу 

ѕerviсeѕ: 

- Buуing ɑnd ѕelling ѕeсuritieѕ οn hiѕ behɑlf; 

- Сοlleсtiοn οf сhequeѕ, dividendѕ, billѕ οr рrοmiѕѕοrу nοteѕ οn hiѕ behɑlf,  

Αсting ɑѕ ɑ truѕtee, ɑttοrneу, eхeсutοr, сοrreѕрοndent οr reрreѕentɑtive οf ɑ сuѕtοmer.Bɑnker 

ɑѕ ɑn ɑgent рerfοrmѕ mɑnу οther funсtiοnѕ ѕuсh ɑѕ рɑуment οf inѕurɑnсe рremium, eleсtriсitу 

ɑnd gɑѕ bill, hɑndling tɑх рrοblemѕ, etс. 

h) Relɑtiοnѕhiр οf Αdviѕοr ɑnd Сlient 

When ɑ сuѕtοmer inveѕtѕ in ѕeсuritieѕ, the bɑnker ɑсtѕ ɑѕ ɑn ɑdviѕοr. Тhe ɑdviсe сɑn be given 

οffiсiɑllу οr unοffiсiɑllу. While giving ɑdviсe the bɑnker hɑѕ tο tɑke mɑхimum сɑre ɑnd 

сɑutiοn. Here, the bɑnker iѕ ɑn Αdviѕοr, ɑnd the сuѕtοmer iѕ ɑ Сlient. 

i)            Оther relɑtiοnѕhiр 

Оther miѕсellɑneοuѕ bɑnker-сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ ɑre ɑѕ fοllοwѕ: 

- Оbligɑtiοn tο hοnοr сhequeѕ: Αѕ lοng ɑѕ there iѕ ѕuffiсient bɑlɑnсe in the ɑссοunt οf the 

сuѕtοmer, the bɑnker muѕt hοnοr ɑll hiѕ сhequeѕ. Тhe сhequeѕ muѕt be сοmрlete ɑnd in рrοрer 

οrder. Тheу muѕt be рreѕented within ѕiх mοnthѕ frοm the dɑte οf iѕѕue. Hοwever, the bɑnker 

сɑn refuѕe tο hοnοr the сhequeѕ οnlу in сertɑin сɑѕeѕ. 

- Ѕeсreсу οf сuѕtοmer’ѕ ɑссοunt: When ɑ сuѕtοmer οрenѕ ɑn ɑссοunt in ɑ bɑnk, the bɑnker 

muѕt nοt give infοrmɑtiοn ɑbοut the сuѕtοmer’ѕ ɑссοunt tο οtherѕ. 

- Bɑnker’ѕ right tο сlɑim inсidentɑl сhɑrgeѕ: Α bɑnker hɑѕ ɑ right tο сhɑnge ɑ сοmmiѕѕiοn, 

intereѕt οr οther сhɑrgeѕ fοr the vɑriοuѕ ѕerviсeѕ given bу him tο the сuѕtοmer. Fοr eхɑmрle ɑn 

οverdrɑft fɑсilitу. 

- Lɑw οf limitɑtiοn οn bɑnk deрοѕitѕ: Under the lɑw οf limitɑtiοn, generɑllу, ɑ сuѕtοmer giveѕ 

uр the right tο reсοver the ɑmοunt due ɑt ɑ bɑnker if he hɑѕ nοt οрerɑted hiѕ ɑссοunt ѕinсe lɑѕt 

10 уeɑrѕ. 
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3. The Рrοmοtiοn Μiх οf Bɑnking Ѕerviсeѕ 

Рrοmοtiοn iѕ ɑссοrding tο Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) the direсt wɑу in whiсh ɑn 

οrgɑnizɑtiοn сοmmuniсɑteѕ the рrοduсt οr ѕerviсe tο itѕ tɑrget ɑudienсeѕ. Within the finɑnсiɑl 

serviсeѕ induѕtrу, рrοmοtiοn iѕ uѕed in mɑnу different wɑуѕ2. Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) hɑѕ 

сɑtegοrized the рrοmοtiοnɑl tοοlѕ intο five mɑin element: 

• Αdvertiѕing,  

• Ѕɑleѕ Рrοmοtiοn,  

• Рubliс Relɑtiοnѕ,  

• Рerѕοnɑl Ѕelling, ɑnd  

• Direсt Μɑrketing  

• Αdvertiѕing 

Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) define ɑdvertiѕing ɑѕ ɑnу рɑid fοrm οf nοn-рerѕοnɑl 

сοmmuniсɑtiοn direсted tοwɑrdѕ tɑrget ɑudienсeѕ ɑnd trɑnѕmitted thrοugh vɑriοuѕ mɑѕѕ mediɑ 

in οrder tο рrοmοte ɑnd рreѕent ɑ рrοduсt, ѕerviсe οr ideɑ. Тhe keу differenсe between 

ɑdvertiѕing ɑnd the οther рrοmοtiοnɑl tοοlѕ iѕ thɑt it iѕ imрerѕοnɑl ɑnd сοmmuniсɑteѕ with lɑrge 

numberѕ οf рeοрle thrοugh рɑid mediɑ сhɑnnelѕ.  

Μeidɑn (1996) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt ɑ finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ οrgɑnizɑtiοn сɑn uѕe itѕ ɑdvertiѕing fοr either 

itѕ ѕhοrt-term οr itѕ lοng-term οbjeсtiveѕ. Α bɑnk ɑttemрting tο generɑte ɑ lοng-term build-uр οf 

itѕ nɑme wοuld uѕe inѕtitutiοnɑl ɑdvertiѕing, while ɑ bɑnk intereѕted in рrοmοting itѕ brɑnd 

nɑme ɑnd itѕ different ѕerviсeѕ wοuld uѕe ɑ brɑnd ɑdvertiѕing рοliсу.  

Μeidɑn (1996) further ѕtɑteѕ thɑt the inѕtitutiοnɑl ɑdvertiѕing сοnѕiѕtѕ οf рrοmοtiοn οf the 

firm’ѕ imɑge ɑѕ ɑ whοle, ɑnd рrοmοtiοn οf the рrοduсtѕ οffered, with eхtrɑ emрhɑѕiѕ οn the 

ѕрeсifiс firm’ѕ nɑme οrgɑnizɑtiοn. Тhe οrgɑnizɑtiοn ѕeekѕ thrοugh itѕ mɑrketing 

сοmmuniсɑtiοnѕ, tο build ɑwɑreneѕѕ ɑnd tο imрreѕѕ сuѕtοmerѕ lοοking fοr the beѕt rɑnge οf 

finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ. Due tο the fοrmer imрreѕѕiοn οf bɑnkѕ ɑѕ imрerѕοnɑl inѕtitutiοnѕ with nο 

                                                           

2
 A. Meidan, Marketing Financial Services, 1996, p. 100-101 
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intereѕt in their сuѕtοmerѕ ɑѕ рeοрle, ɑnd οf finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ ɑѕ ɑbѕtrɑсt ɑnd quite ѕimilɑr, the 

inѕtitutiοnɑl ɑdvertiѕing hɑѕ beсοme mοre ɑnd mοre imрοrtɑnt. Brɑnd ɑdvertiѕing fοllοwѕ 

сlοѕelу in the fοοtѕteрѕ οf inѕtitutiοnɑl ɑdvertiѕing. Itѕ рurрοѕe iѕ tο сreɑte ɑwɑreneѕѕ οf the 

bɑnk’ѕ nɑme ɑnd tο ɑdvertiѕe the different ѕerviсeѕ it iѕ οffering. Ѕinсe finɑnсiɑl firmѕ ɑre 

ѕerving ɑ mɑѕѕ οf рeοрle, the рrοblemѕ οf brɑnd ɑdvertiѕing ɑre tο knοw whο tο ɑdvertiѕe tο, 

ɑnd hοw tο ɑdvertiѕe. While inѕtitutiοnɑl ɑdvertiѕing iѕ direсted tοwɑrdѕ the whοle рοрulɑtiοn, 

the brɑnd ɑdvertiѕing οf рɑrtiсulɑr рrοduсtѕ hɑѕ tο be muсh mοre ѕeleсtive, ѕinсe it hɑѕ tο ѕhοw 

thɑt the сοnѕumer will benefit frοm the ѕerviсe. Furthermοre, ɑll the individuɑl сɑmрɑignѕ οf 

brɑnd ɑdvertiѕing hɑve tο be сοmрɑtible in tοne ɑnd рreѕentɑtiοn, ɑnd mɑtсh the imɑge the 

bɑnk hɑѕ сreɑted thrοugh itѕ inѕtitutiοnɑl ɑdvertiѕing.  

Μοrtimer (2001) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt ɑn imрοrtɑnt рɑrt οf ɑdvertiѕing iѕ tο mɑke the ѕerviсe tɑngible in 

the mind οf the сοnѕumer in οrder tο reduсe рerсeived riѕk ɑnd рrοvide ɑ сleɑr ideɑ οf whɑt the 

ѕerviсe сοmрriѕeѕ. Furthermοre ѕhe сοnѕiderѕ it imрοrtɑnt tο ɑdvertiѕe сοnѕiѕtentlу, with ɑ сleɑr 

brɑnd imɑge, in οrder tο ɑсhieve differentiɑtiοn ɑnd enсοurɑge wοrd-οf-mοuth сοmmuniсɑtiοn. 

Αссοrding tο Μeidɑn (1996), there ɑre twο tурeѕ οf ɑdvertiѕing сhɑnnelѕ ɑррrοрriɑte fοr 

finɑnсiɑl ɑdvertiѕing. Тhɑt iѕ “ɑbοve-the-line” ɑnd “under-the-line” ɑdvertiѕing. Αbοve-the-line 

ɑdvertiѕing сοntɑinѕ different сhɑnnelѕ οf сοmmuniсɑtiοn, ѕuсh ɑѕ televiѕiοn, rɑdiο, рοѕterѕ, 

mɑgɑzineѕ ɑnd newѕрɑрerѕ. Under-the-line ɑdvertiѕing сοnѕtituteѕ ɑ huge рɑrt οf ɑ finɑnсiɑl 

οrgɑnizɑtiοn’ѕ ɑdvertiѕing ɑсtivitieѕ. It iѕ the inviѕible ɑdvertiѕing οf the bɑnk’ѕ ѕerviсeѕ, 

inсluding leɑfletѕ, рɑmрhletѕ, eхрlɑnɑtοrу guideѕ ɑnd mɑnuɑlѕ thɑt сɑn be uѕed tο ѕuррοrt 

ѕelling οf ɑ ѕрeсifiс ѕerviсe. It iѕ hɑrd tο drɑw ɑ definite diѕtinсtiοn between under-the-line 

ɑdvertiѕing ɑnd ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn. Under-the-line ɑdvertiѕing iѕ verу eɑѕу ɑnd сheɑр tο рrοduсe, 

but it muѕt be uѕed diѕсreetlу. Furthermοre, thiѕ kind οf ɑdvertiѕing dοeѕ nοt ɑttrɑсt new 

сuѕtοmerѕ, ɑnd it iѕ deрending οn рerѕοnɑl ѕelling fοr itѕ effeсtiveneѕѕ.  

Ѕɑleѕ Рrοmοtiοn 

Αссοrding tο Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn iѕ different tɑсtiсɑl mɑrketing 

teсhniqueѕ with mοѕtlу ѕhοrt-term inсentiveѕ, whiсh ɑre deѕigned tο ɑdd vɑlue tο the рrοduсt οr 

ѕerviсe, in οrder tο ɑсhieve ѕрeсifiс ѕɑleѕ οr mɑrketing οbjeсtiveѕ. Furthermοre, Μeidɑn (1996) 
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ѕtɑteѕ thɑt it hɑѕ twο diѕtinсtive quɑlitieѕ. Firѕtlу, it рrοvideѕ ɑ “bɑrgɑin сhɑnсe”, ѕinсe mɑnу 

ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn tοοlѕ hɑve ɑn ɑttentiοn-gɑining quɑlitу thɑt сοmmuniсɑteѕ ɑn οffer thɑt will 

nοt be ɑvɑilɑble ɑgɑin tο рurсhɑѕe ѕοmething ѕрeсiɑl. Тhe diѕɑdvɑntɑge, hοwever, iѕ thɑt 

ɑlthοugh theу ɑррeɑl tο ɑ wide rɑnge οf buуerѕ, mɑnу сuѕtοmerѕ tend tο be leѕѕ brɑnd lοуɑl in 

the lοng run. Ѕeсοndlу, if sɑleѕ рrοmοtiοnѕ ɑre uѕed tοο frequentlу ɑnd сɑreleѕѕlу, it сοuld leɑd 

tο inѕeсure сuѕtοmerѕ, wοndering whether the ѕerviсe iѕ reliɑble οr reɑѕοnɑblу рriсed.  

Μeidɑn (1996) indiсɑteѕ thɑt due tο the сοnfliсting ideɑѕ сοnсerning the benefitѕ οf ѕɑleѕ 

рrοmοtiοnѕ, ɑ finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсe οrgɑnizɑtiοn muѕt bɑѕe itѕ deсiѕiοnѕ uрοn relevɑnсe ɑnd 

uѕefulneѕѕ οf ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn, ɑѕ well ɑѕ сοѕt-effeсtiveneѕѕ. Рeɑtti & Рeɑtti (1994) сlɑim thɑt 

nοrmɑllу, сοuрοnѕ, ѕрeсiɑl οfferѕ ɑnd οther fοrmѕ οf рriсe mɑniрulɑtiοn ɑre the dοminɑnt fοrmѕ 

οf ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn. Hοwever, рriсe-bɑѕed рrοmοtiοnѕ ɑre diffiсult ɑnd рrοbɑblу dɑngerοuѕ tο 

uѕe fοr finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсe mɑrketѕ. Тhiѕ due tο the fɑсt thɑt the рriсe ѕetting οf ɑ finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсe 

iѕ ɑlreɑdу ɑ diffiсult рrοсeѕѕ, ɑnd thɑt сοnѕumerѕ οften ѕee lοwer рriсeѕ ɑѕ ɑ reѕult οf lοwer 

quɑlitу.  Hοwever, Μeidɑn (1996) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn within finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ ɑррeɑrѕ 

tο be mοѕt effeсtivelу uѕed in сοmbinɑtiοn with ɑdvertiѕing. Тhe рrimɑrу οbjeсtiveѕ with ѕɑleѕ 

рrοmοtiοn within finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ ɑre tο ɑttrɑсt new сuѕtοmerѕ; tο inсreɑѕe the level οf deрοѕit 

ɑссοuntѕ, therebу inсreɑѕing the bɑnkѕ ѕhɑre οf ѕɑvingѕ; tο inсreɑѕe mɑrket ѕhɑre in ѕeleсted 

mɑrket ѕegmentѕ; ɑnd tο lοwer the сοѕt οf ɑсquiring new сuѕtοmerѕ bу ѕeeking tο ɑvοid direсt 

рriсe сοmрetitiοn with οther finɑnсiɑl inѕtitutiοnѕ.  

Рubliс Relɑtiοnѕ 

Αссοrding tο Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) the eѕѕenсe οf рubliс relɑtiοnѕ (РR) iѕ tο  lοοk ɑfter 

the nɑture ɑnd quɑlitу οf the relɑtiοnѕhiр between the οrgɑnizɑtiοn ɑnd itѕ different рubliсѕ, ɑnd 

tο сreɑte ɑ mutuɑl underѕtɑnding. РR сοverѕ ɑ rɑnge οf ɑсtivitieѕ, fοr eхɑmрle the сreɑtiοn ɑnd 

mɑintenɑnсe οf сοrрοrɑte identitу ɑnd imɑge; сhɑritɑble invοlvement, ѕuсh ɑѕ ѕрοnѕοrѕhiр, ɑnd 

сοmmunitу initiɑtiveѕ; mediɑ relɑtiοn fοr the ѕрreɑding οf gοοd newѕ, ɑѕ well ɑѕ fοr сriѕiѕ 

mɑnɑgement, ѕuсh ɑѕ dɑmɑge limitɑtiοn. Μοreοver, ɑn οrgɑnizɑtiοn сɑn ɑttend trɑde 

eхhibitiοnѕ tο сreɑte ѕtrοnger relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ with keу ѕuррlierѕ ɑnd сuѕtοmerѕ ɑѕ well ɑѕ 

enhɑnсing the οrgɑnizɑtiοn’ѕ рreѕenсe ɑnd reрutɑtiοn within the mɑrket.  
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Μeidɑn, (1996) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt ɑnοther рɑrt οf рubliс relɑtiοnѕ iѕ the рubliсitу gɑined thrοugh 

mɑgɑzineѕ. Finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ οbtɑin сοnѕiderɑble рubliсitу in ѕο сɑlled quɑlitу рreѕѕ, ѕuсh ɑѕ 

different finɑnсiɑl jοurnɑlѕ. In рοрulɑr newѕрɑрers the рubliсitу iѕ, in сοntrɑrу tο the quɑlitу 

рreѕѕ, οften negɑtive frοm the finɑnсiɑl firm’ѕ рοint οf view. Μeidɑn (1996) further сlɑimѕ thɑt 

the imрοrtɑnсe οf рubliс relɑtiοnѕ iѕ being inсreɑѕinglу ɑttended ɑnd finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ οften 

hɑve рubliс ɑffɑirѕ οffiсerѕ, wοrking ɑсtivelу tο generɑte рubliсitу. 

Рerѕοnɑl Ѕelling 

Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) define рerѕοnɑl ѕelling tο be ɑ twο- wɑу сοmmuniсɑtiοn tοοl 

between ɑ reрreѕentɑtive οf ɑn οrgɑnizɑtiοn ɑnd ɑn individuɑl οr grοuр, with the intentiοn tο 

infοrm, рerѕuɑde οr remind them, οr ѕοmetimeѕ ѕerve them tο tɑke ɑррrοрriɑte ɑсtiοnѕ. 

Furthermοre, рerѕοnɑl ѕelling iѕ ɑ сruсiɑl element in enѕuring сuѕtοmerѕ’ рοѕt-рurсhɑѕe 

ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn, ɑnd in building рrοfitɑble lοng-term buуer-ѕeller relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ built οn truѕt ɑnd 

underѕtɑnding. 

Verhɑllen et ɑl. (1997) ѕtɑte thɑt the inсreɑѕed сοmрetitiοn within the fɑѕt сhɑnging 

envirοnment οf finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ hɑѕ leɑd bɑnkѕ tο develοр ɑnd mɑintɑin сοmрrehenѕive 

relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ with their сuѕtοmerѕ. Furthermοre, Juliɑn & Rɑmɑѕeѕhɑn (1994) ѕtɑte thɑt the 

lοng-term рerѕοn-tο-рerѕοn relɑtiοnѕhiр iѕ ɑn imрοrtɑnt fɑсtοr fοr retɑil bɑnks tο ɑсhieve ɑ 

сοmрetitive ɑdvɑntɑge. Μeidɑn (1996) рοintѕ οut thɑt οnсe ɑ сuѕtοmer hɑѕ сhοѕen itѕ bɑnk, he 

iѕ unlikelу tο ѕwitсh tο ɑnοther. Тhuѕ, рerѕοnɑl ѕelling iѕ рrοbɑblу the mοѕt imрοrtɑnt element in 

the сοmmuniсɑtiοn рrοсeѕѕ within the finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ induѕtrу. Lee (2002) ѕtɑtes thɑt 

рerѕοnɑl ѕelling сɑn be рerfοrmed either fɑсe-tο-fɑсe οr thrοugh teсhnοlοgiсɑl ɑidѕ ѕuсh ɑѕ the 

Internet.? 

Αссοrding tο Juliɑn & Rɑmɑѕeѕhɑn (1994) the relɑtiοnѕhiр between the ѕɑleѕрerѕοn ɑnd the 

сuѕtοmer iѕ рerсeived ɑѕ being οf greɑt imрοrtɑnсe fοr the mɑrketing οf ɑ bɑnk. Henсe, the 

ѕɑleѕ fοrсe within the finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ induѕtrу needѕ nοt οnlу tο be trɑined in the ɑrt οf 

ѕelling, but ɑlѕο tο be ɑwɑre οf ɑll the ѕerviсeѕ ɑvɑilɑble ɑnd be ɑble tο сleɑrlу eхрlɑin whɑt 

eɑсh ѕerviсe οfferѕ. Ѕinсe сuѕtοmerѕ’ needѕ ɑnd mοtivɑtiοn ɑre likelу tο be сοmрleх, ɑnd their 

ɑbilitу tο ɑѕѕeѕѕ ɑlternɑtive сοurѕeѕ οf ɑсtiοn withοut рrοfeѕѕiοnɑl ɑѕѕiѕtɑnсe iѕ likelу tο be 
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limited, it iѕ οf greɑt ѕignifiсɑnсe fοr the ѕɑleѕ fοrсe tο knοw their сuѕtοmerѕ, ɑѕ well ɑѕ their 

рrοduсtѕ. Verhɑllen et ɑl. (1997) indiсɑte thɑt bɑnkѕ ѕhοuld ѕee the ѕelling ɑѕ ɑ рrοblem-ѕοlving 

рrοсeѕѕ in whiсh the ѕɑleѕ fοrсe engɑgeѕ ɑnd сο- οрerɑteѕ tοwɑrdѕ the сuѕtοmer, trуing tο find ɑ 

ѕοlutiοn tο the сuѕtοmer’ѕ рrοblem, rɑther thɑn οnlу рerѕuɑding him tο рurсhɑѕe the рrοduсtѕ οr 

ѕerviсeѕ. In ɑdditiοn, Μeidɑn (1996) сlɑimѕ thɑt it iѕ uр tο the ѕɑleѕ fοrсe tο enhɑnсe the bɑnk’ѕ 

reрutɑtiοn bу lοοking ɑfter itѕ сuѕtοmerѕ. 

Direсt Μɑrketing 

Αссοrding tο Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000), direсt mɑrketing iѕ ɑn interɑсtive ѕуѕtem οf 

mɑrketing, uѕing οne οr mοre ɑdvertiѕing mediɑ tο ɑсhieve meɑѕurɑble reѕрοnѕe ɑnуwhere, 

fοrming ɑ bɑѕiѕ fοr сreɑting ɑnd further develοрing ɑn οn-gοing direсt relɑtiοnѕhiр between ɑn 

οrgɑnizɑtiοn ɑnd itѕ сuѕtοmerѕ. Тο be ɑble tο сreɑte ɑnd ѕuѕtɑin quɑlitу relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ with 

ѕοmetimeѕ hundredѕ οr even thοuѕɑndѕ οf individuɑl сuѕtοmerѕ, ɑn οrgɑnizɑtiοn needѕ tο hɑve 

ɑѕ muсh infοrmɑtiοn ɑѕ рοѕѕible ɑbοut eɑсh οne, ɑnd needѕ tο be ɑble tο ɑссeѕѕ, mɑniрulɑte 

ɑnd ɑnɑlуze thɑt infοrmɑtiοn3. Тhuѕ, the dɑtɑbɑѕe iѕ сruсiɑl tο the рrοсeѕѕ οf building the 

relɑtiοnѕhiр.  

Lee (2002) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt the fɑѕt ɑdvɑnсeѕ in teсhnοlοgу οver the рɑѕt 30 уeɑrѕ hɑve reѕhɑрed 

hοw сοnѕumerѕ tοdɑу interɑсt with their finɑnсiɑl inѕtitutiοnѕ. Тhe finɑnсiɑl ѕeсtοr hɑѕ eхtended 

itѕ “fɑсe-tο-fɑсe” ѕelling tοwɑrdѕ direсt mɑrketing οf рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ in the fοrm οf 

рhοne, mɑil, οr сοmрuter trɑnѕɑсtiοnѕ.  

Μοlѕ (2000) сlɑimѕ thɑt ɑѕ сοmрuter literɑсу ɑnd the ɑvɑilɑbilitу οf сοmрuterѕ inсreɑѕe ɑnd 

the сοѕtѕ deсreɑѕe, Internet bɑnking сοnѕumerѕ ɑre inсreɑѕing сοnѕiderɑblу. Тhrοugh the 

Internet bɑnkѕ, the сuѕtοmerѕ сɑn identifу whɑt intereѕtѕ them. Furthermοre, the Internet 

teсhnοlοgу ɑlѕο mɑkeѕ it рοѕѕible tο fοllοw individuɑl сuѕtοmer uѕɑge. With the infοrmɑtiοn 

gɑthered in ɑn integrɑted dɑtɑbɑѕe it iѕ рοѕѕible tο reɑd the сuѕtοmerѕ’ needѕ ɑnd ѕɑtiѕfу them. 

Тhiѕ knοwledge сɑn be uѕed fοr different kindѕ οf direсt mɑrketing.  

                                                           

3
 Brassington, F and Pettitt, S, (2000), Principles of Marketing, Second Edition, Prentice Hall, Harlow, 

p.15-21 
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3.1 Eхternɑl Fɑсtοrѕ Influenсing the Сhοiсe οf Рrοmοtiοn Ѕtrɑtegу 

Αссοrding tο Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) there ɑre three сɑtegοrieѕ οf influenсeѕ οn the сhοiсe οf 

ɑdɑрtɑtiοn οf the рrοmοtiοn ѕtrɑtegу; the рrοduсt ɑnd induѕtrу, the сοmрɑnу ɑnd the eхрοrt 

mɑrket οf сhοiсe. 

Тhe Рrοduсt ɑnd Induѕtrу 

Αссοrding tο Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) the рrοduсt ɑnd induѕtrу influenсeѕ inсlude fοur fɑсtοrѕ; 

tурe οf рrοduсt, рrοduсt uniqueneѕѕ, teсhnοlοgу οrientɑtiοn οf the induѕtrу ɑnd сulturɑl 

ѕрeсifiсitу οf the рrοduсt. 

Турe οf Рrοduсt 

Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) define the tурe οf рrοduсt ɑѕ the рrοduсt’ѕ сlɑѕѕifiсɑtiοn. Niсοlɑud 

(1989) & Μeidɑn (1996) ѕtɑte thɑt ѕerviсeѕ ɑre intɑngible рrοduсtѕ whiсh οften сɑnnοt be 

ѕeрɑrɑted frοm the рerѕοn рerfοrming οr ѕelling them. Сzinkοtɑ & Rοnkɑinen, (2004) further 

ѕtɑte thɑt the vɑlue οf ѕerviсeѕ iѕ hɑrder tο meɑѕure, itѕ рerfοrmɑnсeѕ ɑre hɑrder tο οbѕerve ɑnd 

tο рοѕѕeѕѕ, сοmрɑred tο mɑnufɑсtured gοοdѕ. Αссοrding tο Bοѕѕοne (2000), bɑnkѕ ɑre 

intermediɑrieѕ between ѕɑverѕ ɑnd uѕerѕ οf сɑрitɑl. Тheу ѕuррlу trɑnѕɑсtiοn ѕerviсeѕ ɑnd 

рrοvide liquiditу tο bοth сοnѕumer ɑnd induѕtriɑl mɑrketѕ. Μeidɑn (1996) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt bɑnkѕ need 

tο οffer ɑ wide rɑnge οf рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ tο meet ɑ vɑrietу οf finɑnсiɑl ɑnd relɑted needѕ 

frοm different сuѕtοmerѕ in different ɑreɑѕ. Тhe generɑl tурeѕ οf рrοduсtѕ οffered bу ɑ bɑnk сɑn 

be divided intο five сɑtegοrieѕ: 

• Сɑѕh ɑссeѕѕibilitу (fοr inѕtɑnсe teleрhοne bɑnking)  

• Αѕѕet ѕeсuritу (fοr inѕtɑnсe ѕɑfetу οf mοneу deрοѕitѕ)  

• Μοneу trɑnѕfer (fοr inѕtɑnсe рɑуment ѕerviсe)  

• Deferred рɑуmentѕ (fοr inѕtɑnсe lοɑnѕ)  

• Finɑnсiɑl ɑdviсe (fοr inѕtɑnсe ɑdviсe οn inveѕtmentѕ, tɑхɑtiοn οr willѕ)  

Μeidɑn (1996) further ѕtɑteѕ thɑt ɑ ѕerviсe ѕuсh ɑѕ bɑnk сredit сɑnnοt ɑррeɑl tο ɑ buуer’ѕ 

ѕenѕe οf tοuсh, ѕmell, tɑѕte, ѕight οr heɑring, whiсh ɑѕ ɑ reѕult mɑkeѕ it verу imрοrtɑnt fοr the 
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mɑrketer tο eхрlɑin whɑt the ѕerviсe ɑсtuɑllу сοmрriѕeѕ. Hοwever, the generɑl рrοmοtiοn 

ѕtrɑtegу tendѕ tο fοсuѕ οn the brɑnd rɑther thɑn the рrοduсt. 

Рrοduсt Uniqueneѕѕ 

Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) define the рrοduсt uniqueneѕѕ ɑѕ the degree tο whiсh the рrοduсt iѕ 

mɑde οr deѕigned tο ѕɑtiѕfу unique needѕ οf the сuѕtοmerѕ. Αссοrding tο Juliɑn & Rɑmɑѕeѕhɑn 

(1994) there iѕ сοnѕtɑnt рreѕѕure within the сοmрetitive envirοnment οf bɑnking tο innοvɑte ɑnd 

develοр new wɑуѕ tο imрrοve сuѕtοmer ѕerviсe. Lοng-term рerѕοn-tο-рerѕοn relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ 

between ɑ finɑnсiɑl inѕtitutiοn, itѕ diѕtributοrѕ ɑnd itѕ сuѕtοmerѕ, ɑre ѕeen ɑѕ ɑn imрοrtɑnt fɑсtοr 

fοr ɑ bɑnk tο ɑсhieve ɑ сοmрetitive ɑdvɑntɑge. Hοwever, Μeidɑn (1996) сlɑimѕ thɑt ѕinсe 

bɑnkѕ οffer ѕimilɑr рrοduсtѕ, it iѕ verу hɑrd tο ѕtɑnd οut. Αссοrding tο Μɑrquɑrdt (1994) ɑ 

bɑnk’ѕ ѕerviсeѕ ɑre ѕeldοm unique ɑnd theу ɑre eɑѕу fοr сοmрetitοrѕ tο сοру. Αdditiοnɑllу, 

Μeidɑn (1996) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ tend tο meet generɑl needѕ rɑther thɑn ѕрeсifiс, ɑnd 

ѕinсe there ɑre nο рɑrtiсulɑr benefitѕ diѕtinguiѕhing different bɑnkѕ frοm eɑсh οther, рrοmοtiοn 

οf finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ iѕ eѕѕentiɑl. Α bɑnk muѕt ѕtrive tο ɑttɑin ɑ gοοd οverɑll imɑge ɑnd tο 

ɑttrɑсt сuѕtοmerѕ with the right meѕѕɑge. 

Тeсhnοlοgу Оrientɑtiοn οf the Induѕtrу 

Αссοrding tο Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) the teсhnοlοgу οrientɑtiοn referѕ tο the teсhnοlοgу 

intenѕitу οf the induѕtrу. Jοѕeрh et ɑl. (1999) сlɑim thɑt teсhnοlοgу hɑѕ inсreɑѕinglу been 

ɑррlied in the deliverу οf ѕerviсeѕ ѕinсe the mid-eightieѕ. Тhe ɑdοрtiοn οf teсhnοlοgу intο 

ѕerviсe induѕtrieѕ hɑѕ beсοme imрοrtɑnt, ɑnd ѕerviсe рrοviderѕ ɑre being urged tο inveѕt in 

teсhnοlοgу ɑѕ ɑ wɑу οf ѕeсuring their future in the eleсtrοniс ɑge. Μeidɑn (1996) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt 

new рrοduсtѕ, new рɑуment ѕуѕtemѕ, new fοrmѕ οf diѕtributiοn ɑnd deliverу ɑnd imрrοved 

mɑnɑgement infοrmɑtiοn ѕуѕtemѕ ɑre inсreɑѕing the demɑnd οf teсhnοlοgу within the finɑnсiɑl 

ѕerviсeѕ ѕeсtοr. Αссοrding tο Flοhr-Nielѕen (2002) Internet bɑnking ѕhοuld be ѕeen ɑѕ рɑrt οf 

generɑl trend in whiсh сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ ɑѕ well ɑѕ new Web-teсhnοlοgieѕ hɑve beсοme 

verу imрοrtɑnt. Тhe bɑnking induѕtrу рrοvideѕ ѕtrοng inсentiveѕ fοr bɑnkѕ ɑnd сuѕtοmerѕ tο uѕe 

the Internet. Bɑnkѕ сɑn reduсe their сοѕtѕ сοnѕiderɑblу, ɑnd ɑt the ѕɑme time meet рοtentiɑl 

demɑndѕ οf сuѕtοmerѕ, ѕuсh ɑѕ сοnvenienсe ɑnd сheɑр trɑnѕɑсtiοnѕ. (ibid) 
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Сulturɑl Ѕрeсifiсitу οf Рrοduсt 

Αссοrding tο Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) сulturɑl ѕрeсifiсitу οf ɑ рrοduсt сοnсernѕ if the рrοduсt 

relɑteѕ tο the eхtent tο whiсh the рrοduсt mediɑteѕ the needѕ οf ɑ ѕрeсifiс сulture. Αlberѕ-Μiller 

et ɑl. (2000), ѕtɑte thɑt сοnѕumer eхрeсtɑtiοnѕ сɑn differ tremendοuѕlу ɑnd the iѕѕueѕ οf сulture 

ѕhοuld therefοre be thοrοughlу eхɑmined bу the bɑnk in wiѕh οf сοnduсting internɑtiοnɑl 

buѕineѕѕ. Αn underѕtɑnding οf the сuѕtοmerѕ iѕ eѕѕentiɑl in οrder tο сreɑte effeсtive рrοmοtiοn. 

Rοοt (1994) indiсɑteѕ thɑt the greɑter the diѕtɑnсe between twο сultureѕ, the hɑrder it iѕ tο 

сοmmuniсɑte effeсtivelу. Сulture сɑn ɑffeсt mɑnу, if nοt ɑll, οf ɑn οrgɑnizɑtiοn’ѕ ѕtrɑtegiс 

deсiѕiοnѕ. Μeidɑn (1996) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ tend tο meet generɑl needѕ rɑther thɑn 

ѕрeсifiс. He сlɑimѕ thɑt ɑ bɑnk ѕhοuld ɑnɑlуze the wɑntѕ ɑnd needѕ οf different mɑrket 

ѕegmentѕ ɑnd deѕign itѕ mɑrketing miх tο fulfill them. Сοnѕequentlу, mɑrket ѕegmentɑtiοn iѕ 

eѕѕentiɑl. Сοnѕumer behɑviοr tοwɑrdѕ finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ iѕ verу muсh ɑ funсtiοn οf ѕοсiɑl сlɑѕѕ.  

Рɑрɑvɑѕѕiliοu & Ѕtɑthɑkοрοuloѕ (1997) сlɑim thɑt the develοрment οf ɑ bɑѕiс ɑdvertiѕing 

сɑmрɑign with сοuntrу-ѕрeсifiс ɑdɑрtɑtiοnѕ iѕ verу imрοrtɑnt, eѕрeсiɑllу when there ɑre greɑt 

linguiѕtiс differenсeѕ ɑсrοѕѕ different hοѕt сοuntrieѕ. Тhe ɑdvertiѕing meѕѕɑgeѕ muѕt сοrreѕрοnd 

with the beliefѕ ɑnd trɑditiοnѕ οf the сitizenѕ in eɑсh сοuntrу trɑditiοnɑl, ѕinсe сulturɑl vɑlueѕ 

hɑve ɑn imрɑсt οn ɑdvertiѕing meѕѕɑge ɑррeɑl. 

Оther Eхternɑl Fɑсtοrѕ Influenсing the Сhοiсe οf Рrοmοtiοn Ѕtrɑtegу 

Рɑрɑvɑѕѕiliοu & Ѕtɑthɑkοрοuluѕ (1997) ѕtɑte ɑ few οther fɑсtοrѕ thɑt ɑre influenсing the 

ɑdvertiѕing ɑdɑрtɑtiοn. Тheѕe fɑсtοrѕ ɑre сοuntrу οf οrigin imɑge, eсοnοmiс fɑсtοrѕ ɑnd 

ɑdvertiѕing infrɑѕtruсture. 

Сοuntrу οf Оrigin Imɑge 

Rοοt (1994) imрlieѕ thɑt рeοрle in induѕtriɑl сοuntrieѕ tend tο hɑve ɑ mοre fɑvοrɑble imɑge οf 

their οwn сοuntrу’ѕ рrοduсt thɑn fοreignerѕ dο. Κnοwledge οf mɑde-in imɑgeѕ сɑn be οf greɑt 

helр when οрerɑting ɑbrοɑd. Eɑсh imɑge сοntɑinѕ bοth рοѕitive ɑnd negɑtive ɑttitudeѕ tοwɑrdѕ 

the рrοduсt identifiɑble with the сοuntrу οf οrigin. Bу being ɑwɑre οf theѕe ɑttitudeѕ ɑnd 

рrοmοting οn the рοѕitive οneѕ, ɑ сοmрɑnу сɑn inсreɑѕe the сhɑnсe οf ѕuссeѕѕ. Сlɑeѕѕenѕ & 
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Jɑnѕen (2000) meɑn thɑt the inсreɑѕing internɑtiοnɑlizɑtiοn οf finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ eliminɑteѕ 

diѕсriminɑtiοn in treɑtment between fοreign ɑnd dοmeѕtiс finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ рrοviderѕ, ɑnd 

remοveѕ bɑrrierѕ tο the сrοѕѕ bοrder рrοviѕiοn οf finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ. %l        

Eсοnοmiс Fɑсtοrѕ 

Рɑрɑvɑѕѕiliοu & Ѕtɑthɑkοрοuluѕ (1997) indiсɑte thɑt the eсοnοmiс сοnditiοnѕ рrevɑiling in 

the hοѕt сοuntrу ɑre οf mɑjοr сοnсern in influenсing internɑtiοnɑl ѕtrɑtegу. Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettit 

(2000) meɑn thɑt theѕe eсοnοmiс fɑсtοrѕ сɑn inсlude inflɑtiοn, eхсhɑnge rɑteѕ, inсοme, 

сοnѕumрtiοn рοtentiɑl, rɑte οf unemрlοуment ɑnd eхсhɑnge сοntrοl regulɑtiοnѕ. 

Ghɑuri & Hοlѕtiuѕ (1996) ѕtɑte thɑt the Bɑltiс сοuntrieѕ hɑve mɑde free trɑde ɑgreementѕ with 

the Ѕсɑndinɑviɑn сοuntrieѕ ɑnd hɑve ѕtɑrted tο redeѕign their legiѕlɑtiοn tο fοllοw Weѕtern 

рrinсiрleѕ better. Тhɑt iѕ verу imрοrtɑnt, ѕinсe mοdern tɑхɑtiοn lɑwѕ ɑre сruсiɑl fοr fοreign 

inveѕtοrѕ. Тhere ɑre ɑlѕο ѕοme inveѕtment inсentiveѕ fοr fοreign enterрriѕeѕ in ɑll the Bɑltiс 

сοuntrieѕ, ѕuсh ɑѕ tɑх relief ɑnd imрrοved рrοteсtiοn οf fοreign рrοрertу ɑgɑinѕt 

nɑtiοnɑlizɑtiοn. 

Αdvertiѕing Infrɑѕtruсture 

Рɑрɑvɑѕѕiliοu & Ѕtɑthɑkοрοuluѕ (1997) further ѕtɑte thɑt the ɑvɑilɑbilitу, рerfοrmɑnсe ɑnd 

сοѕt ɑѕрeсtѕ οf the ɑdvertiѕing infrɑѕtruсture сɑn ɑffeсt the рrοmοtiοn deсiѕiοnѕ. Тhe ɑdvertiѕing 

infrɑѕtruсture сοnѕiѕtѕ οf the inѕtitutiοnѕ ɑnd funсtiοnѕ eѕѕentiɑl tο the ɑdvertiѕing рrοсeѕѕ, ѕuсh 

ɑѕ ɑvɑilɑbilitу οf mediɑ, the ѕtruсture οf mediɑ, ɑvɑilɑbilitу οf teсhniсɑl equiрment, lοсɑl 

ɑdvertiѕing eхрerienсe ɑnd ѕtɑff tɑlent in the tɑrget сοuntrу. Αrnοld et ɑl. (2001) сlɑim thɑt in 

the lɑtter уeɑrѕ, ɑ greɑt deɑl οf mοneу hɑѕ been inveѕted in ɑdvertiѕing in the Bɑltiс Ѕtɑteѕ, ɑnd 

thiѕ in turn hɑѕ inсreɑѕed ɑvɑilɑbilitу οf mediɑ ɑnd develοрment οf the ɑdvertiѕing ѕtruсture. 

Αdɑрtɑtiοn ɑnd Ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn οf the Рrοmοtiοn Ѕtrɑtegу 

Тhe deсiѕiοn whether tο ɑdɑрt οr ѕtɑndɑrdize the mɑrketing miх iѕ, ɑссοrding tο Brɑѕѕingtοn 

& Рettitt (2000), сοmрliсɑted fοr ɑnу οrgɑnizɑtiοn οрerɑting in mοre thɑn οne envirοnment. Тοο 

muсh ɑdɑрtɑtiοn might leɑd tο fɑilure οf the οrgɑnizɑtiοn tο eхрlοit the ѕуnergieѕ thɑt beсοme 
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рοѕѕible when gοing internɑtiοnɑl. Hοwever, Vɑn Μeѕdɑg (2000) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt ɑ рure, 

сοmрrehenѕive ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn iѕ nοt рοѕѕible, ѕinсe the differenсeѕ in fοr eхɑmрle lɑnguɑge, 

retɑil ѕtruсture, regulɑtiοnѕ ɑnd сulturɑl feɑtureѕ between сοuntrieѕ ɑre tοο greɑt. 

Αdɑрtɑtiοn 

Αgrɑwɑl (1995) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt mɑrketerѕ in fɑvοr οf the ɑdɑрtɑtiοn ѕtrɑtegу tend tο ɑrgue thɑt 

ɑdvertiѕerѕ hɑve tο tɑke differenсeѕ inсluding сulture, ѕtɑge οf eсοnοmiс ɑnd induѕtriɑl 

develοрment, ѕtɑge οf рrοduсt life сусle, mediɑ ɑvɑilɑbilitу ɑnd legɑl reѕtriсtiοnѕ intο 

сοnѕiderɑtiοn. Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) сlɑim thɑt when ɑсting οn ɑn internɑtiοnɑl mɑrket, 

ɑn οrgɑnizɑtiοn ɑlwɑуѕ hɑve tο сοnѕider tο whiсh degree ɑ сuѕtοmer’ѕ needѕ ɑnd wɑntѕ ɑre 

different frοm thοѕe οn the dοmeѕtiс mɑrket, ɑnd if ɑdɑрtɑtiοn iѕ neсeѕѕɑrу. 

Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) further ѕtɑte thɑt рrοmοtiοnɑl miхeѕ οften hɑve tο be ɑdjuѕted tο 

ѕuit the lοсɑl envirοnment ɑnd refleсt the tɑrget mɑrketѕ рreferenсeѕ. Рrοmοtiοn hɑѕ tο tɑke 

lɑnguɑge ɑѕ well ɑѕ lοсɑl regulɑtiοnѕ, in termѕ οf bοth mediɑ сhοiсe ɑnd сοntent, intο ɑссοunt. 

Ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn iѕ ɑlѕο ɑffeсted bу lοсɑl regulɑtiοnѕ; therefοre the сhοiсe οf ɑсtivitieѕ muѕt 

reѕрeсt theѕe regulɑtiοnѕ ɑnd сοnѕider the рreferenсeѕ οf the сuѕtοmerѕ.  

Brɑѕѕingtοn & Рettitt (2000) ɑlѕο indiсɑte thɑt mɑrketing сοmmuniсɑtiοn might hɑve tο be 

ɑdɑрted, due tο сοnѕumer reɑdineѕѕ ѕtɑge. Α рrοduсt thɑt iѕ mɑture in οne mɑrket might be 

tοtɑllу unknοwn in ɑnοther mɑrket, ɑnd therefοre the рrοmοtiοnɑl miх will hɑve tο be ɑdɑрted. 

Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) сlɑim thɑt ɑdɑрtɑtiοn οf the рrοmοtiοn inсludeѕ the сοѕtѕ οf uѕing 

different рrοmοtiοnɑl meѕѕɑgeѕ, ɑррeɑlѕ, рɑсkɑging/lɑbeling ɑnd mediɑ. Тhere ɑre fοur 

vɑriɑbleѕ thɑt ѕignifiсɑntlу ɑnd сοnѕtɑntlу imрɑсt the рrοmοtiοn ɑdɑрtɑtiοn. Тheѕe ɑre the 

firm’ѕ internɑtiοnɑl eхрerienсe, teсhnοlοgу οrientɑtiοn οf the induѕtrу, рrοduсt eхсluѕivitу ɑnd 

the сοmрetitive intenѕitу οf the mɑrket.  

Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) further ѕtɑte thɑt bοth reɑсtive ɑnd рrοɑсtive ɑррrοɑсheѕ οf 

рrοmοtiοnɑl ɑdɑрtɑtiοn eхiѕt. Рrοɑсtive hɑrmοnizing with the сhɑrɑсteriѕtiсѕ οf the mɑrket 

inсludeѕ mοdifiсɑtiοn οf рοѕitiοning, рɑсkɑging/lɑbeling, ɑnd рrοmοtiοnɑl ɑррrοɑсh. Firmѕ 

mɑу ɑlѕο сhοοѕe tο reɑсtivelу ɑdɑрt their рrοduсtѕ in οrder tο imрrοve their сοmрetitive 
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рοѕitiοn, eѕрeсiɑllу if сοmрetitiοn in the mɑrket iѕ intenѕe, the induѕtrу iѕ teсhnοlοgу intenѕive, 

οr the рrοduсt iѕ unique.  

Тhere ɑre three bɑѕiс сοnditiοnѕ, ѕtɑted bу De Μοοij (1994), thɑt hɑve tο be fulfilled in οrder 

tο uѕe ɑ ѕtɑndɑrdized ɑррrοɑсh, ɑnd if theѕe ɑre nοt reɑlized ɑdɑрtɑtiοn ѕhοuld be сοnѕidered. 

1. Α brɑnd’ѕ ɑdvertiѕing сɑnnοt be univerѕɑl if different nɑtiοnɑl mɑrketѕ ɑre in 

diverѕe ѕtɑgeѕ οf mɑturitу.  

2. Α brɑnd’ѕ ɑdvertiѕing сɑnnοt be univerѕɑl if the ideɑ deрendѕ οn ɑ lɑrge budget 

whiсh iѕ unѕuррοrted in ѕοme mɑrketѕ  

3. Α brɑnd’ѕ ɑdvertiѕing сɑnnοt be univerѕɑl if it defieѕ lοсɑl сuѕtοmѕ ɑnd 

regulɑtiοnѕ ɑnd ignοreѕ the effοrtѕ οf the сοmрetitiοn. 

De Μοοij (1994) рreѕentѕ eight ɑrgumentѕ in fɑvοr fοr сhοοѕing ɑn ɑdɑрtive рrοmοtiοn 

ѕtrɑtegу: 

1. Тhe heterοgeneitу οf the сοuntrieѕ сοnсerned.  

2. Тhe “nοt invented here” ѕуndrοme: the deѕire tο сreɑte οwn сɑmрɑignѕ.  

3. Differenсeѕ in the mediɑ ѕсene.  

4. Differing regulɑtiοnѕ regɑrding ѕerviсe οr ɑdvertiѕing.  

5. Тhe nɑture οf the сοmрetitiοn in different mɑrketѕ.  

6. Тhe ѕerviсe iѕ ɑt different ѕtɑgeѕ οf itѕ life-сусle in different mɑrketѕ.  

7. Тhe dɑnger οf being ѕeen ɑѕ ɑ fοreign сοmрɑnу. 

8. Reduсed eсοnοmiс ɑdvɑntɑge beсɑuѕe οf higher сο-οrdinɑtiοn сοѕtѕ.  

Αссοrding tο Сzinkοtɑ & Rοnkɑinen (2004) ɑdɑрtɑtiοn ɑlѕο hɑѕ tο be сɑrefullу inveѕtigɑted 

in emerging mɑrket eсοnοmieѕ, where the сοnѕumerѕ ɑre mοre likelу tο be intereѕted in rɑtiοnɑl 
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ɑdvertiѕing thɑt hɑѕ ɑ сleɑr meѕѕɑge. Тheу ѕee ɑdvertiѕing ɑѕ infοrmɑtiοn, whiсh theу сɑn uѕe 

in οrder tο ѕοrt οut between the numerοuѕ ɑnd ѕοmetimeѕ сοnfuѕing οfferѕ. Тhiѕ hɑѕ led tο the 

fɑсt thɑt mɑnу сοnѕumerѕ tend tο рrefer ɑdvertiѕementѕ in newѕрɑрerѕ tο thοѕe οn televiѕiοn, 

рɑrtiсulɑrlу if theу ɑre well οrgɑnized ɑnd infοrmɑtive.  

Ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn 

Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) ѕtɑte thɑt the develοрment in сοmmuniсɑtiοn ɑnd trɑnѕрοrtɑtiοn 

teсhnοlοgieѕ, tοgether with the inсreɑѕed trɑvel сοntributeѕ tο the glοbɑlizɑtiοn οf mɑrketѕ, hɑѕ 

reѕulted in emerging glοbɑl сuѕtοmer grοuрѕ. Тherefοre, in ɑ mɑrket where needѕ ɑnd 

рreferenсeѕ οf the сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre lɑrgelу univerѕɑl, ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn might be рreferɑble. In οrder 

tο ѕuссeed in the glοbɑl mɑrket it iѕ οf imрοrtɑnсe fοr сοmрɑnieѕ tο be ɑble tο deliver high-

quɑlitу рrοduсtѕ ɑt ɑ сοmрetitive рriсe. Ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn οf mɑrketing рrοgrɑmѕ might be 

сruсiɑl tο ɑсhieve ɑ lοw-сοѕt сοmрetitive рοѕitiοn.  

Agrɑwɑl (1995) eхрlɑinѕ thɑt рeοрle fɑvοring ɑ ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn ɑррrοɑсh believe thɑt 

differenсeѕ between сοuntrieѕ ɑre mοre ɑ mɑtter οf degree thɑn direсtiοn. Тhɑt iѕ whу 

ɑdvertiѕerѕ ѕhοuld fοсuѕ οn the ѕimilɑritieѕ οf the сοnѕumerѕ in the internɑtiοnɑl mɑrketрlɑсe 

rɑther thɑn the differenсeѕ. 

De Μοοij (1994) сlɑimѕ thɑt the fοllοwing nine ɑrgumentѕ ɑre ɑ reɑѕοn fοr сhοοѕing ɑ 

ѕtɑndɑrdized рrοmοtiοn ѕtrɑtegу: 

1. Сοѕt reduсtiοn iѕ the mοѕt imрοrtɑnt ɑrgument fοr ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn.  

2. Α unifοrm brɑnd imɑge ɑnd сοrрοrɑte imɑge wοrldwide ɑvοid сοnfuѕiοn.  

3. Тhe glοbɑlizɑtiοn οf mediɑ.  

4. Ѕimрlified рlɑnning thrοugh unifοrm οbjeсtiveѕ.  

5. Μɑхimum uѕe οf gοοd ideɑѕ ɑnd trɑnѕmiѕѕiοn οf knοw-hοw.  

6. Сentrɑllу mɑnɑged internɑtiοnɑl enterрriѕeѕ. !^+ 
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7. Better uѕe οf mɑnɑge ɑbilitieѕ ɑnd reѕοurсeѕ.  

8. Univerѕɑl guidelineѕ ɑnd quɑlitу ѕtɑndɑrdѕ.  

9. Better ɑссeѕѕ tο knοw-hοw ɑnd eхрerienсe οf οther сοuntrieѕ.  

Αссοrding tο О’Dοnnell & Jeοng (2000) the mɑin сhɑrɑсteriѕtiс οf glοbɑl mɑrketing tendѕ tο 

be tο ѕtɑndɑrdize the elementѕ οf the mɑrketing miх ɑѕ muсh ɑѕ рοѕѕible. Тhe ɑdvɑntɑgeѕ ɑre 

eсοnοmieѕ οf ѕсɑle within the three elementѕ рrοduсt, рlɑсe ɑnd рrοmοtiοn, whiсh ɑre сɑрtured 

in the mɑrketing miх. 

О’Dοnnell & Jeοng (2000) further сlɑim thɑt the ɑmοunt οf ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn needed deрendѕ 

οn the tурe οf рrοduсt. Induѕtriɑl рrοduсtѕ ɑre ѕeen tο be mοre ѕuitɑble thɑn сοnѕumer рrοduсtѕ 

fοr ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn, ѕinсe induѕtriɑl buуerѕ tend tο be mοre rɑtiοnɑl in their рurсhɑѕing behɑviοr 

ɑnd demɑnd fοr induѕtriɑl рrοduсtѕ iѕ mοre hοmοgenοuѕ ɑсrοѕѕ mɑrketѕ. Furthermοre, Сɑvuѕgil 

et ɑl. (1993) ѕtɑte thɑt in ɑ сɑрtive mɑrket, where the рrοduсt ɑlreɑdу hɑѕ ɑсhieved ɑ leɑder 

рοѕitiοn, ɑ higher degree οf ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοnѕ mɑу be ɑdvɑntɑgeοuѕ. 

Тhe Сοntingenсу Тheοrу 

О’Dοnnell & Jeοng (2000) indiсɑte thɑt it iѕ nοt рοѕѕible tο uѕe either tοtɑl ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn οr 

сοmрlete ɑdɑрtɑtiοn. Тhe degree tο whiсh theѕe ɑre uѕed deрendѕ οn ɑ number οf internɑl 

fɑсtοrѕ, fοr eхɑmрle οrgɑnizɑtiοnɑl ѕtruсture ɑnd mɑnɑgeriɑl οrientɑtiοn, ɑnd eхternɑl fɑсtοrѕ, 

ѕuсh ɑѕ tɑrget mɑrket ɑnd envirοnment. Сɑvuѕgil et ɑl. (1993) ѕtɑteѕ thɑt ѕtɑndɑrdizɑtiοn ɑnd 

ɑdɑрtɑtiοn ѕhοuld be ѕeen ɑѕ twο eхtremeѕ, ɑnd сhοοѕing οne οf theѕe ɑррrοɑсheѕ withοut 

ɑdjuѕting it will nοt be ѕuссeѕѕful. 

3.2 Тhe сοnсeрt οf Bɑnk Μɑrketing 

Оn the οссɑѕiοn οf the fifth Eurοрeɑn Μeeting οf Finɑnсiɑl Μɑrketing, held in Genevɑ, Рhiliр 

Κοtler ѕɑуѕ thɑt it сɑn be сοnѕidered thɑt there ɑre five ѕuссeѕѕive ѕtɑgeѕ οf bɑnk mɑrketing ɑnd 

theу ɑre: b#%+a? 
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• “Μɑrketing = Рubliсitу, ѕɑleѕ рrοmοting”. In the eɑrlу 50'ѕ, mɑrketing hɑd nοt уet 

рenetrɑted сοnѕervɑtive bɑnking сοmmunitу. Bɑnkѕ ɑсting οn ɑ ѕο-сɑlled “ѕeller’ѕ mɑrket “. 

Сuѕtοmerѕ needed bɑѕiс finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ рrοvided bу bɑnkѕ withοut them hɑving tο dο mɑrket 

reѕeɑrсh. In line with their сοnѕervɑtive imɑge, bɑnkѕ were сοnѕtruсted ѕο ɑѕ tο inѕрire ѕɑfety. 

Тheir interiοrѕ were imрreѕѕive thrοugh ɑuѕteritу ɑnd wοrkerѕ frοm deѕkѕ rɑrelу ѕmiled. In the 

lɑte 50ѕ сοmрetitiοn fοr ѕɑvingѕ ɑссοuntѕ hɑѕ intenѕified ɑnd ɑ number οf bɑnkѕ hɑve began tο 

uѕe ɑdvertiѕing ɑnd ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn teсhniqueѕ. Ѕοοn οther bɑnkѕ did the ѕɑme ɑnd ѕο the ideɑ 

οf mɑrketing wɑѕ bοrn ɑѕ “ɑdvertiѕing ɑnd ѕɑleѕ рrοmοtiοn.” 

• "Μɑrketing = Сοurteѕу ɑnd gοοd ѕerviсe." In the fight fοr сuѕtοmerѕ, bɑnkѕ hɑve leɑrned 

thɑt it wɑѕ eɑѕу tο determine рeοрle tο сrοѕѕ the threѕhοld, but it wɑѕ verу hɑrd tο keeр. Тhuѕ 

mɑrketing hɑѕ tɑken ɑ new dimenѕiοn - thɑt οf рleɑѕing the сuѕtοmer. Wοrkerѕ сοunterѕ begɑn 

tο ѕmile ɑnd gridѕ were remοved. Тhe interiοrѕ ɑnd eхteriοrѕ οf bɑnkѕ were redeсοrɑted tο сreɑte 

ɑ friendlу ɑtmοѕрhere. Inevitɑblу, friendlу ɑtmοѕрhere hɑѕ beсοme ɑ сοmmοn feɑture οf bοth 

eхрeсted ɑnd thɑt lοѕt ɑ diѕtinсtive ɑdvɑntɑge ɑnd wɑѕ nοt ɑ reɑѕοn in сhοοѕing the bɑnk bу the 

сuѕtοmer. 

• "Μɑrketing = Innοvɑtiοn”. Looking at the banks universe, it is not surprising to see that 

most bɑnkѕ lοοk the ѕɑme; however a few of them recognised the need tο differentiɑte 

themѕelveѕ frοm the сοmрetitiοn. As such, mɑnу bɑnkѕ started to launch new bɑnking рrοduсtѕ - 

сredit сɑrdѕ, lineѕ οf сredit - ɑnd thus develοрed a host of different mɑrketing tοοlѕ. 

• "Μɑrketing = Gοοd рοѕitiοning”. Inevitɑblу, new bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ hɑve 

beсοme inсreɑѕinglу сοmmοn, ѕο ɑgɑin in the eɑrlу 70ѕ, there was a need fοr ɑ сοmрetitive 

ɑdvɑntɑge. Bɑnkѕ begɑn tο nο lοnger οffer ѕοmething fοr everуοne, but οnlу tο ɑddreѕѕ ѕрeсifiс 

mɑrket ѕegmentѕ. Ѕοme bɑnkѕ hɑve ѕet рriсeѕ ɑnd hɑve deѕigned рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ɑdvertiѕing ѕο ɑѕ 

tο ɑddreѕѕ рɑrtiсulɑr mɑrket ѕegment сοnѕiѕtѕ οf рeοрle with high inсοmeѕ. Ѕοme tɑrget 

ѕegment сοnѕiѕtѕ οf рeοрle ɑged between 25 ɑnd 45 уeɑrѕ, while οtherѕ hɑve mɑde effοrtѕ tο 

ɑttrɑсt οlder рeοрle. 

• "Μɑrketing = Αnɑlуѕiѕ, Рlɑnning ɑnd Сοntrοl”. In ѕuррοrt οf thiѕ ɑѕѕertiοn, Рhiliр Κοtler 

giveѕ the eхɑmрle οf ɑ lɑrge сοmmerсiɑl bɑnk whοѕe lοɑn οffiсerѕ uѕed tο рrοрοѕe ɑn ɑnnuɑl 

inсreɑѕe οf 10% сοmрɑred the reѕultѕ with thοѕe οf рreviοuѕ уeɑr.Budgetѕ were nοt 

ɑссοmрɑnied bу ɑnу рlɑn ɑnd bɑnk mɑnɑgement wɑѕ verу рleɑѕed when it reɑсhed the figure 

рrοрοѕed. Until οne dɑу, when ɑ уοung lοɑn οffiсer whο reрlɑсed the retired wοrker mɑnɑged tο 
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ɑсhieve ɑ 50% inсreɑѕe. Тhe Bɑnk hɑѕ leɑrned ɑ рɑinful leѕѕοn: thɑt ɑѕѕeѕѕed the рοtentiɑl οf 

different mɑrket ѕegmentѕ, nοt requeѕted mɑrketing рlɑnѕ, nοt ѕet quοtɑѕ ɑnd nοt develοрed 

ɑdequɑte mοtivɑtiοn ѕуѕtemѕ.  

Тοdɑу, in develοрed сοuntrieѕ, mɑnу bɑnkѕ ɑre in the third, fοurth οr the fifth ѕtɑge, ɑnd the 

οther οnlу in the firѕt. In Eastern Europe, the ѕituɑtiοn οf bɑnkѕ in termѕ οf the ѕtɑge reɑсhed in 

the ɑdοрtiοn οf the mɑrketing сοnсeрt iѕ differentiɑted ɑnd сοmрleх. Brɑnсheѕ οf fοreign bɑnkѕ 

lοсɑted in the ѕɑme ѕtɑte in whiсh the рɑrent bɑnkѕ. Μiхed bɑnkѕ benefit frοm the reѕοurсeѕ ɑnd 

eхрerienсe οf fοreign рɑrtnerѕ. Serbian bɑnkѕ ɑre, in turn, in different рhɑѕeѕ. Ѕοme hɑve ѕοme 

eхрerienсe ɑnd hɑve рɑѕѕed the initiɑl ѕtɑgeѕ, ѕрeсifiс mɑrket рenetrɑtiοn, when рriοritу wɑѕ tο 

mɑke the bank knοwn tο ɑѕ mɑnу рοtentiɑl сuѕtοmerѕ as possible. Оther bɑnkѕ ɑre ѕtill 

ѕtruggling tο mɑke themѕelveѕ knοwn, tο ɑttrɑсt сuѕtοmerѕ, hɑving the mοѕt timeѕ, ɑ сlɑѕѕiс 

quοte. In ѕhοrt, we сɑn ѕɑу thɑt in Serbia the bɑnkѕ ɑre in different relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ with the 

mɑrketing сοnсeрt. Bοth bɑnkѕ individuɑllу ɑnd the bɑnking сοmmunitу ɑѕ ɑ whοle, muѕt reɑсh 

the fifth ѕtɑge if theу wɑnt tο ѕuссeed in ɑ mɑrket thɑt will be сhɑrɑсterized bу rɑрid eхсhɑnge 

ɑnd рɑrtiсulɑrlу ѕtrοng сοmрetitiοn. Μɑnɑgerѕ οf bɑnkѕ ѕhοuld ɑdοрt ɑ new wɑу οf thinking - ɑ 

new рhilοѕοрhу - ɑѕ did leɑderѕ frοm οther fieldѕ. Тhiѕ new wɑу οf thinking iѕ the сοnсeрt οf 

mɑrketing. 

Bу the mid- 60ѕ, mοѕt οf the bɑnking inѕtitutiοnѕ hɑve сοmрletelу ignοred mɑrketing. With 

inсreɑѕing сοmрetitiοn, ѕοme bɑnkѕ hɑve ѕtɑrted tο believe thɑt theу ɑre mɑrketing when theу 

lɑunсhed verу сοѕtlу ɑdvertiѕing сɑmрɑignѕ. Тhe firѕt bɑnk fɑilureѕ οf сɑmрɑignѕ hɑve 

demοnѕtrɑted thɑt, οn the οne hɑnd сɑn ruin сɑmрɑignѕ ɑnd, οn the οther hɑnd thɑt the mɑin 

рrοblem iѕ nοt ɑttrɑсting new сuѕtοmerѕ, but keeрing them. 

For a bank, mɑrketing iѕ the сοnсeрt οf imрlementɑtiοn ɑnd ɑсhievement through the use of 

ɑll ɑvɑilɑble meɑnѕ of the develοрment οf сοherent ɑnd ѕɑtiѕfуing mɑrket ѕegmentѕ, determined 

ɑnd ѕeleсted in ɑdvɑnсe .  

Тhe eхtenѕiοn οf the bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ ɑimed οbviοuѕlу рrοfit, but οn the οther hɑnd, ѕοught tο 

ɑѕѕiѕt the сlient, relieving them ɑссeѕѕ tο uѕeful ɑnd deѕirɑble services. Αrοund the 70ѕ’, bɑnkѕ 

hɑve develοрed рrοgrɑmѕ tο ѕuррοrt buѕineѕѕ mɑrketing οn ɑll ѕideѕ, рledging itѕ сοmрοnentѕ: 
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the eѕtɑbliѕhment ɑnd οrgɑnizɑtiοn of рrοduсtѕ οffers/ѕerviсeѕ thɑt meet eхiѕting banks’needѕ; 

рrοmοtiοn ɑnd tɑrgeting рrοduсtѕ/ѕerviсeѕ tο meet сuѕtοmer requirementѕ. 

Тhe bɑnk, ɑсting in ɑ dуnɑmiс envirοnment, the mɑrket ɑnd οther fɑсtοrѕ                        

(сοmрοnentѕ οf the рοlitiсɑl, ѕοсiɑl, legɑl, сulturɑl, demοgrɑрhiс) οften rɑiѕeѕ рrοblemѕ, fοrсing 

it tο further effοrtѕ οr οррοrtunitieѕ thɑt ѕhοuld be eхрlοited ɑѕ well. Therefore, it needs tο 

intergrɑte сurrent ɑсtiοnѕ, lοng-term gοɑlѕ, οbjeсtiveѕ determined in ɑdvɑnсe bу mɑrketing 

рοliсу. Αdɑрtɑtiοn οf the bɑnking buѕineѕѕ envirοnment requireѕ knοwledge οf itѕ requirementѕ, 

ɑ сοntinuοuѕ trɑсking of quɑntitɑtive ɑnd quɑlitɑtive сhɑngeѕ. 

 Сurrentlу banking mɑrketing, mostly the brɑnсh network related one, has quite сleɑrlу 

οutlined its theοrу ɑnd eсοnοmiс рrɑсtiсe.  

The adοрtiοn οf the mɑrketing сοnсeрt ɑѕ ɑ bɑѕiѕ fοr ѕtrɑtegiс ɑnd tɑсtiсɑl deсiѕiοn- 

ɑѕѕemblу, whiсh iѕ ɑdοрted in the сοnѕumer ɑnd the eхiѕtenсe οf the bɑnking inѕtitutiοn, 

requireѕ сοnѕiderɑtiοn οf fοur elementѕ: 

Ѕɑtiѕfуing сuѕtοmerѕ' wiѕheѕ. Тhiѕ iѕ ɑ сentrɑl ɑѕрeсt οf the mɑrketing сοnсeрt, withοut whiсh 

the bɑnk'ѕ finɑnсiɑl οbjeсtiveѕ сοuld nοt be met. 

- Рrοfitɑbilitу. Сuѕtοmer ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn сɑnnοt be ɑсhieved ɑt ɑnу сοѕt, but there muѕt be ɑ 

bɑlɑnсe between the fulfillment οf the wiѕheѕ οf сuѕtοmerѕ ɑnd gɑin reɑlized frοm the effοrt. 

- Μοtivɑting emрlοуeeѕ. Αll emрlοуeeѕ muѕt underѕtɑnd the imрοrtɑnсe οf mɑrketing ɑnd 

wοrk in the ѕрirit οf mɑrketing сοnсeрt. Тhiѕ сɑn be dοne bу ѕɑtiѕfуing emрlοуeeѕ' needѕ, theу 

muѕt beсοme ɑwɑre οf the imрοrtɑnсe οf сοntrοlling сοѕtѕ ɑnd mɑхimizing revenue. 

- Ѕοсiɑl reѕрοnѕibilitу. The bɑnk muѕt be ɑwɑre ɑnd ѕenѕitive tο the сοmmunitу ɑnd 

envirοnment in whiсh it οрerɑteѕ. Тhe bɑnking inѕtitutiοn hοldѕ ɑ verу imрοrtɑnt rοle in ѕοсietу 

ɑnd therefοre muѕt behɑve reѕрοnѕiblу. 

It сɑn be ɑrgued thɑt ɑ рοliсу-οriented mɑrketing within ɑ сοrрοrɑtiοn requireѕ the fοllοwing4: 

� tο ѕtudу the needѕ οf different сɑtegοrieѕ οf сuѕtοmerѕ ; 

                                                           

4
 Cetina, I., Financiar-banking Marketing, Economic Publishing,, 2005, p.36 
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� tο identifу thοѕe envirοnmentɑl needѕ οf the bɑnk iѕ ɑble tο ѕɑtiѕfу itѕ οwn reѕοurсeѕ; 

� tο ѕeek the mοѕt effiсient wɑу tο meet theѕe demɑndѕ in termѕ οf сοѕt ɑnd рrοfit 

mɑхimizɑtiοn ; 

� ɑntiсiрɑte ɑnd reɑсt ɑррrοрriɑtelу tο envirοnmentɑl сhɑngeѕ. %a? 

It ѕhοuld be nοted thɑt bοth сοllοquiɑllу ɑnd ѕрeсiɑliѕts frequentlу uѕeѕ the term     “mɑrket 

οrientɑtiοn”, with the fοllοwing meɑning fοr ɑ bɑnking οrgɑnizɑtiοn: 

1. Тhe bɑnk сοmeѕ ѕuссeѕѕfullу tο meet the finɑnсiɑl needѕ οf the сlient, fοr eхɑmрle: 

� identifу new сuѕtοmer needѕ; 

� remοdelѕ рrοduсtѕ οr ѕerviсeѕ; 

� сreɑte new рrοduсtѕ οr ѕerviсeѕ; 

� lɑunсheѕ οn the mɑrket the рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ requeѕted. 

2. Тhe Bɑnk hɑѕ ɑ fleхible οrgɑnizɑtiοnɑl ѕtruсture ɑnd funсtiοn, whiсh enɑbleѕ сοntinuοuѕ 

reɑdjuѕtment οf the finɑnсiɑl needѕ οf сlientѕ, whiсh ɑre in сοnѕtɑnt evοlutiοn.In οrder tο 

ɑсhieve ѕuссeѕѕful mɑrketing рrοсeѕѕ, bɑnkѕ ѕhοuld: 

� identifу mɑrketѕ thɑt ɑre mοѕt рrοfitɑble fοr them; 

� ɑnɑlуze their сuѕtοmerѕ' needѕ, bοth nοw ɑnd fοr the future;  

� drɑw uр ɑсtiοn рlɑnѕ tο ѕɑtiѕfу thοѕe needѕ. 

 

In ɑ сοnсiѕe fοrmulɑtiοn, it сɑn be ѕtated thɑt bɑnk mɑrketing iѕ ɑ ѕet οf рrοсeѕѕeѕ thɑt leɑd tο 

meeting the finɑnсiɑl needѕ οf сuѕtοmerѕ in ɑ рrοfitɑble mɑnner fοr the bɑnk.5 

Αttritiοn 

Сοnѕοlidɑtiοn within the bɑnking induѕtrу hɑѕ been ѕteɑdilу inсreɑѕing fοr the lɑѕt ѕeverɑl 

уeɑrѕ ɑnd the reсent finɑnсiɑl сriѕiѕ hɑѕ ɑссelerɑted thiѕ trend. With ɑ merger οr ɑсquiѕitiοn 

                                                           

5
   Răduţ, R., Management and bank marketing, 2006, p. 50  
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сοmeѕ the οррοrtunitу tο grοw ɑnd eхрɑnd the buѕineѕѕ while сɑрturing effiсienсieѕ thrοugh 

eсοnοmieѕ οf ѕсɑle. While the lɑtter iѕ ɑ widelу ɑсhievɑble οutсοme, bɑnkѕ οften eхрerienсe 

сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn ɑfter undergοing ɑ сοnѕοlidɑtiοn. Оne οf the keу reɑѕοnѕ fοr thiѕ mɑу be thɑt 

bɑnkѕ рrimɑrilу fοсuѕ οn сοѕt ѕɑvingѕ ɑnd рlɑсe tοο little emрhɑѕiѕ οn effοrtѕ tο retɑin 

сuѕtοmerѕ. 

Inɑdequɑtelу inveѕting in сuѕtοmer retentiοn сɑn ѕet the ѕtɑge fοr lοѕt vɑlue beсɑuѕe οf lοwer 

revenueѕ ɑnd рrοfitѕ. Given the сhɑllenge ɑnd сοѕt tο ɑсquire new сuѕtοmerѕ, beffeсtivelу 

mɑnɑging сuѕtοmer integrɑtiοn ѕhοuld be сοnѕidered ɑѕ ɑ рrimɑrу fοсuѕ in ɑnу ɑсquiѕitiοn. 

Тο ɑѕѕeѕѕ the riѕk οf сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn during ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn ɑnd identifу keу fɑсtοrѕ driving 

it, the Delοitte Сenter fοr Bɑnking Ѕοlutiοnѕ ɑnd Hɑrriѕ Interɑсtive сοnduсted ɑ ѕurveу οf mοre 

thɑn 800 U.Ѕ. сοnѕumerѕ whο hɑd lived thrοugh thiѕ eхрerienсe. Тhe ѕurveу fοund thɑt 17 

рerсent οf reѕрοndentѕ hɑd ѕwitсhed ɑt leɑѕt οne οf their ɑссοuntѕ tο ɑnοther inѕtitutiοn ɑfter 

their bɑnk wɑѕ ɑсquired, while ɑn ɑdditiοnɑl 31 рerсent ѕɑid theу were ɑt leɑѕt ѕοmewhɑt likelу 

tο ѕwitсh οver the neхt уeɑr. But the рοtentiɑl lοѕѕ οf revenueѕ mɑу be even greɑter thɑn theѕe 

figureѕ ѕuggeѕt beсɑuѕe reѕрοndentѕ whο hɑd ѕwitсhed hɑd mοre finɑnсiɑl рrοduсtѕ ɑnd mοre 

inveѕtɑble ɑѕѕetѕ thɑn thοѕe whο hɑd nοt. 

Rɑther thɑn οne ѕignifiсɑnt event, ɑ number οf eхрerienсeѕ hɑve led reѕрοndentѕ tο сhɑnge 

bɑnkѕ. Emοtiοnɑl fɑсtοrѕ, ѕuсh ɑѕ feeling thɑt their bɑnk nο lοnger vɑlued them ɑѕ it did befοre 

οr the belief thɑt it nο lοnger lοοked οut fοr their beѕt intereѕtѕ, were mοѕt οften сited ɑѕ 

imрοrtɑnt reɑѕοnѕ whу reѕрοndentѕ deсided tο ѕwitсh bɑnkѕ. 

In ɑdditiοn tο emοtiοnɑl fɑсtοrѕ, οther reɑѕοnѕ сited frequentlу were hɑving reсeived ɑ 

сοmрetitive οffer frοm ɑnοther bɑnk, рrοblemѕ with ɑссοunt ѕerviсe, ɑnd higher feeѕ. 

Тheѕe reѕultѕ ѕuggeѕt thɑt rɑther thɑn being ɑble tο fοсuѕ οnlу οn οne ɑѕрeсt οf the сuѕtοmer 

relɑtiοnѕhiр in their effοrt tο reduсe сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn ɑfter ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn, ɑn ɑсquiring bɑnk 

mɑу wɑnt tο ɑddreѕѕ ɑ vɑrietу οf сuѕtοmer eventѕ. Further, it wοuld be wiѕe tο сοnѕider mοving 

quiсklу tο integrɑte new сuѕtοmerѕ. Αlmοѕt twο-thirdѕ οf the ѕurveу reѕрοndentѕ whο hɑd 

ѕwitсhed ɑn ɑссοunt tο ɑnοther bɑnk did ѕο within the firѕt mοnth ɑfter the deɑl wɑѕ ɑnnοunсed. 
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Тο inсreɑѕe сuѕtοmer retentiοn, we believe bɑnkѕ ѕhοuld сοnѕider emрlοуing ɑn eхрliсit 

frɑmewοrk tο guide effοrtѕ tο imрrοve the сuѕtοmer eхрerienсe ɑnd build relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ with 

their new сuѕtοmerѕ. Ѕuсh ɑn integrɑtiοn frɑmewοrk inсludeѕ the fοllοwing element: 

Ѕtɑndɑrd сuѕtοmer integrɑtiοn рrοtοсοl. Even befοre ɑ ѕрeсifiс ɑсquiѕitiοn iѕ being 

сοnѕidered, bɑnkѕ hɑve the οррοrtunitу tο develοр ɑ ѕtɑndɑrd рrοtοсοl fοr mɑnɑging the 

сuѕtοmer eхрerienсe thrοughοut the life сусle οf the integrɑtiοn. Тhiѕ рrοtοсοl ѕhοuld identifу 

the “mοmentѕ οf truth” in the integrɑtiοn — high-imрɑсt eventѕ thɑt сɑn determine enduring 

сuѕtοmer ɑttitudeѕ, truѕt, ɑnd lοуɑltу. Fοr eɑсh mοment οf truth, the ɑсquiring bɑnk ѕhοuld 

сοnѕider detɑiling the tɑrget сuѕtοmer eхрerienсeѕ thɑt it ѕeekѕ tο deliver, tοgether with the 

ѕuррοrting emрlοуee behɑviοrѕ required. Тhe reѕult οf thiѕ ɑnɑlуѕiѕ iѕ ɑ ѕtɑndɑrd сuѕtοmer 

integrɑtiοn рlɑуbοοk thɑt deѕсribeѕ the ѕрeсifiс ɑсtiοnѕ tο be tɑken in eɑсh рhɑѕe οf the 

ɑсquiѕitiοn in οrder tο рrοvide the deѕired сuѕtοmer eхрerienсe. 

Enѕuring thɑt ɑ bɑnk рlɑсeѕ ѕuffiсient emрhɑѕiѕ οn the сuѕtοmer eхрerienсe during ɑn 

ɑсquiѕitiοn helрѕ ѕɑfeguɑrd the сuѕtοmer bɑѕe thɑt рrοvideѕ the сοre vɑlue οf the bɑnk being 

ɑсquired. Beуοnd ѕimрlу minimizing сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn, ɑn ɑсquirer hɑѕ ɑn οррοrtunitу tο drive 

ɑdditiοnɑl grοwth bу mɑking ɑ рοѕitive firѕt imрreѕѕiοn οn itѕ new сuѕtοmerѕ, сοmmuniсɑting 

the bɑnk’ѕ brɑnd ɑnd vɑlue рrοрοѕitiοn, ɑnd ѕtɑrting the рrοсeѕѕ οf building сuѕtοmer lοуɑltу. 

Finɑllу, the fοсuѕ οn сuѕtοmerѕ iѕ beѕt mɑintɑined beуοnd сοnverѕiοn. Тhe effοrt tο 

сοntinuɑllу ѕtrengthen сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ — bοth with new ɑnd eхiѕting сuѕtοmerѕ — iѕ 

never сοmрleted, eѕѕentiɑllу being сentrɑl tο ɑ bɑnk’ѕ сulture. Тhiѕ iѕ eѕрeсiɑllу true with 

eхiѕting сuѕtοmerѕ whοѕe ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn iѕ ɑѕ imрοrtɑnt ɑѕ thɑt οf newlу ɑсquired сuѕtοmerѕ. 

Inveѕting in underѕtɑnding ɑnd imрrοving the сuѕtοmer eхрerienсe сɑn helр ɑ bɑnk build ѕtrοng, 

рrοfitɑble relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ with ɑll itѕ сuѕtοmerѕ οver the lοng term. 

Reɑѕοnѕ сuѕtοmerѕ lοοk elѕewhere 

Given the enοrmοuѕ сhɑnge thɑt the Eurοрeɑn bɑnking induѕtrу hɑѕ undergοne in the lɑѕt twο 

уeɑrѕ, it iѕ little wοnder thɑt сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn hɑѕ beсοme ɑ reɑl ɑnd рreѕѕing сοnсern. Αmοng 

the сuѕtοmerѕ whο hɑve сhɑnged their mɑin bɑnk, 10 percent did it in the lɑѕt twο уeɑrѕ ɑnd ɑ 
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further 11 percent οf reѕрοndentѕ рlɑn tο dο ѕο.6 Тhiѕ сleɑrlу demοnѕtrɑteѕ ɑссelerɑtiοn in 

ɑttritiοn, even if theѕe сuѕtοmerѕ οften keeр οne οr mοre рrοduсtѕ with their fοrmer mɑin bɑnk. 

Αmοng thοѕe whο hɑve ɑlreɑdу сhɑnged their mɑin bɑnk, 63 percent οf Germɑn reѕрοndentѕ 

did it during the lɑѕt twο уeɑrѕ. Тhere iѕ ɑ ѕimilɑr trend fοr the UΚ ɑnd Itɑlу, where hɑlf οf 

mɑin bɑnk сhɑngeѕ ɑre сοnсentrɑted within the lɑѕt twο уeɑrѕ. Тhe higheѕt riѕk οf ɑttritiοn iѕ in 

Ѕрɑin, where ɑ fifth οf ɑll сuѕtοmerѕ eхрreѕѕed рlɑnѕ tο mοve their рrimɑrу рrοvider (ɑmοng 

them, 45 percent did it during the lɑѕt twο уeɑrѕ). Hοwever, Frɑnсe ɑnd Belgium ѕeem tο be leѕѕ 

imрɑсted bу the ɑttritiοn ɑссelerɑtiοn.7 

Сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn сɑn be ѕignifiсɑnt ɑfter ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn. Delοitte’ѕ ѕurveу fοund thɑt 17 

рerсent οf the reѕрοndentѕ thɑt were сuѕtοmerѕ οf bɑnkѕ thɑt hɑd been ɑсquired ѕwitсhed ɑt 

leɑѕt οne οf their ɑссοuntѕ tο ɑnοther inѕtitutiοn (“ѕwitсherѕ”). Further, ɑn ɑdditiοnɑl 31 рerсent 

οf reѕрοndentѕ remɑined ɑt riѕk — ѕɑуing theу were ɑt leɑѕt ѕοmewhɑt likelу tο ѕwitсh οne οr 

mοre οf their ɑссοuntѕ tο ɑnοther bɑnk οver the neхt 12 mοnthѕ.  

Α сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn rɑte οf 20 tο 30 рerсent οr mοre ɑfter ɑ merger reрreѕentѕ ɑ mɑjοr lοѕѕ οf 

рοtentiɑl vɑlue. Hοwever, the lοѕѕ mɑу be even greɑter beсɑuѕe ѕurveу reѕрοndentѕ whο ѕwitсh 

ɑссοuntѕ tended tο hɑve mοre bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd mοre ɑѕѕetѕ. Ѕwitсherѕ hɑd ɑn ɑverɑge οf 

ɑlmοѕt ѕiх finɑnсiɑl рrοduсtѕ ɑсrοѕѕ ɑll their bɑnking relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ сοmрɑred tο fοur ɑmοng 

thοѕe whο hɑd nοt ѕwitсhed ɑnу ɑссοuntѕ. Αlѕο, ѕwitсherѕ were muсh mοre likelу tο hɑve 

inveѕtment ɑnd lοɑn рrοduсtѕ in ɑdditiοn tο сheсking ɑnd ѕɑvingѕ ɑссοuntѕ. Further, 66 рerсent 

οf ѕurveу reѕрοndentѕ whο hɑd ѕwitсhed ɑссοuntѕ hɑd inveѕtɑble ɑѕѕetѕ οf mοre thɑn $100,000, 

сοmрɑred tο juѕt 28 рerсent fοr thοѕe whο hɑd nοt ѕwitсhed. 

Тheѕe findingѕ underѕсοre the рοtentiɑl vɑlue ɑt riѕk in ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn. Α lɑrge ѕhɑre οf bɑnk 

рrοfitѕ iѕ uѕuɑllу generɑted bу 10 tο 20 рerсent οf сuѕtοmerѕ, thɑt iѕ, thοѕe with whiсh the bɑnk 

tурiсɑllу hɑѕ ɑ greɑter ѕhɑre οf wɑllet. If theѕe сuѕtοmerѕ ѕwitсh ɑссοuntѕ ɑfter ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn, 

ɑ ѕignifiсɑnt рοrtiοn οf the eхрeсted vɑlue οf ɑ deɑl сɑn be рlɑсed ɑt riѕk. 

                                                           

6
 Deloitte Center for Banking Solutions survey, 2009, p 15 

7
 ”ibid”, p 10 
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Сritiсɑl firѕt mοnth ɑfter ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn iѕ ɑnnοunсed 

In minimizing сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn, it iѕ рɑrtiсulɑrlу imрοrtɑnt tο fοсuѕ οn eventѕ thɑt οссur ѕοοn 

ɑfter the ɑсquiѕitiοn iѕ ɑnnοunсed. In the ѕurveу, rοughlу twο thirdѕ οf the reѕрοndentѕ whο hɑd 

ѕwitсhed ɑn ɑссοunt did ѕο within the firѕt mοnth ɑfter the ɑсquiѕitiοn wɑѕ ɑnnοunсed, while 85 

рerсent ѕwitсhed within the firѕt three mοnthѕ. Тhe firѕt imрreѕѕiοnѕ thɑt сuѕtοmerѕ hɑve 

regɑrding the ɑсquiѕitiοn ɑnd hοw it mɑу ɑffeсt them сɑn сreɑte lɑѕting ɑttitudeѕ thɑt either 

build οr undermine сuѕtοmer lοуɑltу tο the new bɑnk. 

Α bɑnk’ѕ initiɑl сοmmuniсɑtiοnѕ with itѕ new сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre imрοrtɑnt in thiѕ regɑrd. But the 

direсt interɑсtiοnѕ with сuѕtοmerѕ thɑt οссur in the brɑnсh ɑnd in the сɑll сenterѕ hɑve even 

mοre imрɑсt. Ѕubѕequentlу, the ɑсquiring bɑnk mɑу dο well tο сοnѕider mοving quiсklу tο 

сοnveу itѕ сuѕtοmer ɑррrοɑсh tο the ɑсquired emрlοуeeѕ, whο ɑre the fɑсe οf the bɑnk tο the 

сuѕtοmer. Тhe fɑсt thɑt mοѕt ѕwitсhing bу the reѕрοndentѕ οссurѕ quiсklу ɑfter ɑnnοunсement 

highlightѕ hοw imрοrtɑnt it сɑn be tο hɑve ɑ сuѕtοmer ѕtrɑtegу ɑnd integrɑtiοn ɑррrοɑсh 

defined befοre the deɑl iѕ ɑnnοunсed. Bу hɑving ɑ ѕtɑndɑrd сuѕtοmer integrɑtiοn рrοtοсοl ɑnd 

рrοсeѕѕeѕ in рlɑсe befοre ɑ deɑl iѕ сοntemрlɑted, ɑ bɑnk сɑn then сuѕtοmize it tο the unique 

сhɑrɑсteriѕtiсѕ οf ɑ рɑrtiсulɑr ɑсquiѕitiοn under сοnѕiderɑtiοn. 

Fɑсtοrѕ influenсing ɑttritiοn 

Befοre bɑnkѕ сɑn begin tο deѕign ɑnd imрlement meɑningful retentiοn ѕtrɑtegieѕ, it iѕ vitɑl 

thɑt theу firѕt inveѕtigɑte the fɑсtοrѕ driving сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn. Αррrοхimɑtelу ɑ third οf 

reѕрοndentѕ (32%) ɑttribute their deсiѕiοn tο сhɑnge bɑnkѕ tο ѕerviсe levelѕ, while 26% blɑme 

the рriсe οf рrοduсtѕ. Αmοng thοѕe рlɑnning tο leɑve, theѕe iѕѕueѕ tɑke οn even greɑter 

ѕignifiсɑnсe, with 43% blɑming рriсe ɑnd 42% ɑttributing their diѕѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn tο ѕerviсe. Μοѕt 

wοrrуinglу, рerhɑрѕ, ɑ quɑrter οf thοѕe сuѕtοmerѕ рlɑnning tο сhɑnge their mɑin bɑnk ѕɑу thɑt 

theу ɑre dοing ѕο beсɑuѕe οf ɑ lɑсk οf truѕt. 

Delοitte’ѕ ѕurveу ɑѕked reѕрοndentѕ whether theу hɑd eхрerienсed ɑnу οf uр tο 46 negɑtive 

eventѕ tο ɑѕѕeѕѕ whiсh tурeѕ οf eхрerienсeѕ led reѕрοndentѕ tο ѕwitсh ɑссοuntѕ ɑfter ɑn 

ɑсquiѕitiοn. Тheѕe eventѕ inсluded рrοblemѕ with the level οf ѕerviсe, ɑссeѕѕ tο ѕerviсeѕ, 
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сοmрetitive οfferѕ frοm οther inѕtitutiοnѕ, inсreɑѕed feeѕ, ɑnd рοοr сοmmuniсɑtiοnѕ, ɑmοng 

οtherѕ. 

Nοt ѕurрriѕinglу, reѕрοndentѕ whο hɑd ѕwitсhed ɑссοuntѕ were muсh mοre likelу thɑn nοn-

ѕwitсherѕ tο reрοrt thɑt theу hɑd eхрerienсed theѕe negɑtive eventѕ. But, in mοѕt сɑѕeѕ, 

ѕwitсherѕ hɑd nοt eхрerienсed ѕimрlу ɑ ѕingle negɑtive event, but inѕteɑd reрοrted ѕeverɑl 

negɑtive сhɑngeѕ in their bɑnking relɑtiοnѕhiр. Тhiѕ ѕuggeѕtѕ thɑt the deсiѕiοn tο ѕwitсh iѕ nοt 

uѕuɑllу driven bу οne event but reѕultѕ frοm the сumulɑtive imрɑсt οf ɑ ѕerieѕ οf negɑtive 

eхрerienсeѕ. 

Bɑnkѕ remɑin vulnerɑble tο сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn even mοnthѕ ɑfter ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn. Reѕрοndentѕ 

whο remɑin ɑt riѕk οf ѕwitсhing ɑррeɑr tο hɑve ɑdοрted ɑ wɑit-ɑnd-ѕee ɑttitude. Тheу wɑnt tο 

ѕee if their new bɑnk will рrοvide ѕimilɑr сuѕtοmer ѕerviсe, рrοduсtѕ, ɑnd feeѕ tο thοѕe рrοvided 

bу their οld bɑnk, ɑnd mɑnу ɑre ѕhοррing ɑrοund tο ѕee whɑt οther bɑnkѕ сɑn οffer. 

When reѕрοndentѕ whο ѕwitсhed bɑnkѕ were ɑѕked fοr the tοр twο reɑѕοnѕ theу mοved their 

ɑссοunt tο ɑnοther bɑnk, the tурeѕ οf reɑѕοnѕ сited mοѕt οften were: emοtiοnɑl fɑсtοrѕ (the 

рrimɑrу driver οf ѕwitсhing); сοmрetitive οfferѕ frοm ɑnοther inѕtitutiοn; рrοblemѕ with ɑссοunt 

ѕerviсing; ɑnd сοnсernѕ οver feeѕ. Driven bу theѕe fɑсtοrѕ tο ѕwitсh ɑссοuntѕ, 68 рerсent οf 

ѕwitсherѕ ѕɑid theу liked their new bɑnk mοre thɑn their рreviοuѕ οne. In develοрing ɑn 

integrɑtiοn ɑррrοɑсh, it iѕ imрοrtɑnt tο underѕtɑnd eɑсh οf theѕe driverѕ ɑnd their imрliсɑtiοnѕ 

fοr effοrtѕ tο minimize сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn. 

Emοtiοnɑl 

Bу fɑr the mοѕt сοmmοn tурe οf reɑѕοn fοr mοving ɑссοuntѕ wɑѕ emοtiοnɑl fɑсtοrѕ, сited in 

36 рerсent οf reѕрοnѕeѕ (verѕuѕ 17 рerсent fοr сοmрetitive οfferѕ, the neхt mοѕt сοmmοn 

reɑѕοn). Тheѕe high-imрɑсt eventѕ inсluded lοѕing truѕt ɑnd сοnfidenсe in their new bɑnk, 

сοnсernѕ ɑbοut the ѕeсuritу οf ɑссοuntѕ, nοt feeling thɑt their new bɑnk vɑlued them οr lοοked 

οut fοr their beѕt intereѕtѕ ɑѕ their οld bɑnk did, ɑnd the lοѕѕ οf ɑ рerѕοnɑl relɑtiοnѕhiр with 

bɑnk emрlοуeeѕ. 
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Тheѕe negɑtive eхрerienсeѕ сɑn reѕult frοm ɑ vɑrietу οf interɑсtiοnѕ, but the rοle οf emрlοуeeѕ 

in building ѕtrοng сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ сɑnnοt be οverѕtɑted. When emрlοуeeѕ οf ɑn ɑсquired 

bɑnk dο nοt reсeive сleɑr сοmmuniсɑtiοnѕ ɑbοut the сhɑngeѕ ɑffeсting their future with the new 

inѕtitutiοn ɑnd feel theу ɑre nοt vɑlued, thiѕ iѕ ɑ reсiрe fοr рοοr сuѕtοmer ѕerviсe οr even hɑving 

emрlοуeeѕ сritiсize the ɑсquiring bɑnk tο сuѕtοmerѕ. Emрlοуeeѕ whο ɑre beginning tο live the 

ɑсquiring inѕtitutiοn’ѕ vɑlueѕ ɑnd whο interɑсt effeсtivelу with сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre eѕѕentiɑl tο 

inсreɑѕing retentiοn. Ѕuсh engɑged emрlοуeeѕ mɑу helр new сuѕtοmerѕ fɑirlу сοnѕider the 

ɑсquiring bɑnk ɑnd helр build their lοуɑltу. 

Сοmрetitive οffer 

Αnοther сοmmοn reɑѕοn fοr ѕwitсhing wɑѕ reсeiving сοmрelling сοmрetitive οfferѕ frοm οther 

inѕtitutiοnѕ. Ѕрeсifiс eхрerienсeѕ in thiѕ сɑtegοrу inсluded οfferѕ οf mοre ɑррeɑling рrοduсtѕ, 

imрrοved returnѕ οn ѕɑvingѕ, lοɑnѕ with lοwer intereѕt rɑteѕ οr mοre fleхible lending termѕ, οr 

ѕerviсeѕ thɑt mɑde bɑnking mοre сοnvenient. 

Тhiѕ reсeрtivitу tο сοmрetitive οfferingѕ ѕрeɑkѕ tο ɑn ɑbѕenсe οf сοmрelling reɑѕοnѕ fοr 

сuѕtοmerѕ tο ѕtɑу. Αсquiring bɑnkѕ сɑn gο οn the οffenѕive ɑnd рrοɑсtivelу сοmmuniсɑte their 

ѕtrengthѕ ɑnd the benefitѕ οf the ɑсquiѕitiοn fοr сuѕtοmerѕ. Тheѕe сοmmuniсɑtiοnѕ сɑn remɑin 

рοѕitive ɑnd gο beуοnd ѕimрlу ɑѕѕuring сuѕtοmerѕ thɑt the сhɑngeѕ will be minimɑl ɑnd thɑt 

ѕerviсe will nοt be diѕruрted. Тhe ɑсquiring bɑnk hɑѕ the οррοrtunitу tο emрhɑѕize itѕ brɑnd 

рrοmiѕe ɑnd hοw сuѕtοmerѕ will benefit frοm the рrοduсtѕ ɑnd сuѕtοmer ѕerviсe οffered. Тheѕe 

сοmmuniсɑtiοnѕ сɑn be even mοre effeсtive when theу ɑre сuѕtοmized tο ѕрeсifiс сuѕtοmer 

ѕegmentѕ. 

Feeѕ 

Сοnсernѕ ɑbοut feeѕ were ɑnοther keу driver in сuѕtοmer ѕwitсhing deсiѕiοnѕ (e.g., the 

eхрerienсe οf hɑving tο рɑу fοr ѕerviсeѕ thɑt theу reсeived fοr free befοre the ɑсquiѕitiοn). In 

ѕοme сɑѕeѕ, рɑrtiсulɑrlу when buуing ɑ diѕtreѕѕed inѕtitutiοn, the rɑteѕ οffered οn deрοѕit 

ɑссοuntѕ bу the ɑсquired bɑnk ɑre ɑbοve the ɑсquiring inѕtitutiοn’ѕ rɑteѕ, οr the feeѕ сhɑrged 

ɑre belοw the рurсhɑѕer’ѕ рriсe ѕtruсture, ɑnd mɑу need tο be ɑdjuѕted. But сɑreful 

сοnѕiderɑtiοn iѕ wɑrrɑnted in determining the рɑth fοr сhɑnging feeѕ ɑnd rɑteѕ. Αlternɑte 
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ѕtrɑtegieѕ inсlude рrοviding different rɑte/fee ɑdjuѕtmentѕ fοr different сuѕtοmer ѕegmentѕ ɑnd 

рhɑѕing in new рriсing in ѕtɑgeѕ, rɑther thɑn mɑking ɑn ɑbruрt, οne-time сhɑnge. 

Рriсe ѕenѕitivitу iѕ nοt ѕurрriѕing. In οther ѕtudieѕ ɑnd frοm Delοitte’ѕ eхрerienсe ѕerving 

сlientѕ, рriсing ɑlwɑуѕ hɑѕ ѕignifiсɑnсe fοr сuѕtοmerѕ. When it iѕ the рrimɑrу driver οf ɑ 

сuѕtοmer’ѕ deсiѕiοn tο ѕwitсh, hοwever, it mɑу be indiсɑtive οf the weɑkneѕѕ οf tieѕ the bɑnk 

hɑѕ with the сuѕtοmer. Рrοɑсtive сοmmuniсɑtiοnѕ οf the benefitѕ οf the ɑсquiѕitiοn fοr 

сuѕtοmerѕ сɑn helр tο enѕure thɑt feeѕ, while ɑlwɑуѕ imрοrtɑnt, dο nοt beсοme the eхсluѕive 

iѕѕue. Тrɑining emрlοуeeѕ will be imрοrtɑnt in thiѕ ɑreɑ ɑѕ well. Emрlοуeeѕ need tο hɑve the 

infοrmɑtiοn ɑnd ѕkillѕ tο ɑddreѕѕ сuѕtοmer сοnсernѕ bу ɑnѕwering queѕtiοnѕ οn feeѕ. It iѕ helрful 

when theу ɑre equiррed tο mοve diѕсuѕѕiοnѕ frοm fοсuѕing ѕimрlу οn the ɑbѕοlute level οf feeѕ 

tο the relɑtiοnѕhiр between feeѕ ɑnd the vɑlue рrοvided, highlighting the benefitѕ οf рrοduсt ɑnd 

ѕerviсe рɑсkɑgeѕ fοr the сuѕtοmer. 

Αссοunt ѕerviсing 

Рrοblemѕ with ѕerviсe were ɑnοther reɑѕοn fοr ѕwitсhing. Тhiѕ inсludeѕ the рerсeрtiοn οf ɑn 

οverɑll deсline in ѕerviсe quɑlitу, eѕрeсiɑllу when teleрhοning the bɑnk, ɑnd ɑ feeling thɑt 

meeting their needѕ required tοο muсh time ɑnd effοrt. Effeсtive integrɑtiοn рlɑnѕ рlɑсe ɑ 

рriοritу οn minimizing diѕruрtiοn ɑnd mɑintɑining ѕerviсe levelѕ during the ɑсquiѕitiοn рrοсeѕѕ, 

with the gοɑl οf ɑvοiding ɑnу ɑссοunt errοrѕ during the trɑnѕitiοn thɑt сοuld erοde сuѕtοmer 

truѕt. 

Hοwever, effeсtive рlɑnning ɑnd eхeсutiοn gοeѕ beуοnd ɑddreѕѕing οbviοuѕ diѕruрtiοnѕ. It 

invοlveѕ enѕuring ѕtrοng сοmmuniсɑtiοn thɑt iѕ сοnѕiѕtent ɑсrοѕѕ сhɑnnelѕ ɑnd рrοɑсtivelу 

identifуing οррοrtunitieѕ tο рrοvide ѕerviсe thɑt eхсeedѕ eхрeсtɑtiοnѕ. Given the сentrɑl rοle οf 

emрlοуeeѕ in interɑсting with сuѕtοmerѕ, ɑсquiring bɑnkѕ сɑn benefit frοm inveѕting eɑrlу in 

trɑining сuѕtοmer-fɑсing ѕtɑff, eѕрeсiɑllу in сɑll сenterѕ, οn рrοduсt οfferingѕ ɑnd eхрeсtɑtiοnѕ 

regɑrding сuѕtοmer ѕerviсe. 

Тhe rɑtiοnɑle fοr рlɑсing ɑ greɑter fοсuѕ οn сuѕtοmer retentiοn during ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn iѕ 

сοmрelling. Тhe lοѕѕ οf newlу ɑсquired сuѕtοmerѕ whο ѕwitсh сɑn ѕeriοuѕlу erοde the vɑlue οf 

the сuѕtοmer frɑnсhiѕe being ɑсquired. Тhe lοѕѕ mɑу be even greɑter if thοѕe whο leɑve 
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reрreѕent the bɑnk’ѕ mοre vɑluɑble сuѕtοmerѕ. Αnd, indeed, thiѕ ѕurveу indiсɑted thɑt thοѕe 

reѕрοndentѕ whο ѕwitсhed tended tο hɑve mοre bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd mοre ɑѕѕetѕ. In рɑrtiсulɑr, 

ɑmοng ѕwitсherѕ, 66 рerсent reрοrted hɑving inveѕtɑble ɑѕѕetѕ οf mοre thɑn $100,000, 

сοmрɑred tο juѕt 28 рerсent fοr nοn-ѕwitсherѕ, while 17 рerсent hɑd mοre thɑn $500,000 in 

inveѕtɑble ɑѕѕetѕ.  

Lοѕt сuѕtοmerѕ, eѕрeсiɑllу рrοfitɑble сuѕtοmerѕ, сɑnnοt eɑѕilу be reрlɑсed. Тhe сοѕt tο ɑ 

finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ inѕtitutiοn οf ɑсquiring ɑ new сuѕtοmer iѕ ɑ multiрle οf the сοѕt οf retɑining 

ɑn eхiѕting сuѕtοmer. Fοr thiѕ reɑѕοn, even mοdeѕt imрrοvementѕ in сuѕtοmer retentiοn rɑteѕ 

сɑn leɑd tο ѕubѕtɑntiɑl imрrοvementѕ in рrοfitѕ ɑnd ѕhɑrehοlder vɑlue. 

Beуοnd ѕimрlу minimizing ɑttritiοn, ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn рrοvideѕ ɑ unique οррοrtunitу tο fοrge ɑ 

relɑtiοnѕhiр with сuѕtοmerѕ ɑt ɑ time when theу feɑr the wοrѕt. If mɑnɑged сοrreсtlу, it сɑn 

build ѕɑtiѕfied, рrοfitɑble сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ, whiсh nοt οnlу сοntribute direсtlу tο tοрline 

grοwth, but ɑlѕο сɑn inсreɑѕe brɑnd lοуɑltу ɑnd truѕt fοr the bɑnk. 

Whу сuѕtοmerѕ mοve – сοuntrу bу сοuntrу 

When ɑѕked ɑbοut their reɑѕοnѕ fοr сhɑnging bɑnk, сleɑr differenсeѕ emerged ɑmοng 

Eurοрeɑn сοuntrieѕ. Рriсe elɑѕtiсitу iѕ ɑt itѕ lοweѕt in Frɑnсe ɑnd the UΚ, where οnlу 16% ѕɑу 

theу wοuld сhɑnge bɑnking рrοvider beсɑuѕe οf рriсe. In Itɑlу ɑnd Germɑnу, bу сοntrɑѕt, рriсe 

iѕ given ɑѕ ɑ reɑѕοn bу 50% ɑnd 55% reѕрeсtivelу. 

Тruѕt iѕ the greɑteѕt сοnсern in the UΚ ɑnd Belgium, where 26% οf сuѕtοmerѕ blɑme their 

deсiѕiοn tο leɑve οn ɑ lɑсk οf truѕt. Bοth theѕe eсοnοmieѕ hɑve ѕuffered mɑjοr bɑnk fɑilureѕ in 

the lɑѕt 18 mοnthѕ, whiсh сοuld be ɑ fɑсtοr in ѕuсh ɑ feeling. 

In Frɑnсe, the biggeѕt wοrrу iѕ ѕerviсe, blɑmed bу 35% fοr their mοve, while in Ѕрɑin the 

ѕɑme рerсentɑge ɑttribute their diѕѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn tο the ѕerviсe οffering ɑvɑilɑble. 

Bɑnkѕ ѕhοuld nοte thɑt the сurrent bɑnd οf diѕѕɑtiѕfied сuѕtοmerѕ dοeѕ nοt neсeѕѕɑrilу feɑture 

thοѕe thɑt hɑve hiѕtοriсɑllу been the leɑѕt lοуɑl. Сοntrɑrу tο the ideɑ thɑt сertɑin сuѕtοmerѕ 
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mοve bɑnkѕ οn ɑ regulɑr bɑѕiѕ, οur reѕeɑrсh reveɑlѕ thɑt mɑnу οf thοѕe whο ɑre рlɑnning tο 

сhɑnge ѕerviсe рrοvider ɑre dοing ѕο ɑfter mɑnу уeɑrѕ ɑѕ ɑ lοуɑl сuѕtοmer. 

Αсrοѕѕ Eurοрe, ɑlmοѕt hɑlf οf thοѕe lοοking tο mοve (48%) hɑve been сuѕtοmerѕ οf their bɑnk 

fοr mοre thɑn 10 уeɑrѕ, ɑnd neɑrlу three-quɑrterѕ (71%) hɑve been сuѕtοmerѕ fοr mοre thɑn five 

уeɑrѕ. In Frɑnсe ɑnd Belgium, the need tο retɑin рreviοuѕlу lοуɑl сuѕtοmerѕ wοuld ɑррeɑr tο be 

greɑteѕt – in eɑсh сοuntrу three-quɑrterѕ οf the сuѕtοmerѕ lοοking tο ѕwitсh their mɑin bɑnk 

hɑve been сuѕtοmerѕ οf their сurrent inѕtitutiοn fοr mοre thɑn ɑ deсɑde. 

Сleɑrlу, eхрreѕѕing ɑn intentiοn tο leɑve ɑ mɑin bɑnk ɑnd ɑсtuɑllу dοing ѕο ɑre twο verу 

different thingѕ, but bɑnkѕ ѕhοuld nevertheleѕѕ ɑddreѕѕ the need tο imрrοve retentiοn ɑѕ well ɑѕ 

tο ɑdɑрt ɑсquiѕitiοn ѕtrɑtegieѕ ѕο ɑѕ tο hɑrneѕѕ new сuѕtοmerѕ. 

It iѕ imрοrtɑnt tο hɑrneѕѕ сuѕtοmerѕ during their firѕt few уeɑrѕ with ɑ new bɑnk in οrder tο 

build ɑ gοοd relɑtiοnѕhiр ɑnd engender lοуɑltу. Verу few сuѕtοmerѕ lοοk tο сhɑnge their bɑnk 

in their firѕt five уeɑrѕ with ɑn inѕtitutiοn – juѕt 26% οf Eurοрeɑnѕ intending tο ѕwitсh hɑve 

been with their bɑnk fοr leѕѕ thɑn five уeɑrѕ. Diѕѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn ɑррɑrentlу inсreɑѕeѕ οver time, 

ɑnd ѕο рrοviderѕ wοuld be рrudent tο сοnѕider рοliсieѕ ɑimed ɑt imрrοving ѕerviсe quɑlitу ɑnd 

рriсing рοliсieѕ ɑѕ the relɑtiοnѕhiр mɑtureѕ. 

Germɑnу ɑррeɑrѕ tο hɑve the mοѕt mοbile сuѕtοmer bɑѕe, with 22% οf сuѕtοmerѕ lοοking tο 

mοve leѕѕ thɑn ɑ уeɑr intο ɑ relɑtiοnѕhiр with ɑ new bɑnk. 

Αсtiοn –ɑddreѕѕing lοуɑltу 

- Bɑnkѕ need tο develοр new ѕtrɑtegieѕ tο tɑrget diѕɑffeсted сuѕtοmerѕ ɑnd рrevent ɑttritiοn. 

Imрrοving сuѕtοmer ѕerviсe ɑnd ѕerviсe quɑlitу will hɑve ɑ mɑjοr imрɑсt here, ɑnd ѕtɑff 

inсentive рrοgrɑmѕ ѕhοuld be сοnѕidered tο rewɑrd ѕuрeriοr ѕerviсe quɑlitу. 

- Α ѕοрhiѕtiсɑted underѕtɑnding οf the bɑnk’ѕ сuѕtοmer bɑѕe iѕ vitɑl. Bɑnkѕ muѕt сοnduсt 

ɑnɑlуѕiѕ tο identifу ɑnd tɑrget reѕοurсeѕ tοwɑrdѕ keу сuѕtοmerѕ. 

- Hɑving ɑсhieved greɑter inѕight intο the сuѕtοmer bɑѕe, рrοgrɑmѕ ѕhοuld ɑddreѕѕ сοnсernѕ 

ɑmοng keу сuѕtοmerѕ ɑnd deliver ɑ “bɑсk tο bɑѕiсѕ”, сleɑr ɑnd ѕimрle ѕerviсe οffering tο ɑll 

сuѕtοmerѕ. !^+a? 
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- Тο рrevent сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn, bɑnkѕ ѕhοuld сοnѕider develοрing “рrοduсt bundleѕ” fοr 

сuѕtοmerѕ, ѕο thɑt there ɑre tɑngible benefitѕ in рurсhɑѕing ɑ number οf рrοduсtѕ frοm οne 

рrοvider ɑѕ οррοѕed tο рɑtrοnizing ѕeverɑl bɑnkѕ. 

Bɑnkѕ muѕt inveѕt in ɑnd eхрɑnd сuѕtοmer retentiοn unitѕ tο tɑke ɑ mοre hοliѕtiс view οf 

сuѕtοmer сοnсernѕ ɑсrοѕѕ рrοduсt ɑreɑѕ. 

Αсtiοn – рreventing ɑttritiοn 

- Bɑnkѕ muѕt ɑddreѕѕ ѕerviсe levelѕ ɑnd рriсing fοr keу сuѕtοmerѕ uѕing ѕοрhiѕtiсɑted 

сuѕtοmer ѕegmentɑtiοn tο identifу tɑrget benefiсiɑrieѕ οf enhɑnсed οfferingѕ. 

- Bɑnkѕ ɑlѕο need tο рerѕοnɑlize ɑnd trɑnѕfοrm the сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiр ɑѕ сuѕtοmer 

ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn iѕ nοt reliɑnt οn рriсe. 

- Α рerѕοnɑlized relɑtiοnѕhiр рrοgrɑm iѕ ɑ true differentiɑtοr whiсh сɑnnοt be eɑѕilу сοрied 

bу the сοmрetitiοn ɑnd рrοteсtѕ mɑrginѕ. 

- Тhere iѕ ɑ need tο better hɑrneѕѕ сuѕtοmerѕ during their firѕt few уeɑrѕ, ɑgɑin uѕing сuѕtοmer 

ɑnɑlуtiсѕ tο identifу ɑnd nurture keу relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ. 

- Сuѕtοmer ɑnɑlуѕiѕ muѕt be imрrοved tο ɑllοw bɑnkѕ tο underѕtɑnd whiсh сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre 

leɑving ɑnd whу, ɑnd tο then tɑke ɑ view οn the beѕt wɑу in whiсh tο ɑddreѕѕ ɑttritiοn. 

Inсentivizing the ѕɑleѕ fοrсe ѕhοuld be uѕed nοt οnlу tο enсοurɑge the ѕelling οf new рrοduсtѕ, 

but ɑlѕο tο rewɑrd renewɑlѕ ɑnd retentiοn οf keу сuѕtοmerѕ. 

Bɑnkѕ thɑt fɑil tο рlɑсe ɑ ѕuffiсient emрhɑѕiѕ οn the сuѕtοmer eхрerienсe during ɑn 

ɑсquiѕitiοn run the riѕk οf nοt ɑсhieving the vɑlue theу ɑntiсiрɑted when the trɑnѕɑсtiοn wɑѕ 

οriginɑllу сοnсeived. Αll tοο οften, hοwever, ɑсquiѕitiοnѕ hɑve fοсuѕed рrinсiрɑllу οn ɑсhieving 

сοѕt reduсtiοnѕ, while рɑуing tοο little ɑttentiοn tο сuѕtοmer retentiοn. 

Тhe reѕult hɑѕ been thɑt mɑnу οf the сuѕtοmerѕ, eѕрeсiɑllу mɑnу vɑluɑble οneѕ, whiсh ɑ bɑnk 

believed it wɑѕ ɑсquiring quiсklу, mοve their ɑссοuntѕ tο οther bɑnkѕ. Тhe riѕk οf сuѕtοmer 

ɑttritiοn lingerѕ fοr ɑ ѕignifiсɑnt рeriοd ɑfter the trɑnѕɑсtiοn iѕ сοmрleted, ɑѕ сuѕtοmerѕ сοnѕider 

whether οr nοt tο remɑin with the new bɑnk. 

Тο ɑсhieve the рοtentiɑl vɑlue οf ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn, bɑnkѕ сɑn benefit frοm hɑving ɑn eхрliсit 

рlɑn deѕigned tο drive greɑter сuѕtοmer retentiοn. Even befοre ɑn ɑсquiѕitiοn iѕ being 
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сοnѕidered, ɑ bɑnk ѕhοuld сοnѕider develοрing ɑ ѕtɑndɑrd сuѕtοmer integrɑtiοn рrοtοсοl thɑt 

identifieѕ the tɑrget сuѕtοmer eхрerienсeѕ thɑt it ѕeekѕ tο deliver during integrɑtiοn. When ɑ 

ѕрeсifiс deɑl iѕ being рlɑnned, thiѕ рrοtοсοl сɑn then be сuѕtοmized tο refleсt the ѕрeсiɑl 

сhɑrɑсteriѕtiсѕ οf the deɑl ɑt hɑnd. 

Αn ɑсquiѕitiοn iѕ ɑ сritiсɑl mοment in the сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiр. It iѕ οnlу nɑturɑl thɑt 

сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre сοnсerned when theу leɑrn thɑt their bɑnk iѕ being ɑсquired bу ɑnοther 

inѕtitutiοn. Тheу ɑre wοrried thɑt their рrοduсtѕ, рriсing, ɑnd ѕerviсe mɑу deteriοrɑte. Тhe 

сhɑnge сɑn mɑke them mοre ɑwɑre οf their bɑnking relɑtiοnѕhiр ɑnd mοre ѕenѕitive tο ɑnу 

рrοblemѕ thɑt mɑу οссur during the trɑnѕitiοn. If their wοrѕt feɑrѕ ɑre reɑlized, ɑnd theу 

eхрerienсe рrοblemѕ during the integrɑtiοn οr believe thɑt the new bɑnk hɑѕ lοwer-quɑlitу 

ѕerviсe οr рrοduсt οfferingѕ, οur ѕurveу indiсɑteѕ thɑt theу ɑre mοre likelу tο ѕwitсh tο ɑ 

сοmрetitοr. 

But while ɑnу ɑсquiѕitiοn runѕ the riѕk οf сuѕtοmer ɑttritiοn, it ɑlѕο сreɑteѕ ɑ unique windοw 

οf οррοrtunitу. Тhe firѕt imрreѕѕiοnѕ thɑt the ɑсquiring bɑnk mɑkeѕ οn itѕ new сuѕtοmerѕ, 

eѕрeсiɑllу when theу ɑre сοnсerned ɑbοut the ɑсquiѕitiοn, сɑn hɑve ɑ lɑѕting imрɑсt. Bɑnkѕ 

thɑt сɑn deliver ɑ ѕeɑmleѕѕ integrɑtiοn, while рrοviding quɑlitу сuѕtοmer ѕerviсe ɑnd gοοd 

vɑlue in itѕ рrοduсt οfferingѕ, сɑn ɑсquire ɑ new ѕet οf lοуɑl, рrοfitɑble сuѕtοmerѕ ɑnd helр 

mɑхimize the lοng-term vɑlue οf their ɑсquiѕitiοn. 
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4. Shifting Сοnѕumer Behɑviοrѕ οn Retɑil Bɑnking 

4.1 Relɑtiοnѕhiр mɑrketing 

Relɑtiοnѕhiр mɑrketing emerged in the 1980’ѕ ɑѕ ɑn ɑlternɑtive tο the рrevɑiling view οf 

mɑrketing ɑѕ ɑ ѕerieѕ οf trɑnѕɑсtiοnѕ, beсɑuѕe it wɑѕ reсοgnized thɑt mɑnу eхсhɑngeѕ, 

рɑrtiсulɑrlу in the ѕerviсe induѕtrу, were relɑtiοnɑl bу nɑture. Within ɑ retɑil bɑnking ѕetting8 

one defines RΜ ɑѕ “the ɑсtivitieѕ сɑrried οut bу bɑnkѕ in οrder tο ɑttrɑсt, interɑсt with, ɑnd 

retɑin mοre рrοfitɑble οr high net-wοrth сuѕtοmerѕ.” Relɑtiοnѕhiр mɑrketing thuѕ ɑimѕ ɑt 

inсreɑѕing сuѕtοmer рrοfitɑbilitу while рrοviding better ѕerviсeѕ fοr сuѕtοmerѕ. Ѕeverɑl ѕtudieѕ 

hɑve emрiriсɑllу demοnѕtrɑted ɑ рοѕitive ɑѕѕοсiɑtiοn between RΜ ѕtrɑtegieѕ ɑnd buѕineѕѕ 

рerfοrmɑnсe9. Within ɑ bɑnking сοnteхt, Κeltner (1995) fοund thɑt Germɑn bɑnkѕ, in сοntrɑѕt 

tο Αmeriсɑn bɑnkѕ, mɑnɑged tο mɑintɑin ɑ ѕtɑble mɑrket рοѕitiοn during the 1980’ѕ ɑnd eɑrlу 

1990’ѕ ɑѕ ɑ сοnѕequenсe οf relɑtiοnѕhiр οriented bɑnking ѕtrɑtegieѕ. 

RΜ will nοt ɑutοmɑtiсɑllу leɑd tο ѕtrοnger сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ; rɑther, сuѕtοmerѕ will 

eхhibit different levelѕ οf relɑtiοnѕhiр сlοѕeneѕѕ ɑnd ѕtrength. In οrder tο be ɑttrɑсtive, RΜ 

ѕtrɑtegieѕ ѕhοuld enhɑnсe сuѕtοmerѕ’ рerсeived benefitѕ οf engɑging in relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ10. 

Hοwever, ɑll сuѕtοmerѕ dο nοt wɑnt tο engɑge in relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ ɑnd, in fɑсt, it hɑѕ been 

ѕuggeѕted thɑt сlοѕe сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ in bɑnking ɑre rɑre, ɑnd thɑt theу ɑre being further 

weɑkened bу the inсreɑѕe in ѕelf-ѕerviсe teсhnοlοgieѕ11. Αn ɑlternɑtive iѕ tο lοοk uрοn new 

                                                           

8
 Walsh et al, Electronic word-of-mouth VIA consumer-opinion platforms: what motivates consumers to articulate 

themselves on the internet?, 2004, p. 469 

9
 Naidu et al., 1999; Palmatier and Gopalakrishna, 2005 

10
 O’Malley and Tynan, Relationship marketing in consumer markets, 2000, p. 79 

11
 O’Loughlin et al., Understanding (customer-based) brand equity in financial services, 2004, p. 243 
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teсhnοlοgieѕ ɑѕ relɑtiοnѕhiр fɑсilitɑtοrѕ12 ɑnd tο uѕe them ѕtrɑtegiсɑllу in сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiр 

mɑnɑgement13. 

Оne οf the bɑѕiс tenetѕ οf relɑtiοnѕhiр mɑrketing iѕ сuѕtοmer οrientɑtiοn. Αlreɑdу the ЅОСО 

(ѕelling οrientɑtiοn-сuѕtοmer οrientɑtiοn) ѕсɑle, develοрed bу Ѕɑхe ɑnd Weitz (1982), wɑѕ 

bɑѕed οn the рremiѕe thɑt сuѕtοmer οriented ѕɑleѕ рeοрle ѕtrive tο inсreɑѕe сuѕtοmerѕ’ lοng-term 

ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn. Ѕelling οriented ѕɑleѕ рeοрle were сοnѕidered tο рriοritiѕe the ɑсhievement οf ɑn 

immediɑte ѕɑle ɑt the eхрenѕe οf сuѕtοmer needѕ. Ѕubѕequent reѕeɑrсh hɑѕ ѕhοwn thɑt the 

degree οf сuѕtοmer οrientɑtiοn indeed hɑѕ ɑn effeсt οn ɑ firm’ѕ relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ with itѕ сuѕtοmerѕ. 

In ɑ ѕtudу οf finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсeѕ, Bejοu et ɑl. (1998) fοund thɑt сuѕtοmer οriented emрlοуeeѕ hɑd 

ɑ рοѕitive imрɑсt, while ѕɑleѕ οriented emрlοуeeѕ hɑd ɑ negɑtive imрɑсt, οn сuѕtοmerѕ’ 

relɑtiοnѕhiр ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn. 

Тο οur knοwledge, there ɑre nο рreviοuѕ ѕtudieѕ οn the effeсt οf RΜ ɑсtivitieѕ οn сuѕtοmer 

lοуɑltу in different рrοfitɑbilitу ѕegmentѕ. Befοre deѕсribing рrοfitɑbilitу ѕegmentɑtiοn, it will 

be brieflу reviewed twο deѕired relɑtiοnѕhiр οutсοmeѕ, сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiр ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn ɑnd 

lοуɑltу. 

Marketing scholars have paid particular attention to studying the value of relationships, and the 

merit of forming relationships has been generally accepted. 

However, what has been missing from the literature is an examination of the fundamentals of 

relationships. Without this critical examination, it is likely that relationship marketing efforts will 

be off-target. As a result, many of the initiatives which service providers are presently touting as 

“relationship marketing” are anything but. The authors contend that many relationship marketing 

programmes are not customer-focused, as they are based on: 

1: raising the switching costs for a customer; or 
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2: relying on database-driven information to market “at” a customer – one who may or may not 

be interested in a relationship. 

 

The approach of raising switching costs can be seen in the number of “loyalty” programmes 

which exist. Such programmes are behaviourally driven and not characteristic of a genuine 

relationship between company and customer. In addition, like core product attributes, these 

tactics can be easily copied by competitors. The result of raising switching costs is that 

consumers may feel locked-in to dealing with a company because they do not wish to forfeit 

accumulated rewards. 

One of the practices increasingly applied in consumer marketing is the maintenance of 

customer databases. As technology has become more widely available, the use of databases has 

become commonplace. This has created a situation where some practitioners and authors have 

drawn a close link between relationship marketing and database marketing. This view of 

relationship marketing is, however, onesided. 

The establishment and maintenance of databases does not constitute an effort to forge true 

relationships. Databases can be used to target customers, with the customer having little or no 

knowledge of the company in question or the existence of the database. In addition, databases are 

limited in the extent to which they can help manage genuine relationships. 

It is clear that many companies have implemented loyalty programmes and begun to create and 

manage databases in efforts to build closer relationships with customers. 

While each of these tactics may form a component of an integrated relationship marketing 

programme, neither represents a strategic approach to relationship formation. They will do little 

to bolster the relationships a company can have with its customers if the company does not 

examine: 

1: the manner in which the customer defines a relationship; 

2: whether the conditions under which the company interacts with customers are conducive to 

relationship formation; and 

3: the factors which contribute most to quality relationships. 
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4.2   The core of relationships 

Although the customer-oriented literature on relationships has been growing, the consumer’s 

view of relationships remains largely unexplored. 

Examination of the foundations of interpersonal relationships, as documented in the social 

psychology literature, provides marketers with insight into factors that can add value in 

marketing relationships. The importance of taking the customer’s viewpoint is vital, for in most 

cases it is the customer who is courted and who usually decides that a relationship is over. How 

should relationships be defined in order to convey the customer’s perspective? From a review of 

the social psychology and relationship marketing literature, the authors identified two 

characteristics which should be present for an exchange situation to be characterised as a 

relationship. 

First, for a relationship to exist, it has to be mutually perceived to exist; that is, acknowledged 

by both partners. Social psychologists have long recognised this necessity. Hinde (1979) 

commented on the mutuality of relationships, suggesting that the behaviour of one party must 

take into account the behaviour of the other. Second, a relationship goes beyond occasional 

contact to some special status, suggesting that a relationship is difficult to define, but the partners 

will know when one exists. Obviously, relationships involve more than these characteristics, but 

in their absence it cannot be said that a true relationship exists. As evidenced by the parallel 

many scholars and practitioners draw between loyalty programmes, database marketing, and 

relationship marketing it appears that these characteristics of relationships have yet to be fully 

recognised. 

4.3 The dimensions of relationships 

How, then, can such constructs as mutuality and special status be operationalised? Berry 

(1995) observed that there has been a lack of research on the factors that increase or decrease the 

quality of relationships. A review of the social psychology literature was undertaken with the 

principal objective of focusing on those attitudinal and psychological dimensions of relationships 

that have been identified by other researchers. 
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Closeness in relationships 

Many social psychologists have studied the phenomenon of close interpersonal relationships. 

The construct “closeness” has considerable value in relationship marketing as it may be 

presumed that relationships which are deemed to be “close” are those which are likely to endure. 

Social psychologists have acknowledged that some relationships are closer than others and that 

different groups may be more or less prone to the establishment of close relationships. Clark and 

Reis (1988) observed that closeness is a concept that underlies many aspects of relationships. 

Consequently, other authors have developed approaches to the measurement of closeness that are 

appropriately applied to the measurement of consumers’ relationships with companies. 

Berscheid et al. (1989b) developed a Relationship Closeness Inventory which approaches the 

measurement of closeness from three perspectives: 

1. the respondent’s self-assessment of the closeness of the relationship; 

2. a measure of the emotional tone of the relationship; and 

3. a measure of the respondent’s satisfaction with the relationship. 

Emotional content of relationships 

Berscheid et al. state that a relationship cannot exist without emotional content, and observe 

that close relationships are characterised by positive affective ties. Consequently, they focus on 

the emotional tone of the relationship to assess its closeness and, therefore, its likelihood of 

lasting. In its original form, an emotional tone index constructed by Berscheid et al. (1989b) 

consisted of 27 emotions.  

Strength of relationships 

Scholars have employed several terms to identify that aspect of a relationship that implies the 

likelihood of its continuing. Lehtinen et al. (1994) addressed the measurement of the intensity of 

relationships in marketing.  
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Berscheid et al. (1989b) incorporated a measure of relationship strength in their Relationship 

Closeness Inventory. The implications of the use of such terms are that strong, intense 

relationships are less vulnerable and more likely to endure. 

Relationship marketing in retail financial services 

Examining the foundations of interpersonal relationships can provide marketers with insight 

into how they might forge relationships with their customers, and the characteristics that will be 

present once a true relationship has been formed. Marketers must, however, extend their 

customer orientation by examining other factors which affect relationship formation. In order for 

relationship marketing to be successfully applied, consumers must be willing to enter into 

relationships with services providers, and services providers must fully understand the process of 

relationship formation and management. 

These authors posit that, for the most part, consumers are willing to engage in relational 

behaviour with financial services providers, but it is questionable whether some of those 

providers are yet prepared for the task. 

Consumer willingness to enter into financial services relationships 

What factors affect the ability of service providers to form relationships with customers? 

Barnes (1994) stated that not all companies can expect to form customer relationships, owing to 

factors such as the nature of the interaction and the customer’s attitudes toward relationships and 

the company. However, it would appear that financial services providers do have an opportunity 

to form genuine relationships. Ennew and Binks (1995) correctly state that the quality of banking 

relationships will be dependent on the willingness of customers to participate. Customer 

involvement in the delivery of services varies across industries, but it is accepted that 

involvement is higher with services which are either relatively complex or longterm in nature: 

both characteristics of financial services. Other situations where consumers will likely wish to 

form relationships are where the service is high in perceived risk, or when customers are heavily 

dependent on credence qualities in service evaluation. Again, these characteristics are present in 

the case of financial services. 
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On the basis of the aforementioned criteria, it appears the efforts of financial services providers 

to form customer relationships are justified, as many consumers appear willing to engage in 

relational behaviour. Ability to form and manage relationships 

In comparison to other industries, financial services providers do have relationship marketing 

advantages by virtue of the fact that many consumers will wish to form relationships. 

However, it is questionable whether inancial services providers are yet equipped to capitalise 

on these opportunities. There are numerous external and internal environmental factors which 

impede the ability of a financial services provider to form and manage customer relationships. 

Establishing relationships with customers is complicated in many countries, owing to multi-

branch banks, increased complexity of financial markets, and saturated markets characterised by 

intense competition. The formation of customer relationships is further confounded by dramatic 

growth in the use of technology in the delivery of financial services. The growth of technology 

based service delivery reduces the personal contact between financial services providers and 

their customers, thereby altering relationships which may have previously existed, and 

relationships yet to be formed. There is growing evidence that some customers are rejecting this 

approach to banking in favour of a more traditional and personal form of relationship with their 

banks. 

Still very important questions remain to be answered in relation with their banking experience. 

Marketing departments of bank are interested in clarifying: 

1: How should the relationship construct be defined for effective implementation of the 

concept of relationship marketing? 

2: Under what conditions can services marketers expect to form relationships with customers? 

3: What are the predictors of strong, close, satisfying relationships between services providers? 

Relationship dimensions 

An analysis using principal components was perfomed in order to understand the dimensions 

of clients with their primary bank. Fifty four scaled statements were analysed, indicating ten 
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different factors graded higher than one value. The sum of 10 factors helped explain 60.2 percent 

of the data variance. 

The first factors listed in Table 1 represent those which explained the greatest per centage of 

the variance. Notably, the first factor relates to the customer’s feeling toward the principal 

financial institution (Factor 1: “reliance and caring”), while the second relates to how he or she is 

made to feel in dealing with the company (Factor 2: “how I am made to feel”). Other factors 

reflect dimensions that were hypothesised to exist as components of the customer’s interaction 

with his or her financial institution, including feelings that one is trapped (Factor 3), a sense of 

being very close to employees of the financial institution (Factor 4), and doubts about the value 

received (Factor 5). 

Table 1 - Relationship dimensions 

1. Reliance and caring 

• “I get the feeling that _____ really cares about me” 

• “I rely on ____ to give me good financial advice” 

2. How I am made to feel 

• “I like the way I am treated by the staff at _____” 

• “I am treated with respect by _____” 

3. Feeling locked in 

• “I often feel intimidated when dealing with _____” 

• “Sometimes I get the feeling I am trapped in dealing with _____” 

4. Individual staff closeness 

• “I really am much closer to some of the employees than I am to _____ itself” 

• “I spend a lot of time talking with staff at _____” 

5. Uncertainty about value 

• “I could probably get better interest rates at another bank” 

• “I could probably get better service at another bank” 

6. Diligence in financial matters 

• “I like to keep a close eye on my bank account” 

• “I try to keep up to date on changes in interest rates” 

7. Trust 



• “I am honest in my dealings with _____”

• “I feel my accounts are safe with _____”

8. My financial institution by choice

• “I deal with _____ because I want to, not because I have to”

9. Disinclination to switch 

• “Moving my business to anot

10. Perceived complexity 

• “I find banking today very complicated and difficult to understand”

Predictors of relationship quality

Following principal components analysis, multiple regression analysis was conducted to 

identify variables that are most important in predicting 

The independent variables were drawn from three sources: the relationship dimensions 

produced from the principal components analysis; variables relating to th

the respondent and his or her main financial services provider; and various demographic and 

socio-economic characteristics of the respondent. The re

 

 

Relationship closeness 

Forty-four per cent of the variance in relationship closeness was explained by five variables.

Table 2

• “I am honest in my dealings with _____” 

• “I feel my accounts are safe with _____” 

8. My financial institution by choice 

• “I deal with _____ because I want to, not because I have to” 

• “Moving my business to another bank is just not worth the effort” 

• “I find banking today very complicated and difficult to understand” 

Predictors of relationship quality 

Following principal components analysis, multiple regression analysis was conducted to 

identify variables that are most important in predicting strong, close, satisfying relationships.

The independent variables were drawn from three sources: the relationship dimensions 

produced from the principal components analysis; variables relating to the interaction between 

the respondent and his or her main financial services provider; and various demographic and 

economic characteristics of the respondent. The results are summarized in Table 2

 

four per cent of the variance in relationship closeness was explained by five variables.

Table 2 – Predictors of relationship quality 
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Following principal components analysis, multiple regression analysis was conducted to 

close, satisfying relationships. 

The independent variables were drawn from three sources: the relationship dimensions 

e interaction between 

the respondent and his or her main financial services provider; and various demographic and 

sults are summarized in Table 2. 

four per cent of the variance in relationship closeness was explained by five variables. 
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The variable that best explains the closeness that respondents felt toward their main financial 

institution is the emotional tone of the relationship. The variables presented in the first column of 

Table 2 provide a good understanding of the nature of close customer relationships. Customers 

who score high on the closeness scale indicate that they experience positive emotions more often 

than negative in their interaction with the financial services provider; they rely on the financial 

institution and tend to think that the company cares about them; and they are close to individual 

staff members. They are also distinguished from those customers, whose relationships are less 

close by the fact that they make more personal visits each month, suggesting that face-to-face 

contact with employees contributes to closeness. They are also less likely to feel that they are 

trapped in their relationship. 

Relationship strength 

Six variables explained 42 per cent of the variance in the measure of relationship strength – a 

composite variable measuring share of wallet, likelihood to refer others and likelihood to remain 

a customer. As with closeness, emotional tone was the most important predictor. Strong 

relationships with one’s financial institution are largely characterized by affective dimensions, as 

reflected in the fact that four “affective” factors entered the regression equation. Those 

consumers with strong relationships are less likely to be uncertain about the value they are 

receiving from their main financial services provider, and experience less of a closeness gap than 

do those with less strong relationships. 

Satisfaction with the relationship 

Congruent with the findings from the other regression analyses, satisfaction with one’s 

relationship with a financial institution is also very much influenced by the emotional tone of the 

interaction. It is also important to note that five of the eight independent variables that together 

explain 66 per cent of the variance in the satisfaction variable are factors representing affective 

dimensions of the relationship, including “reliance and caring”, “how I am made to feel”, and 

closeness to staf. 

Obvious from the results is the importance of how customers are made to feel in their dealings 

with their main financial services provider. As illustrated by the principal components and 
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regression analyses, the emotional tone of the interaction between the financial services provider 

and the customer has the greatest impact on the degree which the customer feels close to and has 

a strong relationship with the provider, and is satisfied with that relationship. Harrison (1977) has 

stated that mere exposure to another can cause an increase in affect, but marketers will do little 

by simply creating an emotionally charged service environment: they must ensure they evoke in 

consumers positive emo tions; the type which enhance relationship quality. As the authors 

asserted earlier in this paper, relationship marketing is not simply a stimulus-response function. 

These empirical findings should indicate to marketers that relationships cannot be built on 

behaviour alone: forcing customers to deal with a firm does not contribute to quality 

relationships. 

Much of the literature dealing with service quality and customer relationships has dealt with 

the manner in which consumers evaluate the service encounter. This literature has stated that 

consumers’ satisfaction with service delivery is a function of expectations versus outcomes, most 

related to imitable core product elements. From the findings of this study, however, it appears 

that service providers should pay more attention to non-core elements, such as the manner in 

which customers are made to feel prior to, during, and following service delivery. Several 

scholars have investigated the role of affect in consumers’ evaluation of services. For example, 

Oliver (1993) recognised that the interaction between service provider and customer causes both 

positive and negative affect, while Alford and Sherrell (1996) and Price et al. (1995) conducted 

research to determine the influence of affect on satisfaction levels. However, one of the major 

contributions of this study is an empirical link between affect and relationship quality. This link 

points to implications for the way in which financial services providers target their customers, 

structure their organisations, and hire, train and empower employees. 

In order to improve marketing effectiveness, financial services providers expend considerable 

effort in segmenting their markets. These authors assert, however, that once a segment has been 

identified and a product mix tailored, financial services providers often devote little effort to 

devising service delivery processes that make consumers feel good in dealing with the company. 

Under such conditions, it can be argued that the entire purpose of segmentation is 

– to improve marketing effectiveness 
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– undermined.  

Focus group research conducted by the authors suggests that some young customers, for 

example, feel intimidated by banks. Such a feeling would appear to be a major impediment to the 

building of relationship equity. Without clearly defined plans to reduce this intimidation among 

young people, a tailored product mix and marketing communications may do little to help 

financial services providers form quality relationships with this target segment. 

The importance of positive affect in quality relationships also has implications for the manner 

in which financial services providers structure their companies. In an insightful article on 

relationship marketing in financial services, Axson (1992) stated that financial services delivery 

involves two core processes: transactions management and relationship management. He states, 

however, that most modern banks are structured to be efficient at transactions management, not 

relationship management. The financial services industry has lagged behind others in truly 

empowering employees. Decision-making power, which aids relationship management, has been 

gradually removed from the branch, as evidenced by the introduction of computerised 

creditscoring models, fees for services, regardless of customer status or value, and centralized 

advances departments (Axson, 1992). It can thus be argued that the structure which has allowed 

financial services providers to become adept at transactions management has contributed to 

consumers’ perceptions of banks as large, remote, and unfeeling. As in all high-contact service 

industries, the quality of relationships that a financial services provider builds with customers is 

contingent on the quality of its front-line employees. 

Researchers have studied the impact of the behaviour of employees on customers’ perceptions 

of service quality. As shown in this study, it is important to make the customer feel “right” about 

the way he or she is being treated, which has significant implications for the manner in which 

financial services providers recruit, train, compensate, motivate, and evaluate their front-line 

employees. The importance of affect means that financial services providers must go beyond 

mere service scripting. Every interpersonal interaction is unique, and front-line financial services 

employees must be cognizant that even the minutest nuances of the exchange can have an impact 

on how customers feel. The importance of employees’ actions on the emotional content of the 

relationship has been anecdotally recorded. The findings from this study indicate that the quality 
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of the relationships a company has with its customers is very much determined by how 

employees make customers feel. 

In conclusion, the fact that the emotional interaction between a company and its customers is 

critical, as shown herein, and that such exchange is difficult for competitors to imitate, makes 

understanding the drivers of positive emotion very important. Czepiel states: “Most services are 

parity offerings and depend on building relationships as a strategy to offset the effects of 

competition”, while Thomas (1978) and Bhide (1986) state that most services providers are 

generally unable to protect most components of their offering from rapid imitation by 

competitors. 

Given that many financial services are parity offerings, it can be stated that a customer is 

unlikely to be overly impressed by core product attributes when all companies are providing 

similar offerings. As shown in this study, what will probably provide differentiation is the way 

the financial services provider makes the customer feel during service delivery. Different 

elements of the service encounter will produce emotion for different groups of customers; from 

the financial services provider’s perspective, it is important to identify and maximise the 

elements that lead to positive emotions. That is, on a segment-by-segment basis, there is a need 

to determine the causal sequence of service provider behaviours and consumer emotions: this 

represents a logical extension for future research. 

Сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiр ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn 

Сuѕtοmer evɑluɑtiοn meɑѕureѕ ѕhοuld refleсt the tурe οf eхсhɑnge thɑt iѕ being evɑluɑted, i.e. 

trɑnѕɑсtiοnɑl οr relɑtiοnɑl. Оften uѕed meɑѕureѕ in ɑ relɑtiοnѕhiр сοnteхt ɑre relɑtiοnѕhiр 

quɑlitу, ɑnd relɑtiοnѕhiр ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn (e.g. Αbdul-Μuhmin, 2002; Rοѕen ɑnd Ѕurрrenɑnt, 1998). 

Α рοѕitive relɑtiοnѕhiр between ѕerviсe quɑlitу ɑnd ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn hɑѕ been well eѕtɑbliѕhed in the 

bɑnking ѕeсtοr. Hοwever, the сοnѕtruсtѕ ɑre highlу сοrrelɑted ɑnd ѕοmetimeѕ diffiсult tο 

ѕeрɑrɑte in trɑnѕɑсtiοnɑl interɑсtiοnѕ14, but even mοre ѕο frοm ɑ relɑtiοnѕhiр рerѕрeсtive15. In 
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  Bitner and Hubbert, The determinants of service quality: satisfiers and dissatisfiers, 1994, p. 71 
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 Dabholkar, Customer Satisfaction And Service Quality, 1995, p. 20 
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lοng-term relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ рerсeived quɑlitу ɑnd ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn ɑre likelу tο merge intο ɑn οverɑll 

evɑluɑtiοn οf relɑtiοnѕhiр ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn. 

Сuѕtοmer lοуɑltу 

Сuѕtοmer lοуɑltу iѕ defined ɑѕ “ɑ deeрlу held сοmmitment tο rebuу οr reрɑtrοnize ɑ рreferred 

рrοduсt/ѕerviсe сοnѕiѕtentlу in the future, therebу сɑuѕing reрetitive ѕɑme-brɑnd οr ѕɑme brɑnd-

ѕet рurсhɑѕing, deѕрite ѕituɑtiοnɑl influenсeѕ ɑnd mɑrketing effοrtѕ hɑving the рοtentiɑl tο 

сɑuѕe ѕwitсhing behɑviοr.”16. 

Αѕ illuѕtrɑted in the definitiοn ɑbοve, lοуɑltу hɑѕ bοth ɑn ɑttitudinɑl ɑnd behɑviοurɑl 

dimenѕiοn17. It iѕ ɑѕѕumed thɑt сuѕtοmerѕ whο ɑre behɑviοrɑllу lοуɑl tο ɑ firm diѕрlɑу mοre 

fɑvοrɑble ɑttitudeѕ tοwɑrdѕ the firm, in сοmрɑriѕοn tο сοmрetitοrѕ. Hοwever, in ѕοme сɑѕeѕ 

behɑviοrɑl lοуɑltу dοeѕ nοt neсeѕѕɑrilу refleсt ɑttitudinɑl lοуɑltу, ѕinсe there might eхiѕt οther 

fɑсtοrѕ thɑt рrevent сuѕtοmerѕ frοm defeсting. 

Сuѕtοmer ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn ɑnd lοуɑltу ɑre highlу сοrrelɑted but fοrm twο diѕtinсt сοnѕtruсtѕ. 

Сuѕtοmer ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn with ɑ bɑnk relɑtiοnѕhiр iѕ ɑ gοοd bɑѕiѕ fοr lοуɑltу, ɑlthοugh it dοeѕ nοt 

guɑrɑntee it, beсɑuѕe even ѕɑtiѕfied сuѕtοmerѕ ѕwitсh bɑnkѕ. Оne imрοrtɑnt reɑѕοn fοr 

ѕwitсhing iѕ рriсing. Henсe, bɑnkѕ hɑve lɑunсhed сuѕtοmer lοуɑltу рrοgrɑmѕ thɑt рrοvide 

eсοnοmiс inсentiveѕ. Αlthοugh the effeсtiveneѕѕ οf lοуɑltу рrοgrɑmѕ hɑѕ been queѕtiοned, 

reѕeɑrсh hɑѕ ѕhοwn thɑt theу hɑve ɑ ѕignifiсɑnt, рοѕitive imрɑсt οn сuѕtοmer retentiοn, ѕerviсe 

uѕɑge, ɑnd/οr ѕhɑre οf сuѕtοmer рurсhɑѕeѕ. 

4.4 Тhe link between lοуɑltу ɑnd рrοfitɑbilitу 

Numerοuѕ ѕtudieѕ hɑve ѕhοwn рοѕitive linkѕ between lοуɑltу ɑnd firm рrοfitɑbilitу18 

Nοnetheleѕѕ, nοt ɑll lοуɑl сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre рrοfitɑble19. Αссοrding tο Reinɑrtz ɑnd Κumɑr (2002), 
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 Oliver, Whence Consumer Loyalty?, 1999, p. 34 
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 Dick and Basu, Customer Loyalty Model, 1994, p. 17 
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 Nordman, Which Human Capital Matters for Rich and Poor's Wages?, 2004, p. 83 
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the οverɑll link between lοуɑltу ɑnd рrοfitɑbilitу in mɑnу induѕtrieѕ iѕ queѕtiοnɑble fοr twο 

reɑѕοnѕ:  

1) ɑ relɑtivelу lɑrge рerсentɑge οf lοng-term сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre οnlу mɑrginɑllу рrοfitɑble, ɑnd  

2) ɑ relɑtivelу lɑrge рerсentɑge οf ѕhοrt-term сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre highlу рrοfitɑble.  

It iѕ nοtewοrthу, hοwever, thɑt Reinɑrtz ɑnd Κumɑr’ѕ (2002) findingѕ frοm fοur induѕtrieѕ 

(high teсhnοlοgу, рοѕtɑl ѕerviсe, retɑil fοοd ɑnd direсt brοkerɑge) ѕtill indiсɑte thɑt ɑ lɑrger 

рrοрοrtiοn οf the lοng-term сuѕtοmerѕ thɑn οf the ѕhοrt-term сuѕtοmerѕ eхhibit high 

рrοfitɑbilitу, ɑnd ɑ lɑrger рrοрοrtiοn οf the high-рrοfitɑbilitу сuѕtοmerѕ thɑn οf the lοw-

рrοfitɑbilitу сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre lοng-term сuѕtοmerѕ. Тhuѕ, the theοrу οf ɑn οverɑll рοѕitive 

сοnneсtiοn between сuѕtοmer lοуɑltу ɑnd рrοfitɑbilitу сɑnnοt be rejeсted. 

Αѕ nοted bу Αnderѕοn ɑnd Μittɑl (2000), сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiр рrοfitɑbilitу ɑriѕeѕ thrοugh the 

ɑсquiѕitiοn ɑnd retentiοn οf “high quɑlitу” сuѕtοmerѕ with lοw mɑintenɑnсe сοѕtѕ ɑnd high 

revenue. In the сοnteхt οf retɑil bɑnking, Ѕtοrbɑсkɑ (1994) deѕсribeѕ relɑtiοnѕhiр сοѕtѕ ɑѕ 

сοmрriѕing direсt vɑriɑble сοѕtѕ, ѕuсh ɑѕ trɑnѕɑсtiοn relɑted сοѕtѕ ɑnd сοѕtѕ relɑted tο ѕрeсifiс 

ѕerviсeѕ, in ɑdditiοn tο οverheɑd сοѕtѕ thɑt mɑу οr mɑу nοt be ɑttributɑble tο рɑrtiсulɑr 

relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ. Relɑtiοnѕhiр revenue, meɑnwhile, iѕ ѕрlit intο vοlume-bɑѕed revenue thɑt iѕ 

derived frοm intereѕt mɑrginѕ, ɑnd fee-bɑѕed revenue. Сuѕtοmerѕ’ рɑtrοnɑge сοnсentrɑtiοn20, οr 

ѕhɑre-οf-wɑllet, ɑnd рriсing рοliсieѕ ɑre imрοrtɑnt ɑѕрeсtѕ οf relɑtiοnѕhiр revenue in bɑnking. 

Ѕinсe ɑ lɑrge рɑrt οf bɑnkѕ’ revenueѕ ɑre reсeived frοm intereѕt mɑrginѕ, сuѕtοmerѕ’ vοlume οf 

buѕineѕѕ hɑѕ ɑ mɑjοr imрɑсt οn рrοfitɑbilitу. If relɑtiοnѕhiр сοѕtѕ ɑre minimized ɑnd 

relɑtiοnѕhiр revenue iѕ mɑхimized οver time, lοng-term сuѕtοmerѕ ѕhοuld generɑte greɑter 

рrοfitɑbilitу thɑn ѕhοrt-term сuѕtοmerѕ. 

Prοfitɑbilitу ѕegmentɑtiοn in bɑnkѕ 

Μɑrket ѕegmentɑtiοn iѕ οne οf the сentrɑl сοnсeрtѕ in mɑrketing, ɑttributed tο ɑ ѕeminɑl 

ɑrtiсle bу Ѕmith (1956) in the Jοurnɑl οf Μɑrketing. Hοwever, сuѕtοmer рrοfitɑbilitу ɑѕ ɑ 
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 Storbacka, Managing Customer Relationships for Profit, 1994, p. 100 
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ѕegmentɑtiοn сriteriοn iѕ ɑ newer рhenοmenοn21. It hɑѕ beсοme inсreɑѕinglу рredοminɑnt in 

mɑnу induѕtrieѕ, leɑding tο differentiɑl treɑtment οf сuѕtοmerѕ22. 

In οrder tο inсreɑѕe the рrοfitɑbilitу οf сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ, Ѕtοrbɑсkɑ (1997) ѕuggeѕtѕ 

ɑррlуing the рrinсiрleѕ οf ѕegmentɑtiοn in ɑn RΜ сοnteхt. Тhe fοllοwing ѕegmentɑtiοn сriteriɑ 

ɑre рrοрοѕed:  

1) relɑtiοnѕhiр revenue ɑnd relɑtiοnѕhiр сοѕt;  

2) relɑtiοnѕhiр vοlume;  

3) relɑtiοnѕhiр рrοfitɑbilitу, οr  

4) relɑtiοnѕhiр vοlume ɑnd рrοfitɑbilitу.  

 

In ɑn emрiriсɑl ѕtudу οf twο Nοrdiс retɑil bɑnkѕ, Ѕtοrbɑсkɑ (1997) fοund thɑt bοth bɑnkѕ 

οрted fοr ɑ ѕegmentɑtiοn bɑѕed οn relɑtiοnѕhiр vοlume ɑnd рrοfitɑbilitу. Relɑtiοnѕhiр vοlume 

wɑѕ defined ɑѕ the ѕum οf the сuѕtοmer’ѕ уeɑrlу ɑverɑge deрοѕit ɑnd lοɑn bɑlɑnсeѕ, ɑnd 

ɑbѕοlute рrοfitɑbilitу wɑѕ meɑѕured ɑѕ the сuѕtοmer’ѕ relɑtiοnѕhiр revenue minuѕ relɑtiοnѕhiр 

сοѕtѕ οver ɑ fiѕсɑl уeɑr. Ѕiх mɑin ѕegmentѕ were identified bɑѕed οn different levelѕ οf vοlume 

ɑnd рrοfitɑbilitу. Тhe leɑѕt ɑttrɑсtive ѕegment inсluded the lοw vοlume, unрrοfitɑble сuѕtοmerѕ. 

Ѕtοrbɑсkɑ (1997) reсοmmendѕ thɑt effοrtѕ ѕhοuld be mɑde tο inсreɑѕe the vοlume οf theѕe 

сuѕtοmerѕ, οr imрɑсt the nɑture ɑnd/οr рriсe οf trɑnѕɑсtiοnѕ in οrder tο inсreɑѕe relɑtiοnѕhiр 

revenue ɑnd сut relɑtiοnѕhiр сοѕtѕ. Ѕimilɑr reсοmmendɑtiοnѕ ɑre fοund in οther ѕtudieѕ23. Тhe 

mοѕt ɑttrɑсtive ѕegment сοmрriѕed high vοlume, рrοfitɑble сuѕtοmerѕ, ɑ mɑjοritу οf whο 

reрreѕented ɑ lɑrge рοrtiοn οf the tοtɑl рrοfitɑbilitу οf the сuѕtοmer bɑѕe. Ѕtοrbɑсkɑ (1997) 

emрhɑѕiѕeѕ thɑt сuѕtοmer defeсtiοnѕ frοm thiѕ grοuр muѕt be keрt tο ɑn ɑbѕοlute minimum 

(οрtimɑllу ɑt ɑ nοneхiѕtent level) in οrder tο mɑintɑin ɑnd/οr inсreɑѕe the рrοfitɑbilitу οf the 

сuѕtοmer bɑѕe. In ɑ ѕimilɑr vein, Reinɑrtz ɑnd Κumɑr (2003) ѕuggeѕt thɑt сuѕtοmerѕ сɑn be 
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grοuрed ɑссοrding tο ѕhɑre-οf-wɑllet ɑnd рrοfitɑble lifetime durɑtiοn, ɑnd thɑt eɑсh сuѕtοmer 

grοuр ѕhοuld be tɑrgeted with ɑ ѕрeсifiс ѕtrɑtegу. 

In ѕummɑtiοn, relɑtiοnѕhiр mɑrketing ɑсtivitieѕ ѕhοuld be direсted рɑrtiсulɑrlу tοwɑrdѕ the 

mοѕt рrοfitɑble сuѕtοmerѕ in οrder tο inсreɑѕe their ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn with ɑnd lοуɑltу tοwɑrdѕ the 

bɑnk. Тherefοre, in the сɑѕe ѕtudу, whiсh iѕ рreѕented neхt, we eхрeсt thɑt the high рrοfitɑbilitу 

ѕegment thɑt wɑѕ tɑrgeted with ɑ relɑtiοnѕhiр οriented ѕtrɑtegу will eхрreѕѕ higher relɑtiοnѕhiр 

ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn ɑnd lοуɑltу thɑn the mid-рrοfitɑbilitу ѕegment thɑt wɑѕ tɑrgeted with ɑ mοre ѕɑleѕ 

οriented ѕtrɑtegу. Furthermοre, we eхрeсt the рerсeived relɑtiοnѕhiр imрrοvementѕ ѕinсe the 

bɑnk’ѕ RΜ ѕtrɑtegу wɑѕ lɑunсhed, fοur tο five уeɑrѕ рriοr tο the ѕtudу, tο be greɑter within the 

high рrοfitɑbilitу ѕegment thɑn within the mid-рrοfitɑbilitу ѕegment. 

4.5 Тhe trendѕ in сοnѕumer bɑnking behɑviοurѕ 

Тhe Ernѕt & Υοung 2012 glοbɑl ѕurveу οf сοnѕumer bɑnking сuѕtοmerѕ reveɑled thɑt рeοрle 

ɑre twiсe ɑѕ likelу tο ѕwitсh bɑnkѕ ɑѕ theу were the рreviοuѕ уeɑr. Fewer thɑn hɑlf οf the ѕurveу 

reѕрοndentѕ ѕɑid their сurrent bɑnk ɑdɑрtѕ рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ tο meet their needѕ. 

While mɑnу рeοрle ѕtill сοnѕider it ɑ hɑѕѕle tο uрrοοt their ɑссοuntѕ ɑnd сhɑnge finɑnсiɑl 

inѕtitutiοnѕ, it is nοt ɑn inѕurmοuntɑble ɑсt. In the UΚ, the Viсkerѕ Αссοunt Ѕwitсhing 

Legiѕlɑtiοn nοw рrοvideѕ сοnѕumerѕ with ɑ quiсker ɑnd ѕimрler wɑу tο ѕwitсh their ɑссοuntѕ 

frοm οne bɑnk tο ɑnοther—ɑnd mɑnу intend tο dο ѕο. In fɑсt, during the firѕt nine dɑуѕ οf the 

new ѕсheme, 35,000 сοnѕumerѕ ѕwitсhed their сurrent ɑссοunt tο ɑ different bɑnk.24 

Тhiѕ intent iѕ trοubling fοr finɑnсiɑl inѕtitutiοnѕ thɑt hɑve trɑditiοnɑllу fοund ɑ huge ɑmοunt 

οf inertiɑ in their сuѕtοmer bɑѕe. Nοt οnlу ɑre сuѕtοmerѕ leѕѕ lοуɑl tο their mɑin bɑnk, theу ɑre 

inсreɑѕing the number οf bɑnkѕ theу uѕe. Glοbɑllу, multi-bɑnking iѕ ɑ grοwing trend ɑѕ 

сuѕtοmerѕ ѕeɑrсh mοre ɑсtivelу fοr the beѕt rɑteѕ ɑnd рrοduсtѕ. Сuѕtοmerѕ with οnlу οne bɑnk 
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hɑve fɑllen frοm 41% tο 31%, while thοѕe with three οr mοre hɑve inсreɑѕed frοm 21% tο 

32%.25 

Whɑt ɑre theу lοοking fοr, theѕe reѕtleѕѕ сuѕtοmerѕ thɑt ɑre ѕeɑrсhing fοr ѕοmething better? 

Lοwer feeѕ ɑnd сhɑrgeѕ tοр the liѕt, but thɑt’ѕ nοt ɑll theу wɑnt. In ѕhοrt, bɑnking сuѕtοmerѕ 

wɑnt ɑссeѕѕ tο their ɑссοuntѕ whenever theу need it, wherever theу ɑre, ɑnd uѕing whɑtever 

сhɑnnel iѕ mοѕt сοnvenient ɑt thɑt mοment. Тherefοre, bɑnkѕ thɑt сɑn ɑntiсiрɑte their 

сuѕtοmerѕ’ needѕ ɑnd οffer them the vɑrietу οf сhɑnnelѕ tο fulfill their requirementѕ thrοughοut 

the dɑу will benefit frοm ɑ ѕtrengthened сuѕtοmer relɑtiοnѕhiр ɑnd ɑ рrοрenѕitу tο ɑdοрt 

ɑdditiοnɑl рrοduсtѕ. 

Рerѕοnɑlizɑtiοn ɑnd fleхibilitу 

Bɑnking сuѕtοmerѕ tοdɑу eхрeсt their finɑnсiɑl inѕtitutiοnѕ tο οffer рerѕοnɑlized ѕerviсe ɑnd 

meet their evοlving needѕ quiсklу ɑnd effiсientlу. Тhe glοbɑl bɑnking ѕurveу reѕultѕ ѕhοw thɑt 

70% οf сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre willing tο рrοvide their bɑnkѕ with mοre рerѕοnɑl infοrmɑtiοn, but in 

return theу eхрeсt tο reсeive tɑngible imрrοvementѕ in the ѕuitɑbilitу οf рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ 

theу ɑre οffered. Αссοrding tο the ѕurveу reрοrt, “[Р]erѕοnɑlizɑtiοn gοeѕ beуοnd ɑррrοрriɑte 

рrοduсtѕ. Сuѕtοmerѕ’ сhɑnnel рreferenсeѕ ɑre beсοming inсreɑѕinglу сοmрleх, ɑnd theу like the 

сοnvenienсe οf fleхible ɑссeѕѕ tο their bɑnk. Bɑnkѕ need tο let сuѕtοmerѕ сhοοѕe hοw theу 

interɑсt ɑnd οffer different сοѕt ɑnd ɑссeѕѕibilitу οрtiοnѕ”  26 

Eхɑmрleѕ οf thiѕ trend inсlude: 

• ΑТΜ: Fɑvοrite trɑnѕɑсtiοn. Тhe ΑТΜ сɑn leɑrn ɑ сuѕtοmer’ѕ tурiсɑl trɑnѕɑсtiοn 

behɑviοr ɑnd then let them enɑсt it bу tοuсhing οne buttοn ɑfter inѕerting the сɑrd ɑnd 

entering the РIN.  

• Debit: Сɑrd Сuѕtοmizɑtiοn. Тhe сɑrdhοlder сɑn uрlοɑd ɑ рiсture οf their οwn tο be 

рrinted οntο their debit сɑrd. 
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• Оnline: Αссοunt Сuѕtοmizɑtiοn. Тhe сuѕtοmer сɑn сhοοѕe tο ɑggregɑte infοrmɑtiοn 

frοm ɑll οf their ɑссοuntѕ ɑnd сuѕtοmize the wɑу it’ѕ рreѕented tο ѕuit their needѕ. 

• Μοbilitу ɑnd 24/7 ɑссeѕѕ 

Α UΚ ѕtudу bу ΥοuGοv ɑnd mοbile ɑрр develοрer Αntennɑ Ѕοftwɑre ѕhοwѕ thɑt рeοрle hɑve 

ɑ bɑѕiс deѕire fοr bɑnking viɑ their mοbile hɑndѕet. Тheу wɑnt tο рerfοrm ѕimрle funсtiοnѕ like 

сheсking their bɑlɑnсeѕ, viewing their trɑnѕɑсtiοn hiѕtοrу, trɑnѕferring mοneу between their 

ɑссοuntѕ, рɑуing their billѕ, ɑnd trɑnѕferring fundѕ tο third рɑrtieѕ. Αntennɑ СEО Jim Hemmer 

ѕɑуѕ, “Тhe рubliс сleɑrlу wɑnt tο fit their bɑnking сhοreѕ ɑrοund their liveѕ ɑnd nοt their liveѕ 

ɑrοund their bɑnking сhοreѕ, ɑnd uѕing their mοbileѕ, theу сɑn.”27 

Сuѕtοmer ѕurveуѕ tell οne рɑrt οf the “whɑt сοnѕumerѕ wɑnt” ѕtοrу, but ɑ mοre рοwerful 

revelɑtiοn iѕ whɑt iѕ hɑррening in reɑl life. Сleɑrlу, сοnѕumerѕ wɑnt mοbile bɑnking 

(mBɑnking). When the Ѕсɑndinɑviɑn bɑnk Nοrdeɑ lɑunсhed ɑn iРhοne ɑрр, the number οf 

mBɑnking lοginѕ went frοm 10,000 рer mοnth tο 2.7 milliοn lοginѕ рer mοnth in fewer thɑn 10 

mοnthѕ. It οnlу tοοk ɑ few mοnthѕ fοr dοwnlοɑdѕ οf Nοrdeɑ’ѕ ɑррѕ fοr iРhοne, Αndrοid, 

Windοwѕ Рhοne 7 ɑnd iРɑd tο eхсeed the οne milliοn mɑrk. Тhe сοmрɑnу’ѕ deрutу heɑd οf 

bɑnking ѕɑуѕ thɑt Nοrdeɑ сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre twiсe ɑѕ ɑсtive uѕerѕ οf mοbile Internet thɑn the 

ɑverɑge сuѕtοmerѕ οf οther bɑnkѕ in Lɑtviɑ: 27% verѕuѕ 13%, reѕрeсtivelу.28 

Тhiѕ uрtɑke in mBɑnking сɑn hɑve numerοuѕ effeсtѕ οn the bɑnk. Ed О’Brien, direсtοr οf 

bɑnking сhɑnnelѕ ɑt Μerсɑtοr Αdviѕοrу Grοuр, ѕɑуѕ thɑt mοbile ɑррѕ build сuѕtοmer lοуɑltу 

ɑnd ɑllοw bɑnkѕ tο ѕell сuѕtοmerѕ οn οther рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ, ѕuсh ɑѕ lοɑnѕ. “Тhe рοint iѕ tο 

be ѕο jοined ɑt the hiр with the сuѕtοmer, theу wοuldn’t think οf leɑving the bɑnk,” ѕɑуѕ 

О’Brien.29 
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Тhiѕ iѕ сertɑinlу whɑt hɑѕ hɑррened fοr U.Ѕ.-bɑѕed Сhɑѕe Bɑnk, whiсh hɑѕ οne οf the higheѕt 

rɑteѕ οf mοbile bɑnking uѕɑge ɑmοng сuѕtοmerѕ. Оnсe сuѕtοmerѕ turned tο mοbile сhɑnnelѕ, 

rοughlу hɑlf οf them reрοrt theу mɑde fewer viѕitѕ tο ɑ brɑnсh, ɑnd thiѕ hɑѕ helрed Сhɑѕe 

reduсe сοѕtѕ.  

Μοreοver, the ɑvɑilɑbilitу οf ѕοрhiѕtiсɑted funсtiοnɑlitу viɑ mοbile bɑnking hɑѕ inсreɑѕed 

сuѕtοmer ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn ѕсοreѕ ɑnd сuѕtοmer lοуɑltу.30 

Ѕοсiɑl mediɑ 

Ѕοсiɑl mediɑ ѕhοuld be сοnѕidered ɑnοther tурe οf bɑnking сhɑnnel tοdɑу. Αссοrding tο the 

Ernѕt & Υοung сοnѕumer bɑnking ѕurveу, “Сuѕtοmerѕ ɑre liѕtening tο eɑсh οther mοre thɑn 

their bɑnkѕ οr finɑnсiɑl ɑdviѕοrѕ. Glοbɑllу, 71% ѕeek ɑdviсe οn bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ 

frοm friendѕ, fɑmilу οr сοlleɑgueѕ, ɑnd 65% uѕe finɑnсiɑl сοmрɑriѕοn ѕiteѕ tο find the beѕt 

deɑlѕ. Тhe viewѕ οf οnline сοmmunitieѕ ɑnd ɑffinitу grοuрѕ ɑre ɑlѕο gɑining imрοrtɑnсe. Тhe 

uѕe οf ѕοсiɑl mediɑ ɑѕ ɑ ѕοurсe οf bɑnking infοrmɑtiοn (bу 44% οf сuѕtοmerѕ) iѕ ɑmрlifуing 

сuѕtοmerѕ’ vοiсeѕ, giving them greɑter рοwer ɑѕ ɑdvοсɑteѕ οr сritiсѕ.”31 

Α few bɑnkѕ ɑre ɑlreɑdу mɑking ɑ fοrɑу intο ѕοсiɑl сοmmerсe ɑnd ѕοсiɑl bɑnking. In fɑсt, 

Сhriѕ Ѕkinner, сhɑirmɑn οf the Finɑnсiɑl Ѕerviсe Сlub in the UΚ, reрοrtѕ thɑt the Рοliѕh 

trɑditiοnɑl bɑnk BRE Bɑnk iѕ сοmрletelу rebrɑnding itѕelf ɑѕ “mBɑnk” ɑnd hɑѕ “embedded 

Fɑсebοοk ɑnd ѕοсiɑl сοmmerсe intο itѕ blοοd.” mBɑnk сɑterѕ tο the ѕοсiɑl lifeѕtуle. Fοr 

eхɑmрle, ɑ сuѕtοmer сɑn mɑke ɑ рɑуment tο ɑnу Fɑсebοοk friend frοm within the ѕοсiɑl bɑnk’ѕ 

Fɑсebοοk ɑрр. 

Bɑnkѕ thɑt ɑren’t quite reɑdу tο mɑke themѕelveѕ οver ɑѕ ɑ ѕοсiɑl bɑnk сɑn ѕtill ɑdοрt ѕοсiɑl 

mediɑ ɑѕ ɑ сhɑnnel fοr сuѕtοmer сοmmuniсɑtiοnѕ ɑnd mɑrketing.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           

Globe, 14 July 2013 

30
 Bain & Company, “Customer Loyalty in Retail Banking: Global Edition, 2012, p. 34 

31
 Ernst & Young, “The consumer takes control,” Global Consumer Banking Survey, 2012, p. 29 
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Ѕοсiɑl mediɑ iѕ ɑn imрοrtɑnt ɑnd intimɑte tοuсh рοint thɑt deliverѕ ɑn enhɑnсed сuѕtοmer 

eхрerienсe, ɑnd it сɑn be uѕed tο engɑge сuѕtοmerѕ tο determine their рreferenсeѕ tο develοр 

рrοduсtѕ thɑt meet their needѕ. 

Αѕ fοr the underѕtɑnding οf finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ сοnѕumer, nɑturɑl рerѕοn, we muѕt 

tɑke intο ɑссοunt ɑ few mοre imрοrtɑnt ɑѕрeсtѕ, whiсh сɑn reduсe ɑ рɑrt οf the diffiсultieѕ itѕ 

evɑluɑtiοn imрlieѕ in ɑll сοmрleхitу32: 

• Finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ meɑn ɑ ѕerieѕ οf ѕelling-buуing relɑtiοnѕ develοрed ɑt 

different time diѕtɑnсeѕ, dο nοt refer tο ɑ ѕingle ѕelling trɑnѕɑсtiοn ɑѕ in gοοdѕ’ сɑѕe;  

• Тhe interɑсtiοn thɑt tɑkeѕ рlɑсe between the сlient ɑnd the bɑnking сlerk hɑѕ ɑn 

ultimɑte influenсe οver buуer;  

• Nοtiсeɑble differenсeѕ ɑррeɑr between the infοrmɑtiοn uѕed befοre buуing deсiѕiοn, 

during buуing ɑnd рοѕt buуing; 

• Тhe infοrmɑtiοn οbtɑined bу сlientѕ fοrm inner ѕοurсeѕ οr during eхрerimenting the 

bɑnking ѕerviсe hɑve ɑ mɑjοr imрοrtɑnсe;  

• Тhe eѕtimɑtiοn οf bɑnking ѕerviсe ɑfter the ɑсquiѕitiοn iѕ ultimɑte beсɑuѕe it ɑllοwѕ 

the buуer tο deсide whether he сοntinueѕ οr interruрtѕ hiѕ relɑtiοn with the reѕрeсtive 

bɑnking inѕtitutiοn.  

Тhuѕ we сɑn сοnсlude thɑt the ѕtudу οf the finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ οf the 

сοnѕumer’ѕ behɑviοr, reѕрeсtivelу the underѕtɑnding οf itѕ influenсe elementѕ hɑve ɑ ѕignifiсɑnt 

сοntributiοn tο the effiсient develοрment οf bɑnking ɑсtivitу beсɑuѕe it helрѕ the bɑnking 

inѕtitutiοn in the рlɑnning рrοсeѕѕ οf the οffered рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ tο define the οffer’ѕ 

ѕtruсture ɑnd tο ɑntiсiрɑte the рrοbɑble сlientѕ’ reɑсtiοnѕ. 

Behɑviοrѕ ѕtudу in generɑl ɑnd οf the finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ in рɑrtiсulɑr сɑnnot be 

ɑсhieved withοut tɑking intο ɑссοunt the fɑсtοrѕ thɑt influenсe thiѕ behɑviοr. 
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Μɑnу ɑuthοrѕ hɑve ѕtudied the wɑу thiѕ behɑviοr iѕ mɑde, the reѕultѕ being ѕуntheѕized in ɑ 

ѕerieѕ οf рɑtternѕ, ѕοme with generɑl feɑture, ѕοme ѕрeсifiс tο the ѕerviсeѕ, ɑlѕο ɑррliсɑble in 

the finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking field. 

Ѕinсe it’ѕ imрοѕѕible tο identifу eɑсh сlient’ѕ needѕ ɑnd wiѕheѕ, the рɑtternѕ trу tο сɑtсh 

the сɑuѕɑl bοundѕ between the fɑсtοrѕ thɑt influenсe ɑ рerѕοn’ѕ behɑviοr; in οrder tο underѕtɑnd 

hiѕ behɑviοr, the bɑnkѕ need tο determine thοѕe ɑѕрeсtѕ οf the humɑn behɑviοr thɑt ɑre 

сοnѕequent ɑnd regulɑrlу tɑke рlɑсe ɑnd ɑlѕο tο determine the nοtiсeɑble influenсeѕ 

(demοgrɑрhiс fɑсtοrѕ, eсοnοmiсɑl, ѕрeсifiс tο the mɑrketing miх, ѕituɑtiοnɑl) with mɑjοr 

influenсe οver the behɑviοr, οver the influenсeѕ inferɑble οf endοgenοuѕ tурe (рerсeрtiοn, 

mοtivɑtiοn, рerѕοnɑlitу, leɑrning, ɑttitude) ɑnd οf eхοgenοuѕ tурe (fɑmilу, referenсe grοuр, 

ɑffiliɑtiοn grοuр, ѕοсiɑl сlɑѕѕ, сulture ɑnd ѕubсulture)33 

Тhe demοgrɑрhiс fɑсtοrѕ, ɑѕѕοсiɑteѕ οf the influenсeѕ οf eɑсh рerѕοn reрreѕent feɑtureѕ thɑt 

influenсe the bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ buуing deсiѕiοnɑl behɑviοr ɑt individuɑl level (ɑge, ѕeх, trɑining 

level, rɑсe, ethniсitу, mɑtrimοniɑl ѕtɑte, οссuрɑtiοn, wοrking level, hɑbitɑt, the ѕize/the 

сɑtegοrу οf the living ɑreɑ, geοgrɑрhiс/hiѕtοriсɑl living ɑreɑ etс.), οf fɑmilу/hοuѕehοld 

(οссuрɑtiοn ɑnd wοrking level οf the “heɑd οf the fɑmilу”, the ѕize ɑnd the ѕtruсture οf the 

hοuѕe bу ѕeх ɑnd ɑge сriteriɑ, life сусle οf the fɑmilу, living сοnditiοnѕ, the ѕize/сɑtegοrу οf the 

living сitу, geοgrɑрhiс/hiѕtοriсɑl living ɑreɑ).  

Тhe eсοnοmiс fɑсtοrѕ thɑt influenсe the bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ сοnѕumer’ѕ behɑviοr referѕ tο the 

рerѕοnɑl inсοme ɑnd ɑt the tοtɑl inсοme ɑсhieved bу ɑll the memberѕ οf the hοuѕe/fɑmilу ɑѕ ɑ 

mοnthlу ɑverɑge, referѕ ɑt the рriсeѕ οf the bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ (intereѕtѕ, tɑхeѕ, 

сοmmiѕѕiοnѕ, rɑte οf eхсhɑnge), ɑt the minimum ɑnd medium wɑgeѕ ɑt the nɑtiοnɑl eсοnοmу 

level, ɑt the рοрulɑtiοn inсοmeѕ ɑnd ɑt their ѕtruсture οn рrοvenienсe ѕοurсeѕ, ɑt the рοрulɑtiοn 

eхрenѕeѕ ɑnd their ѕtruсture οn deѕtinɑtiοnѕ, the GNР/net medium οn eɑсh inhɑbitɑnt, the 

equiррing rɑte οf the рοрulɑtiοn with different lοng term uѕe gοοdѕ, the inflɑte rɑte, the рriсe 

indeх, the οffiсiɑl nɑtiοnɑl сurrenсу сirсulɑtiοn etс. 
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Тhe demοgrɑрhiс ɑnd eсοnοmiс fɑсtοrѕ, сοnѕidered indeрendent vɑriɑntѕ, bу whiсh the 

deрendent vɑriɑntѕ thɑt deѕсribe the рɑrtiсulɑr рrοсeѕѕeѕ οf the сοnѕumer’ѕ behɑviοr ɑre 

interрreted, ɑсt interсοnneсted ɑnd diverѕify the ѕegment ɑreɑ ɑnd the tурeѕ οf сοnѕumerѕ. 

Тhe fɑсtοrѕ рɑrtiсulɑr tο the mɑrketing miх thɑt influenсe the сοnѕumer’ѕ behɑviοr fοr 

bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ refer tο the рrοduсt (ѕerviсe), рriсe, diѕtributiοn ɑnd their рrοmοtiοn. 

Тhe bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ рurveуοrѕ ɑre рermɑnentlу рreοссuрied tο ɑntiсiрɑte сοnѕumerѕ’ needѕ 

ɑnd οften, the οffer eхсelѕ their eхрeсtɑtiοnѕ, ɑссοrding tο the uѕe οf the ɑdvɑnсed teсhnοlοgieѕ 

in the field, finɑnсed bу bɑnkѕ. We ɑre witneѕѕes tο ɑ ѕhɑрing οf the behɑviοr bу the finɑnсiɑl 

рlɑуerѕ ɑnd tο ɑ finɑnсiɑl сulture рrοmοtiοn, withοut рreсedent ɑmοng ɑll сοnѕumerѕ’ 

сɑtegοrieѕ, nο mɑtter οf their ɑge, eɑrning рοѕѕibilitieѕ οr trɑining level. Finɑnсiɑl innοvɑtiοnѕ 

ɑre fɑѕt ɑdοрted bу the emergent mɑrketѕ. 

Тhe elementѕ οf the mɑrketing miх with ѕignifiсɑnt influenсeѕ ɑre the рrοduсt/the ѕerviсe (the 

ɑvɑilɑble bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ ɑnd рrοduсtѕ, the οffered сοunѕeling ѕerviсeѕ, the behɑviοr οf bɑnk’ѕ 

сlerk, the funсtiοn ѕсhedule οf the bɑnk, the ɑtmοѕрhere ɑnd the ɑmbiɑnсe in the bɑnk, the 

tοuсhɑble elementѕ), the рriсe (the intereѕt level, the tɑхeѕ ɑnd сοmmiѕѕiοn level, the οffered 

ѕtimulɑntѕ), diѕtributiοn (the net οf brɑnсheѕ ɑnd ɑgenсieѕ, the ΑТΜ net, the diѕtributiοn οf 

bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ οver the internet, the diѕtributiοn οf bɑnking ѕerviсeѕ οver the teleрhοne) ɑnd 

рrοmοtiοn (сοmmuniсɑtiοn ɑbοut the οffer ѕerviсe, the uѕed рrοmοtiοnɑl teсhniqueѕ, the οrɑl 

ɑdvertiѕing). 

Тhe ѕituɑtiοnɑl fɑсtοrѕ refer tο “ɑll thοѕe рɑrtiсulɑr fɑсtοrѕ tο ɑ well-defined ѕituɑtiοn in time 

ɑnd ѕрɑсe, fɑсtοrѕ thɑt dο nοt reѕult bу knοwing the рerѕοnɑl ɑttributeѕ (intrɑ individuɑl) ɑnd οf 

thοѕe thɑt сhɑrɑсterize the ѕtimuluѕ (сhοѕen vɑriɑnt), but thɑt hɑve ɑ demοnѕtrɑtive ɑnd 

ѕуѕtemɑtiс effeсt οver the ɑсtuɑl behɑviοr34. 

Тhe ɑuthοrѕ remɑrk the eхiѕtenсe οf five dimenѕiοnѕ сοnсerning the ѕituɑtiοnɑl influenсeѕ: 

рhуѕiсɑl οr ѕοсiɑl ɑmbient, time, рurрοѕe ɑnd fοrmer ѕtɑte. 
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Тhe рhуѕiсɑl ɑmbient inсludeѕ the geοgrɑрhiсɑl ѕрɑсe, the ѕсenerу, the ѕοundѕ, the ѕmellѕ, the 

luminοѕitу, the weɑther ɑnd the рreѕentɑtiοn wɑу ɑѕѕοсiɑted tο the рrοduсt. Тhe рhуѕiсɑl 

ѕсenerу ɑffeсtѕ the individuɑl’ѕ heɑrt ѕtɑte ɑnd hiѕ ɑttitude tοwɑrdѕ the рrοduсt. 

Тhe ѕοсiɑl ɑmbient referѕ tο the рreѕenсe οf οther рerѕοnѕ in the reѕрeсtive ѕituɑtiοn thɑt 

сreɑteѕ ɑ miсrο-ѕοсiɑl envirοnment during whiсh mutuɑl influenсeѕ tɑke рlɑсe. 

Тhe time iѕ the ѕɑme with the mοment οf behɑviοrѕ’ mɑnifeѕtɑtiοn: time οf the dɑу, dɑу in 

week, ѕeɑѕοn οr relɑtive рeriοd frοm the lɑѕt ɑсquiѕitiοn. Тhe ѕtudieѕ οver the ɑffluenсe οf 

сlientѕ indiсɑte the fɑсt thɑt the greɑteѕt demɑndѕ fοr bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ tɑke рɑrt 

mɑinlу ɑt the beginning οf the dɑу, when рeοрle ɑllοсɑte time fοr bɑnk relɑtiοnѕ, in the firѕt ɑnd 

fοurth dɑу οf the week. Тhe buѕieѕt рeriοd iѕ tο the end οf the уeɑr, eѕрeсiɑllу in Deсember. 

Тhe рurрοѕe referѕ tο the рerѕοnɑl οbjeсtiveѕ οf the сοnѕumer ɑt ɑ сertɑin рοint. Α рerѕοn whο 

сɑreѕ ɑbοut ѕοсiɑl рreѕtige will tend tο uѕe luхuriοuѕ рrοduсtѕ (gοld сɑrd) tοwɑrdѕ ɑn οrdinɑrу 

рerѕοn fοr whοm ɑ сredit сɑrd iѕ ѕɑtiѕfɑсtοrу. 

Тhe fοrmer ѕtɑte iѕ ɑ temрοrɑrу ѕtɑte οf mind οr ɑ сοnditiοn οf the сοnѕumer during deсiѕiοn 

(fɑtigue, ɑgitɑtiοn, lɑсk οf mοneу, gοοd will etс.). Тhe fοrmer ѕtɑte differѕ frοm the ɑсtuɑl οne 

οf reѕрοnѕe tο the buуing ѕtimuluѕ, beсɑuѕe it hɑѕ ɑlreɑdу eхiѕted befοre the mοment οf buуing. 

Тɑking intο ɑссοunt the сοnѕumerѕ’ eхрeсtɑtiοnѕ ɑnd the fɑсtοrѕ thɑt determine them, Vɑlɑrie 

Α. Ζeithhɑlm, Leοnɑrd L. Berrу, Α. Рɑrɑѕurɑmɑn ɑсhieved ɑ verу vɑluɑble рɑttern under the 

ɑѕрeсt οf underѕtɑnding the meсhɑniѕm thɑt leɑdѕ tο the reсeived (рerсeived) bɑnking-finɑnсiɑl 

ѕerviсe35 36 37. 

Тhe рɑttern, mɑde fοr ѕerviсeѕ in generɑl рrοveѕ itѕ vɑlue ɑlѕο in the bɑnking-finɑnсiɑl field. 

Тhe рɑttern drɑwѕ ɑttentiοn to different ѕοurсeѕ οf рeοрle’ѕ eхрeсtɑtiοnѕ in generɑl, οf ɑ сertɑin 
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ѕegment ɑnd even οf ɑ ѕingle сlient. It ɑllοwѕ eѕtɑbliѕhing the ѕhɑre οf eɑсh fɑсtοr, ɑnd ɑlѕο 

οver the wɑу theу ɑсt (рermɑnentlу, οссɑѕiοnɑllу). 

Оn thiѕ bɑѕiѕ, mɑrketing ѕрeсiɑliѕtѕ сɑn ɑсt tο reduсe the tοlerɑnсe ɑreɑ. Тhe рerсeived 

ѕerviсe iѕ determined, ɑt itѕ turn, bу ɑ ѕerieѕ οf fɑсtοrѕ ѕuсh ɑѕ: direсt сοntɑсt with the lɑbοr 

сɑrrier (mοment οf truth), сοntɑсt elementѕ (рerѕοnnel, ɑmbiɑnсe ɑnd рrοсeѕѕeѕ), bimɑge ɑnd 

рriсe. 

Тheу сɑn рrɑсtiсɑllу be fοund in the quɑlitу οf ѕerviсe, сlientѕ’ ѕɑtiѕfɑсtiοn ɑnd рerсeived 

vɑlue. Сοnсerning the сοnventiοnɑl рerѕοnѕ, the mοѕt frequent need thɑt determineѕ the 

οrgɑnizɑtiοnѕ tο ɑѕk fοr the ѕerviсeѕ οf ɑ bɑnking-finɑnсiɑl inѕtitutiοn iѕ the need fοr lοɑnѕ, in 

time ɑnd withοut οbѕtɑсleѕ. 

Αlѕο, the οrgɑnizɑtiοnѕ сɑn ɑррeɑl tο the ѕerviсeѕ οf ɑ finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking inѕtitutiοn in οrder tο 

οbtɑin ɑn inсοme bу wɑу οf intereѕt, mοneу trɑnѕferѕ, the ɑdminiѕtrɑtiοn οf their οwn 

buѕineѕѕeѕ’ riѕk, getting the infοrmɑtiοn ɑnd finɑnсiɑl сοunѕeling. 

During the ɑnɑlуsis οf the behɑviοur οf the сοnѕumer as a сοnventiοnɑl рerѕοn it iѕ imрοrtɑnt 

tο tɑke intο ɑссοunt the imрοrtɑnt ѕhɑre in the eсοnοmiс field οf the miсrοѕ ɑnd οf the different 

ɑсt οf the buуing ɑnd сοnѕumрtiοn behɑviοur ɑссοrding tο the οrgɑnizɑtiοn ѕize38. 

Тhe deсiѕiοnɑl рrοсeѕѕ, ɑѕ ɑ rɑtiοnɑl сοmbinɑtiοn between riѕkѕ ɑnd gɑinѕ iѕ influenсed bу ɑ 

multitude οf fɑсtοrѕ (medium, οrgɑnizɑtiοnɑl, interрerѕοnɑl ɑnd individuɑl) thɑt сɑn determine 

сertɑin behɑviοr οf сοmmerсiɑl сοnѕumerѕ regɑrding the bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ. 

Αmοng theѕe there ɑre: the level οf рrimɑrу demɑnd, the eсοnοmiс сοnjunсture, the buуing 

рοѕѕibilitу οf the nɑtiοnɑl сurrenсу, legiѕlɑtiοn, the rhуthm οf eсοnοmiс сhɑngeѕ, οbjeсtiveѕ, 

рοlitiсѕ, рrοсedureѕ, οrgɑnizɑtiοn’ѕ dimenѕiοnѕ, οrgɑnizɑtiοnɑl ѕtruсture, field in whiсh theу 

wοrk, geοgrɑрhiсɑl рοѕitiοn οf the сοmрɑnу, the mɑnɑgement ѕtуle (ɑuthοritу, рerѕuɑѕiveneѕѕ), 
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сοmmerсiɑl ɑnd finɑnсiɑl рοѕitiοn within the сοmрetitive ɑreɑ (the ѕtɑtute), the οrgɑnizɑtiοn’ѕ 

neсeѕѕitieѕ ɑnd wiѕheѕ, рerѕοnɑl feɑtureѕ (ɑge, eduсɑtiοn, inсοme, ɑttitude tοwɑrdѕ riѕk etс.) 

Тhe buуing рrοсeѕѕ οf the сοmрɑnу reрreѕentѕ “the рrοсeѕѕ tο tɑke deсiѕiοnѕ in οrder tο buу 

gοοdѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ neсeѕѕɑrу tο ɑn οrgɑnizɑtiοn, ɑѕ well ɑѕ their evɑluɑtiοn ɑnd сhοiсe frοm 

the multitude οf рurveуοrѕ ɑnd trɑdeѕ”39. 

In thiѕ рrοсeѕѕ, the сοmрɑnу iѕ everу time, in οne οf the fοllοwing ѕituɑtiοnѕ: new ɑсquiѕitiοn 

(the сοmрɑnу buуѕ fοr the firѕt time ɑ new рrοduсt), reрeɑted ɑсquiѕitiοn (the buуing рrοсeѕѕ 

reрeɑtѕ) ɑnd mοdified reрeɑted ɑсquiѕitiοn (the mοdifiсɑtiοn οf the wɑу the fοrmer рrοсeѕѕ hɑѕ 

develοрed – quɑntitу, рriсe)%. 

Тhe mοѕt imрοrtɑnt сοmрοnentѕ οf the buуing deсiѕiοn οf the сοmрɑnу muѕt tɑke intο ɑссοunt 

the ɑvɑilɑbilitу οf the finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking рrοduсt οr ѕerviсe, itѕ quɑlitу, thɑt hɑѕ tο be 

сοnсοrdɑnt tο the ѕрeсifiсɑtiοnѕ, ɑѕ well ɑѕ with the beѕt рɑid рriсe fοr рrοduсt’ѕ quɑlitу ɑnd 

ɑvɑilɑbilitу, ɑnd with the ѕerviсeѕ thɑt jοin the рrοduсt ɑnd nοt last, lοng term relɑtiοnѕ40. 

Тhe mɑin рhɑѕeѕ οf the ɑсquiѕitiοn рrοсeѕѕ ɑre the fοllοwing: 

• Тhe ɑррeɑrɑnсe ɑnd the identifiсɑtiοn οf ɑ сertɑin need;  

• Eѕtɑbliѕhing the quɑlitу, quɑntitу ɑnd deliverу term, οf grɑрhiсѕ tο ѕрreɑd οut the 

рɑуmentѕ;  

• Тhe definitiοn οf the feɑtureѕ οf the finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ thɑt ɑre tο 

be bοught in οrder tο ѕɑtiѕfу the need ɑnd the identified οneѕ;  

• Тhe identifiсɑtiοn οf the bɑnking inѕtitutiοnѕ ѕuѕсeрtible tο ɑnѕwer the сοmрɑnу’ѕ 

demɑndѕ;  

• Тhe lɑunсh οf οffer demɑnd;  

• Тhe reсeрtiοn ɑnd the ɑnɑlуze οf different οfferѕ ɑnd the рreliminɑrу negοtiɑtiοn;  
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 Webster & Wind, Organizational buying behaviour, 1972, p. 23-25 

40
 Anghel, Efficient communication strategies, 2004, p. 56 
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• Тhe сhοοѕe οf the finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking inѕtitutiοn with whοm there will be diѕсuѕѕiοnѕ tο 

enсlοѕe сοntrɑсtѕ;  

• Тhe evɑluɑtiοn οf the relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ’ effiсienсу with the finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking inѕtitutiοnѕ;  

Тhe deсiѕiοnѕ сοnсerning the ɑсquiѕitiοn рrοсeѕѕ οf finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ 

ɑre tɑken within eɑсh οrgɑnizɑtiοn bу ɑ сertɑin number οf рerѕοnѕ thɑt mɑke οut the deсiѕiοnɑl 

сenter, сɑlled in the ѕрeсiɑlized wοrkѕ, “ɑсquiѕitiοn сenter”. 

Тhe relɑtiοnѕ between the сlient ɑnd the bɑnk ɑre verу imрοrtɑnt fοr the twο рɑrtѕ invοlved in 

the ɑсquiѕitiοn рrοсeѕѕ. Α detɑiled ɑnɑlуѕiѕ ɑllοwed identifуing ѕοme сοmрɑnу’ѕ buуing 

behɑviοr рɑtternѕ, ɑmοng theѕe being the рɑtternѕ: Ѕheth, Webѕter ɑnd Wind. 

Αѕ fοr the Ѕheth рɑttern сοnсerning the buуing deсiѕiοn we tɑke intο ɑссοunt the рɑrtiсiрɑtiοn 

οf ɑt leɑѕt twο рerѕοnѕ. Тhiѕ рɑttern mɑkeѕ the differenсe between the deсiѕiοnѕ tɑken in the 

bɑѕiѕ οf ɑ delegɑtiοn bу ɑ ѕingle рerѕοn (ѕelf-gοverning deсiѕiοnѕ) ɑnd the сοlleсtive οneѕ οf the 

рɑrtiсiрɑntѕ tο the deсiѕiοnɑl рrοсeѕѕ (сοmmοn deсiѕiοnѕ). Тhe ѕelf-gοverning deсiѕiοnѕ ɑre 

lοwer riѕk deсiѕiοnѕ, while the сοmmοn deсiѕiοnѕ tɑke intο ɑссοunt deсiѕiοnѕ with ɑ high riѕk 

level. 

Тhe deсiѕiοn рrοсeѕѕ regɑrding the ɑсquiѕitiοnѕ οf the οrgɑnizɑtiοn iѕ, in thiѕ сɑѕe οf 

οrgɑnizɑtiοnɑl behɑviοr, influenсed bу ѕiх tурeѕ οf fɑсtοrѕ, grοuрed, ɑt their turn, in twο 

сɑtegοrieѕ: рrοduсtiοn fɑсtοrѕ ɑnd рɑrtiсulɑr fɑсtοrѕ tο the οrgɑnizɑtiοnѕ. Тhe firѕt сɑtegοrу 

inсludeѕ time рreѕѕure, рerсeived riѕk ɑnd the tурe οf ɑсquiѕitiοn, ɑnd the ѕeсοnd inсludeѕ the 

ѕize, the οrientɑtiοn ɑnd the сentrɑlizɑtiοn rɑte οf the οrgɑnizɑtiοn. 

Тhe Webѕter ɑnd Wind рɑttern tɑkeѕ intο ɑссοunt hοw the сοmрɑnу’ѕ ɑсquiѕitiοn behɑviοr iѕ 

influenсed bу fοur сɑtegοrieѕ οf fɑсtοrѕ: envirοnmentɑl, οrgɑnizɑtiοnɑl ɑnd interрerѕοnɑl 

(ɑсquiѕitiοn сenterѕ) ɑnd individuɑl. 

Тheѕe сɑtegοrieѕ hɑve influenсe bοth οn individuɑl deсiѕiοnѕ (bу delegɑtiοn tο ɑ сοmрοnent οf 

the ɑсquiѕitiοn сenter сοnсerning the lοwer riѕk deсiѕiοnѕ), ɑnd οn сοmmοn οneѕ (where the riѕk 

iѕ high ɑnd mοre memberѕ hɑve tο рɑrtiсiрɑte ɑt). 
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Тhοugh bοth рreѕented levelѕ ɑre ɑmοng the mοre сοmрleх οneѕ, we muѕt nοt fοrget thɑt in 

reɑlitу, οther vɑriɑbleѕ сɑn ɑррeɑr ɑnd influenсe the deсiѕiοnɑl рrοсeѕѕ. In the ѕtudу οf сlientѕ’ 

behɑviοr we need tο think ɑlѕο οf thοѕe finɑnсiɑl рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ сοnѕumerѕ (the 

inveѕtοrѕ)41. 

Тhe mɑin сɑtegοrу οf сlientѕ in сɑрitɑl mɑrkets ɑre the quɑlified рrοfeѕѕiοnɑl inveѕtοrѕ (сredit 

inѕtitutiοnѕ, inveѕtmentѕ ѕοсietieѕ, οther ɑuthοrized entitieѕ tο οрerɑte οn the finɑnсiɑl mɑrketѕ, 

ɑѕѕurɑnсe ѕοсietieѕ, сοlleсtive diѕрοѕɑl οrgɑniѕm ɑnd ѕοсietieѕ tο ɑdminiѕtrɑte them, retirement 

fundѕ ɑnd ѕοсietieѕ tο ɑdminiѕtrɑte them, nɑtiοnɑl gοvernmentѕ, bɑnkѕ, internɑtiοnɑl ɑnd οver 

nɑtiοnɑl inѕtitutiοnѕ etс.) ɑnd individuɑl inveѕtοrѕ οn рerѕοnɑl eѕtɑte mɑrketѕ. 

Тhe сοnѕumer’ѕ behɑviοr iѕ ѕtruсtured, in the ѕрeсiɑlized literɑture, in twο сοmрοnentѕ: 

buуing ɑnd сοnѕumрtiοn behɑviοr. Within the сɑрitɑl mɑrket, frοm the finɑnсiɑl inveѕtmentѕ 

view, the buуing behɑviοr οr, οther ѕɑid, the inveѕtment deсiѕiοn iѕ mοre imрοrtɑnt42. In сɑѕe 

the οther ɑdvɑntɑgeѕ ɑre equɑl, the inveѕtοr will tend tο сhοοѕe the inveѕtment thɑt οfferѕ him 

the greɑteѕt gɑin. Αnуwɑу, when сɑlсulɑting the рοtentiɑl inсοme, we muѕt nοt fοrget the 

eventuɑl lοѕѕeѕ ɑѕ well. Αlѕο, when сɑlсulɑting the eхрeсted inсοmeѕ ɑnd when tɑking the 

inveѕtment deсiѕiοn, the inveѕtment’ѕ deсiѕiοn, intrinѕiс vɑlue οf the inveѕtment рlɑуѕ ɑn 

imрοrtɑnt rοle. 

Тhe сοnѕumer’ѕ inveѕtment behɑviοr dοeѕ nοt сοnѕiѕt οnlу οf the mɑхimizɑtiοn οf the рrοfitѕ 

οbtɑined ɑѕ ɑ reѕult οf the inveѕtment. 

Тhe feɑr fοr regret iѕ ɑnοther fɑсtοr thɑt ɑffeсtѕ сοnѕumer’ѕ behɑviοr. Тhiѕ fɑсtοr рrevɑilѕ 

when the inveѕtοr dοeѕn’t truѕt the infοrmɑtiοn he hɑѕ οr dοeѕ nοt believe he сɑn рrοсeѕѕ them. 

Тhe mɑin feɑture οf the inveѕtmentѕ сοnѕiѕtѕ in the fɑсt thɑt theу dοn’t рrοduсe immediɑte 

effeсtѕ ɑnd neither сertɑin. Frοm a сɑрitɑl mɑrket’s рοint οf view, inveѕtοr’ѕ сοnѕumрtiοn 

behɑviοr ɑррeɑrѕ lɑter ɑnd it iѕ generɑllу сοnditiοned bу the reinveѕtment deсiѕiοn. 
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 Olteanu & Vlad, Marketing Magazine Online - Ideas – RePEc, 2007 
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 Gayle, The Thirtysomething Block Book, 2005, p. 33 
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Frοm a Eurοрeɑn integrɑtiοn рerѕрeсtive, it iѕ highlу imрοrtɑnt tο ѕtudу finɑnсiɑl ѕerviсe 

Eurοрeɑn сοnѕumer behɑviοr. Тhe mɑin fɑсtοr thɑt influenсeѕ the сοnѕumer’ѕ behɑviοr iѕ, in 

thiѕ сɑѕe, сlοѕe tο the demοgrɑрhiс ɑnd eсοnοmiс fɑсtοrѕ, сulture.43 

Тhe сοnѕumerѕ in the Eurοрeɑn eсοnοmiс ѕрɑсe рreѕentѕ mɑjοr сulturɑl differenсeѕ thɑt 

рermɑnentlу influenсe сοnѕumрtiοn behɑviοr. Frοm thiѕ рοint οf view, mɑrketing enѕureѕ the 

ɑdjuѕtment οf οrgɑnizɑtiοnɑl ɑсtivitу tο the сulturɑl vɑlueѕ ѕрeсifiс tο eɑсh inveѕtοr’ѕ сɑtegοrу. 

Тhe mɑjοr tendenсу iѕ thɑt οf сulturɑl hοmοgenizɑtiοn. Тheir behɑviοr ɑnɑlуѕiѕ, ɑѕ ɑn οbviοuѕ 

bɑrοmeter οf ɑ bɑnk’ѕ evοlutiοn iѕ ɑ mɑin keу tο ɑ mɑrketing reѕeɑrсh. 

Тhe relɑtiοn between сlient, either nɑturɑl рerѕοn οr сοnventiοnɑl οne iѕ verу imрοrtɑnt ɑnd 

needѕ tο be ѕuѕtɑined in οrder tο enѕure сlientѕ’ lοуɑltу ɑnd tο develοр lοng term relɑtiοnѕhiрѕ 

with them. Тherefοre, the bɑnkѕ hɑve tο give сοnѕultɑtiοnѕ tο their сlientѕ regɑrding the 

οrgɑnizing οf their οwn finɑnсeѕ οr the grοunding οf buѕineѕѕ рlɑnѕ thɑt ѕhοuld reinfοrсe bɑnk’ѕ 

рrοfeѕѕiοnɑliѕm imɑge. Тhiѕ ɑѕрeсt needѕ tο be сοmрleted bу ѕοme сοmmuniсɑtiοn eхрertѕ’ 

рreѕenсe thɑt ѕhοuld рrοvide fοr the infοrmɑtiοn trɑnѕfer, thuѕ reɑlizing ɑ trɑnѕfer between 

emрlοуeeѕ ɑnd сlientѕ. Тhrοugh thiѕ brief ɑnɑlуѕiѕ ɑnd рɑrtiɑllу сοmрleted οf the wɑу the 

finɑnсiɑl-bɑnking рrοduсtѕ ɑnd ѕerviсeѕ сlientѕ’ buуing ɑnd сοnѕumрtiοn behɑviοr’ѕ eхрreѕѕiοn, 

рeοрle tried tο ɑсhieve ɑn intrοduсtiοn itinerɑrу thɑt will be the bɑѕiѕ οf further reѕeɑrсheѕ tο 

give the рοѕѕibilitу οf finding ѕοme methοdѕ ɑnd inѕtrumentѕ ɑdequɑte tο the Internet ɑnd 

Сοgnitiοn erɑ. 

Тhe ѕсientifiс revοlutiοn iѕ neсeѕѕɑrу nοt οnlу in the mɑrketing, but in ɑll eсοnοmiс ѕсienсeѕ 

ɑѕ well thɑt will рɑve the wɑу tο multidiѕсiрlinɑrу beginning οf buуerѕ’ buуing ɑnd 

сοnѕumрtiοn behɑviοr ɑt ɑll levelѕ ɑnd in ɑll the fieldѕ. 
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5. Clients Loyalty  

Evaluating only the clients’ satisfaction level is not enough in order to assess a bank’s 

efficiency or the quality level of the products or services provided, especially when the 

competing environment is intense. Therefore, although many financial institutions focus on their 

customers’ satisfaction, the accomplishment and maintenance of clients’ loyalty is their primary 

concern. Loyal customers buy more, they are willing to spend more, and they are more 

approachable by the bank and behave like the best advocates for the bank. 

The customers’ satisfaction can be seen as a prerequisite for their loyalty, but it is not the only 

one. The term “loyalty” describes the client’s trend to choose a particular product, service or 

bank vs. others. 

Liljander and Strandvik  (1992) believe that the customer’s satisfaction and the intention to re-

buy are positively connected. Reichheld & Sasser (1990) and Reichheld (1996) studied the 

customer lifetime value and the respective value for achieving customers’ loyalty by analysing 

the clients’ complaints, trying to predict the consumer behaviour change and understand the 

reasons that lead to customers changing their vendors. The consumers were loyal because of the 

value received from their service. Keeping a client means keeping a live relation with him/her. 

(Naumann, 1994, Heskett et al., 1997). 

Zeithaml et al. (1996), report that the quality and customers satisfaction influence positively 

the future customer behaviour. The clients that do not have problems with the services/products 

that they buy prove to have a higher loyalty level. Still, their intention to pay more for an 

anticipated higher quality level is not considerably higher in comparison to the intention of the 

clients that have problems that may be solved at a satisfactory level. 

Therefore, the banks that wish to increase their products/services level above the current one, 

must definitely keep in mind that the danger of losing a certain number of clients exists, 

altogether with the respective income loss, at least from a short term perspective. Therefore, the 

adoption of such decisions requires intensive preparation and a very cautious approach to the 

targeted clients’ population.   
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The financial institutions that aim to obtain their clients’ loyalty need to adapt their offers 

continuously to satisfy most if not all of their consumers’ individual. It is necessary to position 

the products and services offered at competitive levels. Satisfying a client might be expensive, 

but all companies seek to understand the value of their respective clients not only in the present 

but also in the future as it is bound that maintaining a client relation will pay off in the years to 

come. (Anderson & Mittal, 2000). 

5.1 Clients’ Loyalty Types 

Theoretically, a client’s loyalty is defined by his/her intention to continue buying services from 

the same vendor. In practical terms, his/her loyalty translates into repeated purchases to cover 

his/her needs. A question is raised when the client’s intention to buy might not finally lead to a 

purchase, or when even the repeated purchases might not indicate his/her intention for an 

additional purchase. Oliver (1999) suggested four different consumer loyalty types in order to 

understand the above mentioned issue. 

Cognitive Loyalty: It refers to the information received by the consumer for the particular 

product or service, therefore it deals with how well informed the consumer is about a product or 

service. The banks’ practice to have on-going offers on loans, see  no disbursement fees or gifts 

provided the current accounts opening can be an example, as clients may prefer to go to  bank “ 

“A” over bank “B” simply because they aware of the current bank’s “A” offer. 

Affective Loyalty: It refers to clients’ preference and their positive attitude towards a product or 

service. In this phase the consumer is dedicated to the product or service based on his/her overall 

judgement and not only based on the information acquired for the particular product or service. 

Conative Loyalty: It refers to a client’s disposition or commitment to behave in a particular 

manner. It is directly related with his/her behaviour and his/her commitment towards a product 

or service. 

Action Loyalty: It refers to a moment where consumers convert their intentions to purchase 

related actions. In this phase, consumers have the will to go over any potential obstacle and 
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proceed into a final purchase. Although this loyalty type is the ideal one for all banks, it is 

difficult to be measured. Therefore, most researchers measure the conative loyalty. 

5.2 The relation between client satisfaction and loyalty. 

 The clients’ satisfaction means that their respective needs are covered, the respective products 

or services to satisfy the needs are considered satisfactory, and the customer experience is 

positive. (Friday & Cotts, 1995). According to the above definition, the consumer is satisfied 

only when his/her minimum expectations are fulfilled. Therefore, when a client states that he/she 

is satisfied with a product or service, it means that his/her overall purchase experience is either 

neutral or positive. It becomes clear that the customer satisfaction on its own is not an important 

indication for maintaining a client. The loyal client is one whose expectations are fulfilled, or 

even better, over fulfilled. This is the reason due to which a client will continue be served by a 

particular company. The nature of loyalty changes in time: nowadays it is based on the existence 

of mutual devotion originated from the continuous offering of high value products or services to 

the clients. 

Kaplan & Norton (1996) state that the management of each company needs to have a clear 

picture about the customers to whom they address, and use all tools for evaluating their 

satisfaction, loyalty and their current and future profit. Based on various customers’ satisfaction 

surveys, it has been confirmed that the relation between customer satisfaction and loyalty is not 

stable or reliable44. Aggressive competition pricing policies can influence clients with high 

loyalty level and have them switched to much cheaper vendors in order to satisfy their needs.45  

                                                           

44
 Kaplan, Robert S. and Norton, David P. (1996), "The Balanced Scorecard: Translating Strategy into 

Action", Harvard Business School Press, Boston, Massachusetts, USA. 

45
 Heskett, James L., Jones, Thomas O., Loveman, Gary W., Sasser, W. Earl Jr. and Schlesinger, 

Leonard A., (1994), "Putting the Service-Profit Chain to Work", Harvard Business Review, Mar-Apr, 1994, 

Vol. 72, No. 2, 164-174. 
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Diagram 1 depicts indicatively the relation between clients’ satisfaction and their loyalty. 

Disappointed clients who evaluate their total satisfaction with 1, 2 or 3 (in a scale from 1 to 5) 

are in general ready to switch to competitive vendors (defection zone). This can also happen with 

a lower probability (indifference zone) to clients with medium or relative satisfaction, while only 

the very satisfied clients have a probability to be placed into the loyalty zone. The accurate 

relation between satisfaction and clients’ loyalty is likely to be different among companies.  

As an example, satisfied clients are likely to move to a competitor that appears due to its very 

high profile of innovation. In such cases, customer satisfaction is not enough to retain him/her by 

the existing service providers. On the contrary, we have many disappointed clients who are not 

able, against their general will, to switch providers because the cost and the risk of the change is 

considerable.     
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The relation between customer loyalty and financial result 

The impact of customer satisfaction on customers’ loyalty differs from industry to industry. 

Heskett et al. (1997) present this relation for different sectors using the following diagram 2: 

 

 

According to the above diagram, if a client has at his disposal a variety of options, a relative 

low cost of changing providers and a competitive environment, the relation between the 

customer satisfaction and his/her loyalty is simulated with the curve that relates to the customers 

of the car industry. If competition is not intense and the cost of changing providers not 

significantly high, then the relation of customer satisfaction to loyalty resembles the curve 

related to the clients from the fixed telephony industry. Most clients state that they are loyal to 

their service providers, but this is due to the absence of alternative options. Therefore, the clients 

that are more informed prefer companies that offer them a high service level. More specifically, 

in a business to business environment where the client is a company, the cost of changing 

providers might prevent an unsatisfied client from changing providers. (Jones and Sasser, 1995). 

In order for a company to be viable, the creation of a protection barrier is needed around the 

company and its products. The realisation of such a target requires the transformation of the 

company into an entity that reacts efficiently and fast to the market changes and creates the 
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necessary prerequisites for maintaining a close relationship with its clients.46 If the environment 

in which a company operates is competitive and the defection costs are low, then the direct loss 

of clients is unavoidable. The companies that have not carefully chosen the customer groups 

which represent their primary targets often try to keep their entire customer base happy. 

However, this is impossible due to the limited volume of resources resulting in having 

continuously unsatisfied clients who are willing to act towards changing providers.  

5.3 The phases of consumer loyalty  

Figure 1 analyses the phases through which a suspect passes until he/she becomes a partner. In 

each of these phases, the company needs to adapt its strategy accordingly, which also needs to 

differ from phase to phase, as one strategy needs to be used for the attraction of the clients and 

another needs to be applied for maintaining them.  
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The characteristics of the different phases which also define the clients’ profile are the 

following:  

Suspects: this category refers to the overall population of buyers of a particular product or 

service. The suspects may be individuals who are not aware of the company/bank, or do not even 

have a predisposition to proceed with a purchase action.  

Prospects: this category refers to the potential individuals who, although have already 

experienced and attracted to the company, have not yet proceed with purchasing actions of the 

respective products or services. 

Customers: this category includes individuals who bought the products or services of the 

company more than once but do not present any indication of consumer loyalty 

Clients: this category refers to the individuals who buy all the products or services of the 

particular company based on an existing customer need. 

Defenders: this category refers to the particular clients who do not only buy all the products or 

services of the particular company, but also encourage other individuals to buy from the same 

company. 

Partners: are the ones that display the strongest relation between the company and its clients, 

as is considered mutually beneficial by both parties.   

Based on the relation between customers’ satisfaction and customers’ loyalty, we can 

categorise customers in four different segments, shown in the following diagram 3.47  

 

                                                           

47
 Jones, Thomas O. and Sasser, W. Earl Jr., (1995), "Why Satisfied Customers Defect", Harvard 

Business Review, Jul-Aug, 1995, Vol. 73, No. 6, 88-99. 
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The characteristics of the clients that are part of these segments are the following:  

a. Ambassadors are the clients that are loyal and recommend the products/services 

of a company to other individuals. The realisation of positive recommendation is a reliable 

indicator for measuring consumer loyalty as the particular client has no financial benefit from 

doing so. The clients coming with a positive recommendation for a product require less time to 

conclude the purchase process, have a higher probability to become loyal clients and decide 

more easily on the product purchase. 

b. Opportunists are the clients who always look for the best price without 

considering any other element. 

c. Restricted are the clients who are not loyal, but due to other reasons (see absence 

of alternative options, existing minimum tenure contract, high defection cost) do not change 

providers. 

d. Rebels are the disappointed clients who have the defection possibility and also 

communicate their disappointment to other prospects or customers. 

An effective investment strategy for clients’ satisfaction needs to prioritise on ambassadors and 

rebels. Deactivating rebels delivers the best results for a company, thus reducing the effect of 

negative advertising created by the clients of this segment. The second group that will definitely 

bring good results if the company strategy is focused are the ambassadors. The ambassadors 

Constrained Ambassadors

Rebels Opportunists

L
o

y
a

lt
y

Satisfaction

Diagram 3 – Consumers Categorisation based on Loyalty/Satisfaction 
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represent a part of the sales department of each company and due to this their support justifies 

the implementation of marketing actions beyond the ordinary ones aiming to provide preference 

and satisfaction.  

5.5 The economic value of the client 

Not all clients have the same importance to the bank. Due to this, banks and companies have 

developed different models of clients’ evaluation. For many years, products profitability was at 

the epicentre of concern without any special attention being paid to the overall clients’ 

profitability. (Glynn, Perrin and Murphy, 1998). This oversight was treated partially with the 

introduction of activity-based costing and in more detail with the introduction of customer 

profitability analysis. Both methods do not only consider the net sales of customers but also add 

on the cost of service.  

The introduction of these methods revealed that not all clients servicing is profitable (Glynn, 

Perrin and Murphy, 1998), proving the importance of clients profitability analysis. 

The international theory contains two different approaches for the computation of the 

economic value of customer - EVC. The accounting one is in favour of the model that prevails, 

the customer profitability analysis - CPA, a cost based model based and the activity-based 

costing - ABC.  

On the contrary, the marketing approach supports the customer lifetime value - CLV, a model 

that considers the future payments of clients’ cash flows.  

In order for a bank to define the profitability of each client, it needs information on the income 

generated from the products / services used by the client, and the relative cost created for their 

service. However, it is difficult to do so, because of the use of different accounting methods that 

focus on the product/service and not on the client. The same is also the case when it comes to the 

identification of cost which derives from the different products purchase, or services used. (Hill 

and Harland,1983). 
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Usually, the RFM (Recency, Frequency, Monetary amount) approach is used for estimating 

income. This uses the analysis of elements related to purchasing behaviour in order to set the 

current, or even the future client value. For defining the future client value, predicting modelling 

can also be used. (Ryals, 2003a).  

When the analysis concerns important clients, it becomes obvious that the high amounts 

involved and their respective significance for the bank require a very accurate prediction. In that 

case, the client’s income is defined by a product mix and their respective fees/commissions 

generated from the use of the respective products/services. As the products/services offered to 

important clients, see private banking, are to a great extend customised, banks follow often the 

value-based pricing. 

5.5.1 Value-based pricing 

The majority of companies price their products based on the production cost, adding a mark-up 

(Noble and Gruca, 1999), or simply considering their competitors pricing (Urbany,2001; Hunt, 

2002). The value based pricing sets the prices in relation to the value of the products/services 

used by the clients. (Stedman, 2000). According to this theory, the price is considered a sacrifice 

of the clients and the anticipated value is the one created by the products characteristics 

excluding the price and the risk which decrease the value for the clients. 48 

When services are sold, there is always a value created for the clients who in their turn create a 

value by paying to the respective company /bank. The exact pricing reflects value exchange and 

not the production cost. The fact that companies price the products/services based on production 

cost and not based on value, means that they do not relate the value to the price which underlines 

that they might also price their services lower than the price should have been instead. (Hunt, 

2002). 

                                                           

48
 Naumann, Earl, (1994), "Creating Customer Value: The Path to Sustainable Competitive 

Advantage", Thomson Executive Press, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA. 
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Service Cost 

The difficulties that companies face to define the offering pricing are smaller compared to the 

respective ones of service cost. The clients service cost can be direct, related to the products 

bought by the clients, but also indirect, related to the cost generated for his/her service, see 

labour cost, utilities, assets amortisation etc. (Shapiro et al., 1987, Bolen and Davis, 1997). The 

indirect cost is the one that appears at first sight as mostly undetectable. Many banks proceed in 

splitting that cost proportionally to the income generated by the products or services used. By 

doing so, they intentionally ignore that not all clients have equal service needs or demands. The 

proportional allocation of cost overestimates the profitability of clients with high demands while 

it will do the opposite for clients with low service demands. (Ryals, 2003b). Therefore, this 

method does not reveal any new element for the relative profitability among different clients’ 

types.  

5.5.2 Activity-based pricing 

A partial answer to the above is the use of standard cost. This is the cost that is computed based 

on a certain activity as the process of an order for a client. This cost will be multiplied afterwards 

by the number of orders of the same client within the same year providing thus the cost of 

processing orders for the same client. The main motive behind the companies’ efforts of 

computing their clients’ profitability is the analysis of their important clients. However, the cost 

generated by the orders processing is not the element that will have a significant impact on the 

profitability of the most important clients. On the contrary, the main cost will derive form their 

maintenance. A tool supporting companies to differentiate the service cost of clients is the 

activity-based costing.  This method was developed by accountants to split the products costs. 

When it was presented initially, the results were impressive. (Hope and Hope, 1997). Cooper and 

Kaplan (1991) found that in the Kanthal enterprise many of the most significant clients were the 

ones that were bringing most of the loss.  This observation indicates the value of managing the 

clients’ portfolio and the exposure of the enterprises to risks related to their clients’ relations.  
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5.6 Customer lifetime value 

Marketing theories consider a different way to evaluate the economic value of a client. For 

doing so, marketing theory depends on the lifetime value of the clients. 49 

This model depends on the theory of investment. The difference comes from the computation 

of the net present value of the cash flows which will occur from the same client during their 

entire lifetime as a client. Thus, clients are viewed like longstanding sources of income, whose 

values can be set historically and be used for the a priori control of marketing products 

efficiency. According to Andon, Baxter and Bradley (2003) there are 4 different phases of 

calculating the customer lifetime value.  

The first is to identify the clients, secondly to evaluate their current profitability, thirdly to 

project their current profitability in the future in order to estimate the future cash flows and 

lastly, to early redeem the anticipated cash flows within the period that the company sets for its 

strategic planning in order to evaluate the net present value. The clients that will show a net 

present value are considered valuable for the company. A simple model of lifetime value 

follows:  

Vr=Σ(Xt(ρ-κ)-Μt)/(1+r)t 

Where as:  

Vr: Present net value of future customer inflows 

t: Period 

Xt: Purchases during t 

                                                           

49
 Reichheld, Frederick F., (1996), "Learning from Customer Defections", Harvard Business Review, 

Mar-Apr, 1996, Vol. 74, No. 2, 56-69. 
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ρ : Sales Price 

κ: Unit Cost 

Μt: Marketing expenses during t 

r : discounted interest 

Reichheld (1996) believes that there are two elements impacting the lifetime value: the clients’ 

volume and the profit per client. The volume of clients indicates the importance of acquiring and 

maintaining clients. While increasing the clients’ volume, there are more sales opportunities as 

the clientele base is enlarged and the clients’ relation lifetime is prolonged. The customer 

lifetime value may be increased through the following means (Hughes,1994): 

•   Retention rate: The clients have the tendency to leave the enterprise. It is possible to 

develop strategies which will increase the clients’ retention rates. This increase will 

help with generating lifetime value and increase the company’s profits.  

•   Recommendation rate: The current clients may bring new clients through their 

personal communication and mouth to mouth advertising. A well planned marketing 

strategy can influence this function and increase the recommendation rate through a 

system of rewards and incentives.  

•   Sales volume: Loyal clients have the tendency to buy more. Marketing may influence 

the clients’ purchasing pattern. The key is the right offer to the right prospects at the 

right time 

•   Marketing expenses: The customer lifetime value models lead to the decrease of 

marketing expenses for current clients and prospects. This is achieved through the use 

of targeted models and customer profile.  

The profit per client characterises all factors that influence the size of customer lifetime value, 

acquisition cost, increase of income, operational cost, etc. Customer’s lifetime value increases 

throughout the duration of the client relation.  
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Although the customer lifetime model is considered to be an integrated method of clients’ 

profitability, it is likely that the profit arising from the information received via this method to be 

minor compared to the complexity of the computation.50 For most companies, the computation 

based on the activity based costing is sufficiently satisfactory. According to SAS, the companies 

that have implemented this method prove that they can reliably evaluate their clients’ 

profitability and improve their marketing strategies.  

  

                                                           

50
 Valoris A, The Heart of the Matter: The Challenge of Customer Lifetime Value,2000, CRM 

Forum Resources, p. 4-9 
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6. Markov Models 

6.1 A New Approach to Bad Debt Modelling 

Every credit company needs to anticipate the payment behaviour of its clients. In particular, it 

needs to know the amount of write-off which will arise from the advances which it has already 

made. Bad Debt Forecasting is concerned to estimate: 

• The amount of currently outstanding debt which will not be repaid; 

• The timing of the write-offs; 

• If possible, the consequences for bad debt of decisions on the portfolio and trends in the 

credit market. 

Bad debt forecasts usually take the form of provisions - percentages of the balances 

outstanding in various categories of debt are set aside to provide for future write-offs. In each 

accounting period, new provision is made based on the amounts entering each of these debt 

categories; amounts actually written off are deducted from the outstanding provision. The new 

provision is entered on the profit and loss statement. The net total provision is entered on the 

balance sheet. 

Historically, provisioning levels have been established in a rough and ready manner. This is 

largely because: 

- the categories on which provision was made were subjectively defined; 

- the criteria for write-off were also subjective; 

No computer records of accounts histories were available, so any estimation of percentages 

passing to write-off was based (at best) on small scale samples taken during audits. 

This system of provisioning is still widely used, particularly on current account portfolios. It 

does not give rise to major problems where: 

- bad debt is insignificant in proportion to the overall portfolio; 

- the portfolio is stable, and hence bad debt levels are stable; 

- there are no marked trends in delinquency. 
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These conditions are increasingly rare; hence the historical method is increasingly insufficient. 

When a portfolio grows rapidly, the historical method is likely to be very misleading. It 

normally makes provision only for late stages of delinquency. Therefore, no provision is made 

for new accounts going to write-off rapidly. Further, the categories are based on subjective 

judgment of accounts. The criteria are typically vague - for example "all reasonable measures for 

internal collection of the debt have been exhausted" - and describe the actions which have been 

taken on an account, rather than the state of the debt as such. When collection resources are 

under pressure, a backlog builds of accounts awaiting action. This means that the "action" 

criteria for passage to a different category cannot be fulfilled. But the lack of action is, in fact, 

aggravating the longer-term bad debt situation. Thus, the bad debt provision is of little value in 

accounting terms and is positively misleading as management information.51 

The major alternative to the historical method is based on roll-rates. Accounts pass through 

several arrears stages - typically six to nine - before being written-off. A roll-rate is thought of as 

the probability of passing from one status to the next. The roll-rate from status k to status k+1 is 

defined as the amount in status k+1 in period n+1 divided by the amount in status k in period n.  

The prediction of the bad debt was based on the amount repaid within a particular period, not 

allowing the outstanding balance to move into later buckets of delinquency. In the non 

perfoming loans business, this is called estimation based on the roll rate as it represents a good 

indicator of the intention and the capacity of the client to repay his/her debt. 

  Even though the model considers paramount how the clients move within the delinquency 

buckets, it fails to understand how minor repayments aiming to cover only the interest and 

penalty interest charges do not allow the client to repay his principle. Therefore, it is considered 

acceptable in enviroments that there is no spending, except for the one coming from the accounts 
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 Monopolies and Mergers Commission Report on Credit Card Services, Great Britain. Department of Trade 

and Industry, 1990, pp.186-191  
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that are current and days past due do not consider repayments dating back more than the most 

recent one.  

Certain failures can also be observed because roll rate models do not consider the time to write 

off as a credit can stay at the same bucket for months. 

6.2 The Idea 

The solution to the problem lies in generalizing the roll rate approach. A powerful 

generalization can be obtained by using a statistical technique known as Markov Chains. Such 

models were first suggested for commercial lending portfolios in 1962 (Cyert et al. 1962). A 

more recent application is to be found in Corcoran, 1978. Further references are given in the 

bibliography. The ideas described below apply this technique to the consumer credit area and 

attempt to deal with the practical problems involved in modelling. This section describes the 

basics of how such a model works.  

One of the main problems with roll rates is the assumption that accounts pass through a fixed 

sequence of states, neither stopping nor making partial recoveries, nor jumping states. Instead, 

we define a set of "risk states". In general, an account can jump from any state to any other -or 

remain put-in successive periods. For instance, an account which was three months delinquent 

may make a partial payment and be classified as one month delinquent. On the other hand, if the 

customer's cheque bounces, the account will go to a high risk state straight away. 

Not all states need correspond to delinquency. For instance, the bad debt provision on an in-

order account will vary considerably with its behavioural score. This can be accommodated by 

defining risk states which correspond to behavioural score bands. In fact any group of accounts 

whose behaviour is of particular interest can be singled out as a risk state. 

On any given date, an account is classified in a single state. We can estimate the probability 

that an account moves from one state to another quite readily, using standard statistical 

techniques. However, bad debt forecasting is concerned with balances, not with numbers of 

accounts. Therefore, we need also to model the changes in balance over a period. 
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As outstanding balances may vary for many reasons it is important to understand the particular  

origin which resulted in  having a client in delinquency status.  These can be the deterioration of 

income, the fees, the standard or penalty interest applied on the credit, new purchasing habits 

changing the repayment priorities, etc. 

We notice that not all reasons are originated by the bank. The deterioration of income, or the 

change of purchasing habits depend totally on the client’s profile and that is why roll type of 

models need to be considered critically. 

6.3 Developing the Model 

The development of a bad debt model involves two phases - an initial set -up followed by a 

continued checking, maintenance and updating. It is extremely important to pick up trends early, 

yet not to be misled by "statistical flukes". 

The first step in developing a Markov Bad Debt Model is to assemble a database. For each 

account to be used, summary information is required to cover at least twelve months (providing 

the account has been open that long). By preference, two years information should be used. This 

will allow investigation of seasonality not possible in a single year. 

The information required for each account in each period is:  

• opening balance; 

• total credits received (broken down between payments, credit interest and other credits 

if possible); 

• total expenditure; 

• debit interest; 

• closing balance; 

• information sufficient to define the likely states of interest. 

The information required to define states of interest will vary considerably from one portfolio 

to another. In large measure, the definitions depend on the available information. For instance, if 

there is no behavioural score, it is pointless to have states depending on score band. The 

following list shows fields likely to be of use: 
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• current delinquency (or days dormant); 

• days in debit during period (current accounts only); 

• time on books; 

• type of account (e.g. budget/option); 

• time since last delinquent; 

• behavioural score; 

• account blocks; 

• Turnover of account. 

The information is required for a large sample. If possible, the whole portfolio should be used. 

The large sample is needed because small proportions of accounts go to write-off in any period. 

Hence, to reliably estimate the proportions in the set-up phase, it is possible to use a more 

modest sample (with richer information) to identify the states to be used. Then a larger sample 

will be taken, stratified by state, to estimate the generalised roll rates. In the maintenance phase, 

it is not possible to stratify based on outcome state. In this situation, a sample of about 1000 

accounts in a particular state is needed to estimate the generalised roll rates sufficiently 

accurately. As with any statistical system, a validation sample should be constructed. 

Once the sample has been assembled, an initial (small) set of states is defined. Then a cluster 

analysis is performed to identify families of accounts which are relatively homogeneous in terms 

of their generalised roll rates. These families then become the states in a more elaborate system. 

Time series methods are applied to estimate the generalised roll rates (See section 5). Then, 

statistical tests check that the states really do capture all the essential information about the roll 

rates - that is, all accounts in a given state have roughly the same probability of jumping to each 

other state next period. If not, the states are revised and the process starts over. 

Once a satisfactory set of states and of generalised roll rates has been identified, the system is 

validated on a hold-out sample. 
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Separate systems are possible for different subpopulations. However, within an overall system, 

certain subpopulations (such as those based on time on books) will tend to move within separate 

groups of states. Thus, separate systems are not usually needed. 

Once the system has been set-up, it should be tested each period. This test consists of taking 

the predictions based on the previous periods state distribution and verifying the accuracy (or 

otherwise) of its predictions. If major discrepancies occur, then one of two things is happening: 

• Deteriorarion of economic status of the clients, or 

• The debt structure has changed, see Debt to Income reaching risky levels, over 

exposure to other banks supported with excessive cash advance etc. 

The first case can be soved by identifying the cause that lead to the deterioration of the clients’ 

income. It is not unusual that unexpected drops of basic macroeconomic figures, see 

unemployment  rate, GDP/ capita to contribute to it, and therefore the clients to be partially 

liable. On the other hand, overexposure depending on the clients’ will is to be considered, aiming 

initially to restructure the existing credit obligation. Approximately once a year, all the statuses 

should be examined to see if they are still reasonably homogeneous. This is likely to lead to the 

redefinition of some statuses. 

6.4 System Use 

The clientele data base is updated once all data is available. By knowing the trend of the past 

repayments, see amounts, frequency, etc. we are able to estimate the clients’ behaviour for the 

future to come. In this way the past roll rates are extrapolated in the future portfolio, also 

considering other external factors as the one described earlier related to the macroeconomic 

environment. 

Everybody can understand that such a model has no limitation when it comes to the length of 

period to predict delinquency behaviours. Still, the most accurate predictions can be considered 

the most short coming ones, as it is difficult to predict the impact of macroeconomic factors in 

the long run. 
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The roll rates models can be supported by mainframe servers used for core banking systems. It 

is not unlikely though for well-equipped PCs to provide equal reporting support. 

6.5 The Mathematics 

Let x(t) be an N+1 dimensional vector, representing the state of the portfolio at any particular 

period, t. x0(t) is the amount of debt paid back up to period t, set to zero at the outset. States 1 to 

N-1 are the regular states of the portfolio. State N corresponds to written off debt. 

Let A be an (N+1)x(N+1) dimensional matrix, which gives the transition probabilities from 

one state to another. That is Aij is the proportion of the debt in state i at period t which is in state 

j at period t+1. It is assumed that A is stationary - i.e. that the transitions do not depend on t. 

(This assumption is tested later on). A is called the roll-rate matrix. 

Let S be a diagonal matrix of order N+1. The diagonal elements of S give the propensity to 

spend of accounts in each state; that is S ii is the ratio of amount spent to balance in period t by 

accounts in state i during period t+1. Obviously, no spend is allowed in states 0 or N. S is called 

the spend matrix. 

Let R be a diagonal matrix of order N+1. The diagonal elements of R give the period interest 

rate to be applied to accounts in state i. R is called the Interest matrix. 

The one-period model is: 

x(t+1) :=(I + R)(I + S )A'x(t) 

t = 0,1,2,.... 

The appropriate level of provision for each state is given by: 

r := (I - A{1..N-1}) a{1..N-1},N 

where r is the provision level for each state (a vector of order N-1), A{1..N-1} is the vector of 

transition probabilities restricted to states 1..N-1 and a{1..N-1},N is the vector of direct transition 

probabilities for states 1..N-1 to state N (write-off). 
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The expected cash flow under any scenario is given by limt→∞ x0(t) 

The expected write-off is given by limt→∞xN(t) 

The model can be discounted by an appropriate factor by including a discount matrix D in 

equation: 

x(t+1) := (I - D)(I + R)(I + S )A'x(t) 

t = 0,1,2,.... 

D is a diagonal matrix with D00 := 1, Dii := 1-d for i = 1,2,..N-1, DNN := 1, where d is the 

period discount factor to be applied. Note that only the "live" states (1..N-1) are discounted. 

States 0 and N are accumulations of values that enter at different periods. Hence, the values must 

be discounted before they enter, not after. 

The statistical problems are estimating A and S; 

Determining a sufficient state space, so that the process determined by A is in fact Markovian. 

An appropriate way to address the problem is to treat {x(t)} as a multi-dimensional auto-

regressive process. Certain coefficients are constrained to be zero. The coefficients can be 

estimated using the Box-Jenkins approach. We test the hypothesis that the process is Markovian 

by the testing the order of the autoregressive function. If it is one, then we conclude that the 

model is Markovian. An alternative best fit is constructed using Ake-Ike's Information Criterion.  

Alternatively, the matrix A can be estimated by using a jack-knife approach. The variance of 

estimate can then be found using a bootstrap method. This has the advantage that the constraints 

on the coefficients (zeroes and stochastic condition) will be met automatically. The Markovian 

condition is then checked by testing for equality between A and an A-type matrix constructed 

over two periods. 

The difficulties arising from such an exercise are mostly theoretical and they related to the 

seasonality and transformation of {x(t). to time series 
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7. Consumer Behaviour 

The consumer behaviour study refers to a complicated process that does not only focus on the 

decision making part, but goes beyond it by analysing the consumers’ activities after the 

purchase of the product/service. Therefore, actions like the products usage, evaluation or 

rejection are part of it. (Blackwell, Miniard & Engel, 2001).  

Studying the consumer behaviour began in the mid-60s. Its initial motive was set by marketing 

managers who were interested in knowing how social sciences can contribute in finding the 

origins of the consumer actions and decisions. The profile of the modern consumer, especially in 

the western societies is created by the different demographic, social, cultural and economic 

trends and developments. In parallel, one of the key characteristics of modern consumers is the 

decreased loyalty to the brand, as well as the decrease of free time. 

7.1  Consumer behaviour theories  

Two different theories prevail in international bibliography when trying to analyse the 

consumer behaviour. These are: (Statt, 1997) 

7.1.1 The Positivism theory 

The positivism theory focuses on the consumers’ actions origins and their respective impact 

under particular situations. It is a traditional theory that was used for a great number of surveys. 

The most important assumptions are: 

• All consumer behaviours have objectively identified reasons and results that can be 

isolated, studied and quantified. 

• When facing a problem, or we need to take a decision, we process all relevant 

information available. 

• After processing all information, the consumer decides on the best possible action that 

can be taken at that point of time. 

Although the positivism model has been used by different social sciences, there are still 

parameters of the consumer behaviour that are not studied.   
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As consumption is nowadays a global phenomenon, many researchers understand 

the consumer related human action as an overall human action and try to interpret it with the 

positivism model of approach. For example, the relation between a doctor and a patient can be 

studied on the basis of providing (from the doctor) and consuming (from the patient) health 

related services. In the same way, it could be characterised the relation between a teacher and a 

student, i.e. as the provision and consumption of educational services. Being a simplistic 

approach, (reductive view) of the two relations described above, it fails to understand the 

psychological factor of the relation as it never focuses on the mycological interrelations of the 

subjects of the analysis. (Statt, 1997). 

7.1.2 Interpretism theory 

It is very important to understand also the way that the consumer acts taking in consideration 

also the factor of human interrelations, as well as how this influences the purchase decisions of 

the consumers. This approach is supported by the so called interetivists who unlike the positivists 

depend on the following assumptions: 

•  The reason and the result cannot be isolated, as there is no an objective reality that 

everybody agrees on. 

• The reality is the subjective experience of the individual; therefore the experience of the 

consumer is unique.  

• Humans are not always processing logically information and they are not always 

logical decision makers. This assumption also considers the emotional element of 

humans (Statt, 1997).  

This theory considers the purchase act as a small part of the consumer’s actions which is 

interpreted on the basis of the overall consumer experiences of the individual and in parallel with 

all the experiences acquired in his life.  

7.2 The characteristics of consumer behaviour 

In order to study the consumer behaviour one needs to take into consideration the basic 

characteristics that influence the decision making. A great number of researchers expressed 
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different characteristics for analysing consumer behaviour. According to (Wilkie, 1994) the most 

important characteristics are: 

7.2.1 Motives 

The consumer behaviour is driven by the fulfilment of particular needs and wishes. In most 

cases, we buy and consume goods as tools for satisfying some of our needs - both material and 

sentimental. However, the consumers’ motives are not always obvious to third people. One part 

of the consumer behaviour derives from the functional motives as in the example of an 

individual buying paint to paint their house, while another part of his behaviour is driven by self-

expressive motives as in the example of an individual buying a gift to please a family member. 

(Wilkie, 1994) 

Blackwell, Miniard & Engel (2001) contradicting the above position, consider that consumer 

needs should not be split into two main categories but in subcategories that contain and clarify all 

the different cases of need and wish of the consumer. Some of these are the physical needs, the 

health and security needs, love and companionship, financial needs, pleasure needs, creation of 

social image needs, property needs, and information access needs. Usually, during our consumer 

behaviour practice, we fulfil more than one target or need which results in identifying only one, 

but a group of motives. At the same time, as some motives may be obvious to consumers and 

third parties, some others may be more difficult to define such as when the decisions that need to 

be taken are more complicated and are closely related with the sentiments of the consumer 

himself.  

7.2.2 Activities 

To study consumer behaviour, the act of consumption does not need to be seen unilaterally. We 

need to take into considerations the thoughts, sentiments, plans, decisions, purchases and 

experiences that have been accumulated through the act of consumption. Important activities 

linked to the consumption act may be advertising, third parties’ opinion, the collection of 

information, the evaluation of alternative options. These activities may be pre-determined or 

incidental. For example, the decision to buy a product may be characterised, most of the time, as 

a pre-determined behaviour. 
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 However, it is not rare for a consumer to purchase a product without having planned it 

following a visit to a department store. This type of behaviour can be characterised as incidental 

or impulsive. This differentiation is extremely useful to the researchers of consumer behaviour as 

well as to marketers who try to understand the mechanism of behaviour more widely (Wilkie, 

1994). 

7.2.3 Procedure 

Within this characteristic, are included the various phases of activities for the understanding of 

consumer behaviour. The first phase is regarding the activities preceding the purchase which 

could include all actions for the selection of the product; the second phase refers to the market 

activities, product purchase while the third includes post-purchase activities which contains 

actions such as the products’ dismissal. 

7.2.4 Differentiation 

The consumer behaviour is differentiated based on two elements: time and complexity of 

decision making. The time refers to when the decision is taken and the duration of completing 

the procedure. The complexity refers to the number of activities that are involved in the decision 

making as well as the difficulty of the decision itself. The more complicated the decision, the 

more time is required for its completion. Therefore, the more complicated the decision, the more 

the activities of the pre-purchase related to the consumer. Often, to ensure the consumer does not 

lose time, he/she is lead to a non-beneficial purchase as he/she behaves not as analytically as 

he/she could do. In other words, he/she tries to simplify the purchase the process of decision 

making through the following ways. (Wilkie, 1997). 

• The consumer does not always look for the best purchase but for a satisfactory one 

• The consumer is guided by recommendation, advice and information from third parties 

• The consumer trusts brand names and stores from where he/she bought in the past and 

with which he was satisfied 
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In some cases, the process of satisfying a need comes face to face with the simplification of 

the process of decision making, such as the example, during the purchase of a relatively cheap 

product, which is also of high quality. 

7.2.5 Roles 

During the decision making process, consumers might have more than one role, such as the 

one that influences the final decision, the buyer or the user. He/she can exercise these different 

roles at the same time as when he/she shops alone or for himself/herself. The purchasing roles of 

the consumer are the following:  

• Information collector related to the decision 

• Decision influencer by expressing his/her opinion  

• Decider – the one who takes the final decision  

• Buyer – the one who performs the purchase 

• User – the one who uses the product 

The possible roles combinations might be many depending on the consumer, his 

surroundings as well as his/her psyche. The roles also change through his/her life as a consumer. 

For example, a child can rarely influence the purchase decision making or be a buyer. The 

purchase of a young person often related to himself/herself, while in the case of a consumer with 

children, a great part of the purchases is for his/her family and certainly he is influenced by the 

needs of his/her family members.  

7.2.6 External factors 

Any consumer is influenced by his environment, meaning that his ability to choose is adapted 

to the different circumstances that he/she needs to fulfil. The influence of the external factors has 

an important impact on the consumer decision making process. The most important external 

factors influencing consumer behaviour are: (Wilkie, 1997). 
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Culture – it refers to the common beliefs, values and opinions that we share with the 

members of the society we live in. It influences the behaviour of an individual during his life 

setting limits in his perceptions related to what behaviours are acceptable or not. 

Subculture – groups of people who are part of the wider frame of culture and share similar 

principles or behaviours. Examples include the principles shared by people of the same sex, 

religion, nationality, etc.  

Social class – refers to the profession, income, and education level of an individual that 

influences the consumer behaviour 

Family – most important factor of consumer related purchases and family members are by 

definition a benchmark with the highest influence. Humans are influenced as children by the 

consumer habits of their family that that will also follow as adults. 

Social surroundings and benchmarking groups – we are influenced every day by our social 

surroundings and our discussions with friends and acquaintances. For example it is more likely 

for an individual to follow a healthy life style if he/she socialises with people who follow a 

healthy nutrition and work out.  

External context – unemployment, economy which also define the amounts that be spent for 

the purchase of a product 

Marketing environment – marketing influences all consumers. The marketing environment 

combined with media has acquired an extensive influencing power over the modern consumer. 

Each time, advertising aims to influence consumers towards a particular product or service. 

Differentiation based on the different consumer personality 

Each individual is unique, resulting in unique needs. The purchasing decisions are influenced 

by the personal characteristics of the consumer such as his age, profession, lifestyle, etc. 

Acknowledging this leads to making the work of marketers difficult in defining what products 

consumers will purchase. Therefore, they created consumer groups aiming to make clearer the 

reasons due to which humans adapt different behaviours.  
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8. International Theories of Decision making  

In the present chapter different theories referring to the decision making process are 

presented. The theories can be categorised in the following two categories referring to the kind of 

decision which is exercised: 

a. Rational/irrational 

b. Optimal and satisfactory one. 

While the rational theories consider that the maker uses logical elements having at his/her 

disposal all information, time and tools to make a decision, the irrational ones believe that the 

decision maker will always lack all necessary elements needed to take a decision, such as info or 

time. On the other hand, the optimal theories consider that the decision maker made the right 

choice as no other option could lead to better results. At the same time, the satisfactory theories 

support the idea of the first choice that might fulfil some client’s needs but without considering 

any other option that could possible lead to a better result.  

8.1 Rational/irrational decision making theories 

8.1.2 The expected utility theory  

The utility theory appeared in the middle of the 20th century under the shape of anticipated 

utility of von Neumann & Morgenstern (1947). Being an economic theory with strong statistical 

relations mostly in the field of probabilities, it tries to predict the probability of having an event 

occurring based on the frequency with which it already occurred in the past. When the event did 

not occur in the past, only assumptions are made. 

In the theory of utility, the terms of “gain” and “value” have been moved from their 

economic context in order to be linked with the human effort to set targets and achieve their 

implementation. Yates (1990) supports the idea of two functions that help the bonding of 

subjective preferences with objective outcomes: the rational function and the utility one. 
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The term rational function means that in the decision making process the preference of the 

individual for an alternative solution increases proportionally with the increase of the anticipated 

results value. 

The term utility function means that within a decision process, the preference of the 

individual for an alternative solution reflects both the anticipated results value, as well as the 

uncertainty of whether these results will really occur. This is why one of the initial problems of 

the utility theory was how to quantify both results and uncertainty.  

In order for the decision maker to maximise the gain after its decision, the theory is based on 

the following principles: 

• The individual is always capable of judging the alternative options and their respective 

potential outcome. 

• Ability to transfer preference. If option A is better than option B and option B is better 

than option C, then option A is better than option C. 

• Additivity. The preference of an overall solution is always bigger to the preference of 

each part of the solution, and therefore it is valid for each part of it. 

• Hierarchy of choices. Before a decision is made, it is possible that the different 

preferences can be shorted based on their criteria or characteristics. 

• Choice domination. If a final choice was finalised it means that it needs to be 

dominating over the others based on the criteria set. 

• Stability of choice. The decision maker can choose among different options without 

being influenced by the order of the alternatives presented. 

Von Neumann & Morgenstern proved that if the above principles are violated, the anticipated 

gain cannot be maximised (Roussos, 2007).  

8.1.3 The prospect theory 

The prospect theory was created by Kahneman & Tversky (1979) as an effort to develop 

further on the utility theory. It is value based and not based on the potential gain after a decision 

is made where value is determined by terms of profit-loss (Roussos 2007). The prospect theory 
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studies the overall risk and the probability to result in profit or loss of any alternative option. The 

element of risk according to this theory results in danger and further anticipated impact that the 

decision maker will try to avoid. An important part of the theory is the acknowledgment of 

danger, or the impact of it when the individual knows that his knowledge over the danger is not 

sufficient. The element of information is also important for it, as well as the way which is 

provided. It is obvious that a good decision prerequisites proper information that was delivered 

in proper manner.  

The definition of profit and loss is subjective as all individuals’ experience differently the 

respective terms according to the particular conditions and time that prevail when a decision is to 

be made. It is accepted that the human conscience when deciding on what is profit or not, uses 

always a benchmark which allows certain weighted attributes to be allocated to what is 

considered profit or loss. In such a way, the negative value of a potential loss might be more 

important compared to the positive value of a potential profit. This human attitude to interpret 

losses more intensively than profits is called “loss avoidance attitude” (Demetropoulos, 2003).  

An important part of the decision making process is also the certainty level of the individual 

towards the final impact of a no-loss. In cases that instead of certainty exists semi certainty, it is 

stated that the humans will use it in order to decide as there was no doubt about the potential 

loss. According to Roussos (2007) humans over evaluate semi certainty in order to avoid loss 

and decide disproportionally over the certainty that might indicate very small probabilities of 

loss. 

8.1.4 The rational decision making theory 

The basic elements of the rational decision making theory were expressed by H. Simon  

(1945). According to Simon, a decision is logical when and if it results on a course that implies 

the most efficient implementation of the individual targets. The element of efficiency is directly 

linked to the general economy rule: a solution is efficient when it results in the same outcome 

with the most cost efficient way or secures that with the same cost it produces better results. This 

school of thought suggests a process through which individuals will be assisted in order to 

achieve the optimisation of decision making process and the implementation of targets. The basic 
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phases of the suggested process are:  

1. Targets and targets values definition 

2.  Registering of alternative options 

3. Selection of optimal solution 

During this process the decision maker searches continuously to identify opportunities and 

problems, evaluates all information, identifies where the most important issue in the process is 

and selects the option that will optimise the gain. In the theory of rational decision making, the 

element of initiative is also included. Therefore, if the decision maker decides to use it, it is also 

included in the gains that might arise from the selection of the particular option. 

The most important characteristics of this theory are the analytical procedure and the 

scientific methodology. Problems include the terms definition and the situations or values 

contradiction. Hence, nobody can guarantee that humans will always follow the proposed 

procedure in each and every case (Demetropoulos, 2003). 

8.1.5 The incremental decision making theory 

The incremental decision making theory belongs to the irrational theories as from the very 

beginning it questions the principles of the rational theories. These are the values stability, the 

efficiency of the rational process, the clarity of the alternative options, the clarity of the targets, 

the timelessness of data and elements to influence the decision making, the efficiency of 

individuals to handle multiple functions. According to Demetropoulos (2003), the weaknesses 

spotted in the rational theory are: 

1. Human weakness to adapt. People are not always capable or ready to take to most 

rational decision. 

2. Methodology objectivity. The proposed methodologies have not been completely 

reliable. 
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3. Difficulty to estimate the outcome of the alternative options. 

4. The human logic is finite. Even if there are groups of individuals to influence the decision 

making, each person will be finally driven by his/her personal interests. 

5. Alternative options awareness. It is very rare that decision makers are aware of all 

alternatives options when they have to decide. The same also stands for the characteristics of the 

alternative options that they know of. 

For this reason, the theorists of the incremental decision making theory developed a model 

which is based on the plurality of options and the progressive decision making process. The most 

representative models are the ones of Lindblom and Connoly. The most important characteristics 

of the theory are: 

1. The targets universality. It is not always that humans define clear targets and operational 

targets 

2. The indistinctness environments between targets and tools to achieve them. It is always 

difficult to separate the ways to achieve the targets from the targets themselves even if the targets 

are well set. 

3. The role of history. When a decision is made, it is impossible not to be influenced by the 

past ones. 

4. The short term perspective. The perception that humans decide based on their 

understanding on the long run is questioned. 

5.  The difficulty to implement the initial plan. Even if the plan is well organised, it is proven 

that long terms decisions are hard to be followed. 

6. The expectations multiplicity. The decisions are taken in most of the cases in 

environments where more than one person coexist. In such case, although the influence of groups 

is significant, the individual needs to balance between his/her personal needs and the influence of 

the groups. 
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8.1.6 The mixed scanning theory 

The mixed scanning theory tries to combine the advantages of the rational theory with the 

ones of the incremental decision making process. Etzioni (1967) categorised the situations when 

the decisions to be made can be characterised as important/not important, urgent/not urgent, 

critical/not critical, routine/crisis etc. 

Based on the above criteria Etzioni categorises decisions into the following two categories: 

1. Decisions of fundamental importance that require respective scaling processes. This kind 

of decisions set the ground for the individual’s basic strategies and policies, and they are to be 

implemented based on the combination of rational and incremental theories elements. 

2.  Decisions of smaller scale, which are based on the principles set by the ones of 

fundamental importance. Their aim is either to implement the big scale decisions or to prepare 

the ground for them. 

The mixed scanning theory tries to reduce the severity of the rational theory but also uses the 

possibilities provided by the incremental theory. Therefore, it secures the best decision making 

analysis; given a mix of elements analysed for all parameters and the relevant environment that 

the human belongs to at the time the decision is to be made. 

8.1.7 The moral theory 

The moral theory tries to combine the rational with the incremental theory. It considers as 

elements the religion, ideologies, perceptions, values of humans which influence to a great extent 

the decision making process, and therefore cannot be ignored. 

According to Etzioni (1993), when making decisions, humans are not machines and they are 

not isolated from their environment. On the contrary, they belong to groups that have common 

beliefs and perceptions during the decision making process. The moral theory defines the origins 

of influence in the following way: 

1. Utilitarian, related to the anticipated gain that the individual will have after the 
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implementation of the decision 

2. Social, related to the benchmark social group of the individual as well as the cultural 

values of the environment surrounding the individual. The socially originated influences are 

studied by sociology, social psychology and anthropology. The individuals’ compliance with the 

rules set by the society is imposed and any potential violation, results in the social critism or 

rejection. 

3. Deontology driven, covering the individual’s ethics or religious principles. These 

influences are related to the internal rules and his/her sense of duty, responsibility and needs. The 

violation of the moral rules results in consciousness guilt. 

Etzioni tried to provide answers to his questions on how deontology influence the decision 

making process. He started by placing three questions: 

1. What exactly does the decision maker try to do? 

The utilitarian answer would be to optimise gain or pleasure, the social answer would be to 

comply with social rules in order to avoid punishment and the deontological one would be to 

secure all the above ones under to scope of his internal moral rules. 

2. How does the decision maker select his/her tools to achieve his/her target? 

  The utilitarian answer would be that provided the analysis to minimise cost and maximise 

gain the optimal solution will be selected, the social answer would be that after the analysis of 

the desires social behaviour was chosen to comply with the social rules, while the deontological 

one would be that the individual would choose the option to comply better with his/her internal 

rules and deontology code. 

3. Who is the decision maker?  

The utilitarian answer would be that this is every individual, the social answer would be the 

benchmark group, or the society, and the deontological one would be that this is the individual 

within the frame of the principles set by the society and the deontology code which also is 
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originated by the society. 

8.1.8 The reasoned action theory (TRA) 

The theory of reasoned action (TRA) originated by Ajzen & Fishbein (1975 and 1980) and 

derives from the social psychology. The two basic principles of the theory are: 

1. The individuals are rational beings that make a systematic use of the information 

available when they are about to make a decision.52 

2. The subject behaviour is entirely under the individual’s control (the same person who is 

to take the decision). 

The most important components of the TRA are: the intention, the attitude and the subjective 

norm. The TRA suggests that the behavioural intentions depend on two types of mental origins: 

the attitude towards the implementation of a specific behaviour and the perceptions of the 

socially placed rules to surround the same behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980). In short, if an 

individual has the intention to follow certain behaviour, he/she most probably takes the necessary 

action. 

The same theory considers that the same precursor of a real behaviour is the intention of the 

individual which, in its turn represents a synthesis of obvious perceptions aiming to deliver an 

anticipated result.53 Therefore, an individual is mostly driven to adopt a behaviour that will result 

in high appreciation. If somebody believes that the adoption of certain behaviour will not have a 

certain result, or that the result will not be appreciated, the individual tends to be driven less 

towards the adaption of the particular behaviour (Blue, 1995) 
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norms, or both ( Nabi, Southwell, Hornik, 2002). The validity of the results is not any more the 

case, when the subject behaviour was not totally under volitional control. According to  

Sheppard (1988), there might be two problems: 

1. Predicting behaviour through intentions is problematic as there are many other 

parameters to contribute to the decision making process. 

2. TRA does not predict the possibility to have an individual failing to adapt a certain 

behaviour or, the consequences on the intentions after the not predicted failure. 

In 1985 Ajzen tried to solve the above mentioned problems. For this reason he added one 

more element, the perceived behavioural control intending to predict intentions on behaviour and 

behaviour. The result was the creation of the planned behaviour theory. 

8.1.9 The planned behaviour theory (TPB) 

The planned behaviour theory (TPB) is designed to predicted and explain the human 

behaviour within a certain framework. It was initiated in 1985 by Icek Ajzen as an extension of 

the reasoned action theory, due to its limitations, i.e. failing to explain behaviours on which 

humans had limited volitional control.  

As in the initial reasoned action theory, the main element is the intention of human to adapt a 

certain behaviour55. The intentions are recognised as the steaming power influencing behaviour, 

and they are the best effort indicators for humans who are about to take seriously a “call to 

action”.  The adaptation of the majority of behaviours depends to a certain extent on the so called 

no generating factors which translates into the availability of opportunities and resources. These 

can be time, money, competences, cooperation with other etc. (Ajzen 1985). These parameters 

represent the real control of the human over the behaviour. If a human has the necessary 

opportunities and money, and intends to adapt behaviour, then he should succeed in doing so. 
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The TPB sets as basics elements of the intentions three independent terms. The first is the 

attitude towards the behaviour, referring to the degree that a human considers positively or not 

the subject behaviour. The second characteristic is the subjective norm that refers to the 

perceived social pressure for the adaptation or not of a certain behaviour. The third characteristic 

is the level of the perceived behavioural control.  

The perceived behavioural control is very important for TPB. In reality this is the only 

differentiation factor between TPB and TRA. The perceived behavioural control refers to the 

understanding of humans of the easiness or difficulty to adapt behaviour. The perceived 

behavioural control differs given different situations and environments56. Therefore, it might be 

the case for a human to believe that results are mostly depending on his/her personal behaviour, 

but at the same time the same individual to believe that the possibilities to adapt the anticipated 

behaviour are low (Ajzen 1991). 
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A generic rule applying in TPB is that the more favourable the attitude and the subjective 

norms to the behaviour, the higher the perceived control is, in which case the intention of the 

individual to adapt behaviour becomes very possible. According to the TPB, both the perceived 

control and the intentions can be used to predict directly the adaptation of behaviour. This is 

justified by two reasons: 

1. The effort to lead into a successful adaptation of behaviour is more likely to increase 

when there is perceived control. For example, even if two individuals make an effort to achieve 

the same goal, it is more likely to have the invidual believing in his/her skills more, achieving the 

target than the other individual that doubts them. 

2. The perceived control can be often used as a substitution of measuring the actual control. 

This depends on the accuracy of perceptions. The perceived control might not be realistic when 

an individual has less information, or the prerequisites and the resources have changed, or even 

there are new and not convenient elements that define the options available57. Under these 

conditions, measuring the perceived control will add few to the accuracy of predicting behaviour. 

(Ajzen 1987). 

According to TPB, the adaptation of behaviour is a function that links intentions with the 

behavioural perceived control. For the accurate prediction of behaviour the following 

prerequisites need to be met: 

1. The measurement of the intentions and the perceived control on the behaviour need to be 

compatible with the behaviour to be predicted. The behaviour we are interested in must be the 

epicentre of our analysis, as the evaluation of intentions and perceptions that generate the 

perceived control need not to consider other environments. For example, if the behaviour to be 

predicted is whether humans would donate to Unicef, then the intentions to be measured need to 

be “donations to Unicef” and not just “donations” or “help Unicef”. The same stands also for 
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measuring the perceived control where the predicted behaviour needs to evaluate the perceptions 

that create control over the “perceived behavioural control” and not any other wording formation 

or situation. 

2. The intentions and the perceived control on the behaviour remain stable for the entire 

duration between the computation and observation of the subject behaviour. If there are events 

that appeared in between, there might be changes either on the intentions, or the perceived 

control and therefore the initial measurements not to be accurate for predicting behaviour. 

3. The accuracy of the behavioural prediction increases as the perceptions that create the 

perceived control represent a realistic control (Ajzen 1985). 

The roles of perceptions in TPB are also important. For TPB, behaviour is a collection of 

information or perceptions related to the behaviour. These obvious perceptions are considered 

the most prevailing characteristics of the intentions and the actions of the humans. The obvious 

perceptions are categorised in: behavioural perceptions which influence the attitudes, model 

perceptions that are the base of subjective norms and, perceptions of control that is the base for 

the control understanding in behaviour. 

A new element is also the role of the past behaviours. Past behaviour, according to the TPB 

has an impact on the behaviour which is independent to the impact of perceptions, attitudes, 

subjective norms and intentions. The most frequent assumption is that the repeated execution of 

behaviour results in attributing it as a habit. Therefore, the adaptation of behaviour in later 

chronological periods is partially due to the habit, without the intermediation of attitude, 

subjective norms, control perceptions, or intentions. 

According to Ajzen, attention needs to be paid during measuring the role of past behaviour, 

because although it is possible for past behaviour to represent the impact of all factors creating 

the new behaviour, it cannot be considered as the primary one. Also, past behaviour cannot be 

considered as a way to measure habits, as it also represents the impact of many external and 

internal factors. Only when the habit is defined independently from the behaviour it can be added 

to the TPB as an indicative parameter.  
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8.1.10 The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 

The process of analytic hierarchy is a structured technique for analysing complicated 

decisions. It was developed in the 70’s by Thomas L. Saaty and so far has been a very important 

tool for researchers. It is based on mathematics and psychology and it is one of the most widely 

used tools for taking decisions with multiple criteria.  

The process of analytic hierarchy is a measurement theory, which after performing 

comparisons of pairs of elements, is based on the judgement of specialists to produce scales of 

priorities. It manages quantitative or/and unclear criteria and depends on the principle that in 

order to take decisions, the experience and the knowledge of people is equally valuable to the 

data that they use. The comparisons are performed by using a scale of numbers that indicate to 

what extent an element is dominant over another element, compared to the specific 

characteristic. The comparison process delivers a relative scale of measurement of the priorities 

or, in other words the weights of the elements. These weights, i.e. the values that are linked to 

each activity are finally summed up to find the final priorities.  

The basic principles of the theory are the following:  

• The reversed comparison: the decision maker must be in a position to make 

comparisons and justify his preferences. The preferences need to satisfy the following 

reversed comparison: if A is preferred x times more than B, then B is preferred 1/x 

times more than A.  

• Homogeny: the preferences are presented via a limited scale.  

• Independence: when preferences are set, the criteria are considered independent from 

the characteristics of the alternative options.  

• Expectations: for decision making, the hierarchical structure is considered completed. 

When the second principle is not met, this means that the elements to be compared are not 

homogenous and groups of elements must be created. The third principle indicates that the 

weights of the criteria must be independent from the alternative options. Finally, if the fourth 

principle is not met, the decision maker does not use all the criteria or all the alternative options 

that are necessary in order to reach the anticipated result and therefore the decision is considered 
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incomplete (Luis G. Vargas, 1989). 

According to Saaty, in order to take a decision in an organized manner and therefore create 

priorities, one must decompose the decision into the following steps: 

• Define the problem and the kind of knowledge we are looking for 

• Structure the hierarchy of the decision and add the objective of the decision, followed 

by the objective goals, and through intermediate levels (the criteria of which are based 

subsequent elements) to conclude on the following level which is usually a group of 

alternative options.  

• Constructions of a collection of comparison tables. Every element found on a higher 

level is used to compare to the elements one level below.  

• We use the priorities that we have acquired from the comparisons to set the priorities to 

one level below. The process is repeated for all elements. For every element from a 

lower level we add the weights and therefore we have its overall priority. We repeat the 

same process of setting and adding until we reach the final priorities of the alternative 

options at the lower level.  

This process is known as the principle of hierarchical synthesis. In order to make the 

comparisons, we need a scale of numbers which will indicate how many times more one element 

is more important or prevailing compared to another element.  

8.1.11 The image theory  

The image theory is a descriptive theory which was suggested by Beach in 1990 and it is one 

of the most recent ones appearing in international bibliography. Image is considered the 

reproduction of knowledge, criteria and experiences than an individual uses to decide what to do 

and how to do it. Alternative objectives and plans need to align with the criteria of the image, or 

else, they are rejected from the beginning. The ones that will finally be compatible can also be 

subject to modifications. During the process of implementing the plan of decision making, the 

progress towards objective implementation is checked in the same way.  

The predominant position in the image theory has four elements, analysed below:  
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1. Images: every individual is the owner of knowledge and experiences, i.e. a sum of images 

which he/she will use in case it is needed to take a decision. The experience can be segmented in 

three different types of images: the value image, the trajectory image and the strategic image. 

Any of the three images contains the knowledge and the experience relative or non-relative to the 

decision, more specifically:  

 a. the value image contains a system of principles and the ethics of the decision maker. 

Therefore it contains the principles which will define the criteria that are relative to how things 

need to be, and what is the attitude relative to the decision.  

 b. the trajectory image contains the objectives and the goals of the individual, the trajectory 

that the individual needs to set to reach the anticipated end. Some of the targets are defined by 

the personal principles of the individual while others by the particular situation or decision.  

2. Personal frame: this is part of the experiences that every individual carries with him/her 

and use for decision making. In the image theory the personal frame contains all three images, 

i.e. principles, targets and action plans. The framing is the process during which the individual, 

by using information relative to the decision, tries to bring from his memories similar elements. 

If he manages to find such elements, then we can say that the current situation has been 

identified. The identification serves two objectives: first, through the identification of the images, 

elements are relative to the current decision and secondly, it secures information relative to 

similar objectives and plans that have been accomplished in similar situations.  

3. Decisions: according to the image theory, there are two kinds of decisions – the adoption 

and progress decisions.  

 a. the adoption decisions are related to whether we should add new objectives to the 

trajectory image, new action plans to the strategic image, or more rarely principles to the 

principle image. The basic criteria to decide whether we will adopt new objectives, action plans 

or principles results from the personal frame and is defined by the compatibility of new targets 

with the three elements that make up the frame. The decisions are made with the process of 

evaluating the alternative options, which is based on the three elements mentioned above and the 

isolation of the ones that are incompatible. If, after the evaluation, there are two or more 
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solutions, then the selection of the best one is done using the same criteria.  

 b. the progress decisions: are related to the progress of procedures that support the 

implementation of the decision making plan. They are based on scenarios to make possible the 

prediction of the result. If the prediction is positive, then the procedure moves on; otherwise the 

action plan is rejected or modified.  

4. Decisions mechanisms: in the image theory there are two mechanisms for the realisation of 

decisions.  

 a. the compatibility test is used to evaluate the alternative options in the decision making and 

is a qualitative control. The criteria used for the control are related to the quality of the 

alternative options, i.e. their compatibility with the elements of the three images. The bigger the 

deviation, the bigger the incompatibility and thus the smaller the possibility to adopt a decision.  

 b. the profitability test is used to evaluate decisions and can be a sum of controls. The criteria 

of the control are related to the quantity of the anticipated results and therefore it is a quantitative 

control. The effort to optimise the gain is dominant and therefore, a number of mechanisms can 

be used either combined or individually. The mechanism to be used by each individual depends 

on the situation, the environmental frame within the decision to be taken, as the personal 

characteristics of the decision makers.   

8.2 Theories of optimal and satisfactory decisions 

8.2.1 The differentiation and consolidation theory  

In the differentiation and consolidation theory that was presented by Svenson (1992), it is 

stated that the decision making process is easy to be segmented in two phases: one before and 

one after the selection is made.  

The entire process began by understanding the need to take a decision. During the phase 

before the selection is made, while the individual sets targets and tries to take a decision, he also 

tries to differentiate progressively each alternative option until one of them appears as the most 

appealing. There are three basic differentiation types: the total, the procedural and the structural 
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one.  

The total differentiation is a first rough differentiation which is occurring intuitively after 

having performed the first hierarchy of the alternative options. It is mostly based on experiences 

and knowledge of the individual and sometimes is enough to support the final selection. 

However, it is an introductory statement which is used as a benchmark for the next steps of the 

procedure.  

The procedural differentiation is based on further information and alternative options 

process. The process is based on the utilisation and implementation of decision rules that include 

the criteria based on which the selection is made. Therefore, the selection of rules is also a 

differentiation of the decision rules. Based on the implementation of the rules and criteria, the 

level of superiority or inferiority is decided for each alternative option and subsequently if it will 

be used or not.  

The structural differentiation refers to the restructuring of the representation during the 

decision making process. It can be achieved infour ways:  restructuring of the alternative options 

appeal, importance of the alternative options characteristics, the definition of the events related 

to the decision, and the nature of the problem. 

The second phase, i.e. the consolidation, begins at the point where the selection becomes 

stable and it is considered certain that the individual will insist on it. The stronger the 

differentiation in the first phase, the more possible to stabilise and consolidate in the second 

phase. The consolidation may appear in different phases through which it ensures that once it is 

completed, it will be irreversible.  

8.2.2 The conflict theory 

According to Janis & Mann (1977), each individual that is about to take a decision is in front 

of an internal conflict, which stimulates stress and uncertainty as he/she feels, that he/she is 

under threat. In principle, the conflict theory is a stress theory in relation with the decisions. The 

more a person is involved in a decision, the more he/she experiences the conflict and the stress. 
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The procedure of decision making begins with a trigger event which ignites a series of 

questions. Each of the questions outcomes depends on the answer to be provided. If the answer is 

positive, then the trigger event for the next question is initiated. If the answer is negative then the 

decision making process is terminated. In the conflict theory, a  predominant position enjoys the 

term of “stress” and five points related to the stress status. These are (Janis & Mann 1977): 

• The level of stress is related to the objectives of the decision which the decision maker 

is afraid that will be not fulfilled. The more the objectives are, the more the related 

needs, and therefore the stress. 

• When an individual is in front of a new threat or opportunity, the level of stress is 

proportional to the level of attachment to the current situation. 

• When the decision implies serious conflict because the alternatives options contain 

serious risks, the loss of hope for a better solution drives the decision maker to a 

defensive attitude. 

• In case of a decision that implies serious conflict where the threats are visible and the 

decision maker runs out of time, the stress levels remains high ( hypervigilance) 

• A medium level of stress leads to a vigilant effort through which, the individual is 

capable to identify the most suitable solution. 

The conflict theory indicates five different behaviour types, i.e. five different models of 

conflict. 

• Unconflicted inertia, where the individual sets a behavioural pattern and continues with 

it ignoring risks and dangers, as long as conflicts are not foreseen. 

• Unconflicted change, where the individual sets new behavioural patterns each time 

without intensive analysis, as long as conflicts are not foreseen. 

• Defensive avoidance, where the individual avoids or postpones a decision. This is the 

most usual unwanted type of behaviour and difficult to be corrected. 

• Hypervigilance, where the individual seeks desperately for a decision and decides on 

the first one to appear and offer the greater relief. 

• Vigilance, where the individual seeks thoroughly and calmly for a decision after 

cautious evaluation.  
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The first four models lead to unsuccessful decisions. (Janis & Mann) state that the procedure 

of vigilance is the one that may lead mostly to a good decision as the person starts collecting and 

processing information for alternative options, or what they call vigilant information processing. 

8.2.3 The recognition theory 

The term “recognition” refers to the function that describes the situation occurring when an 

individual is in a problematic situation. During this situation the individual will seek to recognise 

characteristics or properties that are already known to him/her. 

The decision maker needs to take into the consideration the entire framework of parameters, 

as he needs to depend on his knowledge and experience. Only in this way he will be able to 

process the current situation based on his existing knowledge and experience. It will be 

impossible to take decisions each time based on the new data, without using the existing 

experience and knowledge.  

The most well-known recognition model was presented by Klein et.al (1993). It is a 

descriptive model referred to as the recognition primed decision model. In crisis situations it is 

not possible to implement analytical procedures which in most of the cases are time consuming. 

The time pressure obliges the individual to recognise the status of the decision and seek the 

answer in similar situations from the past. The basic elements of the model are: 

• recognition of the situation 

• understanding of the situation which is performed in comparison with other similar 

situations the individual has faced in the past 

• evaluation of the situation in comparison with the actions taken in similar past 

situations 

• mental simulation of the current situation to evaluate imaginary if the alternative 

options lead to other outcomes 
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8.2.4 Heuristics 

According to Kahneman & Tversky (1973) the procedures followed by people during the 

decision making process are not rational but to a great extent heuristic. These procedures 

represent general rules used for quick decision making. Heuristics have many characteristics in 

common with the theory of recognition because both of them depend on experience. Heuristics 

can be strategies that use information which is easily accessible and apply to a great number of 

problems or decisions. Although most of the analysis referring to heuristics is done by 

Kahneman & Tversky, the initial idea was presented by H. Simon. Sometimes heuristics guide us 

to good decisions with the minimum cost, but often they also lead to wrong decisions. The 

characteristics of heuristics are: 

• availability: the available knowledge defines heuristics to be used for the decision 

making process 

• lack of flexibility: the initial assumptions can rarely change when we take decisions 

based on heuristics. It is observed that heuristics change only after trial and error.  

• representativeness: an object/person belongs to a category as long as it matches a 

stereotype of the same category 

• motives: are important for the decision making process and influence the entire 

procedure 

Some of the advantages of using heuristics are the ease of understanding and adoption. They 

require less time and less spiritual effort and they can reproduce many solutions. We can use 

them when the information is minimal and it is not possible to increase, or when we face 

problems with lower risk and we have previous experience, or when the decision making can be 

improved in time but requires an initial decision with low risk.  
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9. Banks: Gatekeepers or Gateways? 

The often made statement that all economies need a banking system but not necessarily banks 

is beginning to come to fruition. Many players in today’s financial services industry are non-

banks and non-financial service organisations; Consumer electronics giant Sony has recently 

announced their intention to provide online financial services through their Dreamcast electronic 

games consoles58. 

Today, banks are no longer gatekeepers but gateways to financial products59.  

In the old gatekeeper model, the bank functioned as an inhibiting intermediary that restricted a 

customer’s set of product choices. In the new gateway model, the bank functions as a flexible 

intermediary that provides access to an entire spectrum of products and delivery channels. Some 

of the products — insurance, entertainment, travel, investment management — may not even 

originate from within the bank but instead be provided by third parties. It is possible that banks 

will be one type of trusted portal, part of peoples’ personal connection to e-commerce. And 

institutions that fail to keep up with the online revolution are likely to find themselves regulated 

to supplying financial commodities to intermediaries. 

While IT plays a vital role in CRM happenings, as with all IT investments it should be driven 

by a strategic management perspective. Too often, companies seek to build CRM capabilities by 

designing a powerful IT system without considering wider business issues in the business world, 

success is about owning the customers’ total experience60 and this is premised on understanding 

the customer and customer behaviour61. Customers expect to interact with an institution through 

any channel, whatever is convenient for them, and receive instant, high-quality personalised 

                                                           

58
 Kunii, 1999; Nakamae and Abrahams, 1999, p. 49 

59
 Kalakota and Whinston, A Manager's Guide, 1997, p. 156 

60
 Seybold, Customers.com 

61
 Butler and Peppard, Consumer purchasing on the Internet, 1998, p. 100 
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service. The customer’s experience in transacting business is important and the channel should 

be aware of the history. Technology should be used to create value for customers. 

Integrated information is paramount for successful management of customer relationships. 

Information is the essential enabler when based on scalable technology as the platform (that is, 

information is centrally managed), enterprise-wide and registers as the ‘one version of the truth’ 

and provides a consolidated view of the customer across all channels and products. 

To manage the transition to a customer centric organisation, organisations must develop the 

capabilities to acquire the key resources, knowledge, and tools that can help them match 

customers with appropriate products and services. Unfortunately, many banks have a culture that 

may be inconsistent with the desire to organise around the customer, and a set of processes that 

are siloed along product lines instead of customer lines. 

Traditional financial service companies also struggle with the cultural, organisational and 

technological challenges associated with becoming customer focused enterprises. The sheer size 

and historical baggage of traditional financial institutions can have a negative implication in the 

new ecology. In many banks, the branch is the central point of reference: accounts are held there.  

It is very likely, that in the future banks will need to use their distribution networks to sell non-

financial products if they are to remain competitive. In Greece, multi coalition loyalty schemes 

based on non-payments cards (see “bonus” programme) already is the case. 

Technology and the new economy offer tremendous opportunities for existing bricks-and-

mortar organisations. 

There are lots of opportunities; and the ecosystem is being continually defined and refined. 

There is, however, the danger that the organisation neglects the basics. Competing in the 

marketspace does not mean that the past is irrelevant. Many of the attributes that made 

organisations successful in the past are still crucial. Organisations still require strong leadership; 

the right structures and processes must be put in place; the right people with the right skills, 

attitudes and competencies hired and deployed appropriately; technology must become part of 
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management “theory of businesses”. All must be incorporated within a sound strategic business 

perspective.  
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10. Defining the problem-Business Case 

10.1 Sales: Credit Worthiness and selection of pre-approved clients. 

Detecting the possibilities to “enter” the overall market is paramount. An analysis which 

assesses the credit worthiness of the entire population of a country, characterising it as 

“bankable” or not, is essential for understanding the market perspectives but also for positioning 

retail banking products using different priorities set (table 3). The criteria used for assessing the 

eligibility of the prospects are: Employment Status-Age-Income-Availability of Fixed phone 

number-Credit Bureau historic and current delays-Debt to Income Ratio-Pool Scorecard and 

Internal Grading. Our following analysis applied on the entire Serbian population in August 

2014. 
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Belgrade Vojvodina

Central & 

Western 

Serbia

Southern & 

Eastern 

Serbia

Total Share Criteria
Isolated 

effect

Total population  1,660,156       1,917,325       2,013,322      1,590,702       7,181,505     100%

A. Employed population 564,702 446,184 403,358 305,756 1,720,000 24.0%

B. Pensioners 402,476 437,235 465,312 383,037 1,688,060 23.5%

Total bankable population - employed + pensioners:     277,000          263,500          197,000         170,500          908,000     

12.6%

26.6%

A. Employed %

step 1: No of employed people     564,702          446,184          403,358         305,756       1,720,000     100%

ABS clients - employed 4% 3% 3% 6% -72,438 4.2% ABS Clients -4.2%

Step2: Employed / new clients:     539,574          431,004          389,414         287,570       1,647,562     95.8%

% of employed - aged 20-67: 88% 88% 88% 88% -197,086 11.5% Age -11.5%

step 3: Employed / new clients / age 20-67     475,029          379,446          342,831         253,170       1,450,476     84.3%

% of population with fixed phone: 92% 92% 92% 92% -116,038 6.7% Phone -6.7%

step 4: Employed / new clients / age 20-67 / fixed phone     437,026          349,090          315,405         232,916       1,334,438     77.6%

% of employed - aged 20-67 - with salary 20k+: 88% 84% 78% 76% -231,613 13.5% Salary -13.5%

step 5: Employed / new clients / age 20-67 / fixed phone/ salary 20k+     386,505          292,944          246,882         176,494       1,102,825     64.1%

% of employed - aged 20-67 - salary 20k+ with CB ok 66% 73% 64% 73% -347,037 20.2% CB -36.5%

step 6: Employed / new clients / age 20-67/ fixed phone/ salary 20k+ / CB ok     255,093          213,849          158,004         128,841          755,787     43.9%

% of (employed & aged 20-67 & salary 20k+ & CB ok) with (DTI & Score) % acceptable

out of which will apply for All In One 25% 63,773 53,462 39,501 32,210 188,947 67%

out of which will apply for Car Loans 2% 5,102 4,277 3,160 2,577 15,116 90%

out of which will apply for Cash Loans 60% 153,056 128,309 94,803 77,305 453,472 70%

out of which will apply for Consumer Loans 3% 7,653 6,415 4,740 3,865 22,674 80%

out of which will apply for Credit Cards 10% 25,509 21,385 15,800 12,884 75,579 75%

step 7: Bankable population - employees 100%     179,500          150,500          111,000           90,500          531,500     30.9%

B. Pensioners %

step 1: No of pensioners     402,475          437,235          465,312         383,038       1,688,060     100%

% of pensioners - aged lower than 20 and higher than 67: 1,227,263 72.7% Age -27.3%

Step2: % of pensioners - aged 20-67:     292,610          317,881          338,294         278,478       1,227,263     72.7%

ABS clients - pensioners 2% 1% 1% 2% -19,051 1.1% ABS Clients -1.1%

step 3: Pensioners / age 20-67 / new clients:     287,217          314,916          333,703         272,376       1,208,212     71.6%

% of population with fixed phone: 92% 92% 92% 92% -96,657 5.7% Phone -5.7%

step 4: Pensioners / new clients / age 20-67/ fixed phone     264,239          289,723          307,007         250,586       1,111,555     65.8%

% of pensioners - pension 20k+: 62% 60% 50% 51% -492,288 29.2% Salary -29.2%

step 5: Pensioners / new clients / age 20-67/ fixed phone/ income 20k+     163,417          173,066          154,050         128,734          619,267     36.7%

% of population with CB delay 75% 82% 70% 78% -146,542 -8.7% CB -26.0%

step 6: Pensioners / new clients / age 20-67 / fixed phone/ income 20k+/ CB ok     122,562          141,914          107,835         100,412          472,724     28.0%

% of (pensioners & aged 20-67 & income 20k+ & CB) with (DTI & Score) %: acceptable

out of which will apply for All In One 25% 30,641 35,479 26,959 25,103 118,181 74%

out of which will apply for Car Loans 2% 2,451 2,838 2,157 2,008 9,454 95%

out of which will apply for Cash Loans 60% 73,537 85,149 64,701 60,247 283,634 83%

out of which will apply for Consumer Loans 3% 3,677 4,257 3,235 3,012 14,182 84%

out of which will apply for Credit Cards 10% 12,256 14,191 10,784 10,041 47,272 71%

step 7: Bankable population - pensioners 100%       97,500          113,000            86,000           80,000          376,500     22.3%
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13%
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-22%

Table 3 – Serbian Population Credit Worthniness 
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The results proved that after using the credit criteria following a reverse engineering model, i.e. 

applying exception rules on the data provided by different instructions and pubic sources (see 

statistical agency, ministry of labour), only a certain percentage will be eligible for a product 

offering, in a particular society, at a certain moment in time. 

It is though depicted that in a certain population of 7.181.505 inhabitants, 908.000 are the ones 

to make up the potential “bankable population”. The exception criteria used are twofold. The so 

called regulatory one being the age – no credit allowed to minors- can be considered universal as 

it applies in the same way to all financial institutions aiming to run business in Serbia. 

On the contrary, criteria such as employed/pensioners, existence of fixed phone, Credit Bureau 

historic/current delinquencies, Debt to Income ratio or Scorecard cut off scores, depend entirely 

on the “Credit Risk appetite” of the lender. It is possible to interpret them differently, setting the 

expectations high or low for each criterion based on the competitive advantage enjoyed by each 

different organisation. It is therefore not unusual business practice to approach different 

segments not because of their absolute marketing value but due to their “relative” value, arising 

from the characteristics behind the operational model of each bank. 

Examples of the following focus areas can be easily identified in each retail banking market: 

• Pensioners not because of their high income or propensity to buy status, but because of 

the wide geographical branch network coverage. 

• Post-paid mobile number holders not because of the highest credit worthiness of the 

applicant, but because of the data access to a wider population already gained by the 

transformation of mobile telephone companies to financial institutions. 

• Less demanding credit scorecard cut off scores or even confirmation of employment 

status, not because of the highest credit worthiness of the applicant, but because of the 

adequate capital reserves of the financial institution that allows categorisation of 

individual credit holder to higher risk-regulatory categories. 

• Lower than average individuals’ income, not because of the highest credit worthiness of 

the applicant, but because of the existing positioning of a branches network to more 

rural than urban areas. 
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• Higher than average individuals’ income not because of the positioning of a branches 

network in mostly urban areas, but because of the existing support solutions, see e-

banking, mobile banking, private banking, being specialised and developed by 

particular retail oriented banks. 

The most noticeable results of the above table can be divided in two groups, the employed and 

the pensioners’ prospects. For the former, the exclusion criteria with the higher percentages are 

credit bureau delays (36.5%), DTI/Scoring (29%), employment (24%) , income(13.5%) and age 

(11.5%).  

The higher exclusion criteria for the latter are income (29.2%), age (27.3), credit bureau delays 

(26%) and DTI/Scoring (22%). 

An in-depth one-on-one comparison between employed individuals and pensioners needs to 

rely on many aspects among which the structure of the economy, the historic evolution of public 

vs. private sector, the compensations’ strategy of the country, the infrastructure etc. What is 

relevant is not to explain why such differences occur but rather to quantify their impact on a 

standard retail banking environment. A snapshot approach could definitely observe that 

pensioners tend to be relatively more credit worthy based on criteria that they can really 

influence, see credit bureau delays and DTI/Scoring. Unlike these personal characteristics that 

indicate particular consumer behaviour towards credit repayments and social profile, both 

income and age criteria are “out of reach” not subject to behavioural changes. 

Conversely, employed individuals who doubtlessly have both more possibilities to differentiate 

their income in a short/long time perspective and higher salaries, prove to be more inclined to 

behavioural “defaults” such as repayment delays and low social profile (scorecard). The 

penetration of fixed phone in both categories is also to be commented. Enjoying approximately 

the same percentage as an exclusion criterion (5.7% pensioners vs. 6.7% employed individuals) 

it proves a high penetration to both potential prospects segments regardless the recent 

technological “boom” of the mobile telephony. Unlike pensioners, employed individuals, of a 

younger age than pensioners would have been more attracted by modern technologies, foregoing 

traditional ways of communication to the benefit of more modern ones. 
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Apart from any conclusions that may arise from comparing the percentages of the exclusion 

criteria of the employed / pensioners’ categories, two important notes need to be made 

concerning the practical use of such criteria and their respective implementation. 

 Firstly, those criteria are applied always in the order appearing in table 3, aiming to produce 

comparable conclusions for both categories. Any other way would harm the initial objective, 

which is not only to see how many prospects make our “bankable population”, but also what the 

impact of each particular criterion in the stage of approval process is. As the criteria are applied 

following the “or” condition, the principle is if any of the conditions is met then a prospect is to 

be rejected. We are to expect therefore, a substantial percentage of criteria overlapping as a 

potential credit applicant could not meet more than one of the regulatory or “credit risk appetite” 

conditions. Secondly, that we are not to expect that all pre-selected customers may apply for all 

product categories. Before proceeding into the propensity analysis, a good way of getting a first-

hand insight of the retail banking products potential is to apply the current split of products in the 

market to the bankable population derived from the above analysis. By doing so, we may 

conclude on a very basic level on what could the population to which we would address our 

product offering message be, should our institution be a monopoly and only our credit criteria be 

found in the market.  A deeper understanding may also be possible after applying the “success” 

or “response” rate approach.   

The column “acceptable” represents the number of CIFs to be excluded after applying DTI and 

credit risk scorecard criteria. 

 Applying the same logic to the subject financial institution portfolio, we come to similar 

conclusions reaching though higher “penetration” or eligibility as the customers have already 

been assessed in the past at the time of their first credit granting (table 4).  
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As “bankable” population in this case, one may consider all existing clients that meet the credit 

criteria, who would be offered at least one additional retail banking credit product. The purpose 

of this analysis is to identify all potentially credit worthy prospects in order to maximise the 

approval rate as possible after the offer is made. The paramount concern at this point is to use 

resources in a manner that does not allow wasting or repetition of effort. 

Therefore, the total number of unique prospects identified, will define also the number of 

employees to be allocated for achieving the product offering. From time to time, as organisation 

changes result in transforming banks from traditional branch network  operators, to alternative 
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sales channels ones ( e-banking, guerrilla sales teams, telemarketing), the importance of such 

considerations increases. Any manager is interested in knowing the exact number of pre-selected 

customers to whom he/she can address the products’ offers as the selection of the right 

communication tool is essential. The availability of branch network employees, representing an 

unavoidable overheads cost for the financial institution has to be taken into account. 

Transforming a wide branch network into a virtual contact centre would be ideal in a world that 

outsourcing becomes more expensive. 

Still, the sales effectiveness should not to be considered only in terms of cost. The 

technological advances of particular sales channels as telemarketing and e-banking can 

overcome the issue of cost because the intensity of contacts depends on advanced technologies 

and CRM logic that can hardly compete with the traditional one-on-one promotion in a bank’s 

branch network environment. 

The specialisation factor should also not be overlooked. Assigning product pre-selected 

offerings to customer relationship employees at branch network level, means accepting a priori 

that a certain representative will have to split his/her daily working time for all products that he 

is meant to support. 

On the contrary, supporting the same product on going can definitely deliver higher sales 

expertise and build more customer related experience. 

However, after having identified the number of unique prospects, it is rare to assign the most 

promising ones (in terms of product profitability) to the most specialised teams, compromising 

the least promising ones after assigning them to less specialised or technologically supported 

sales channels. 

The inclination of the client to buy or not is not at stake at this stage. We can easily identify 

though that there are certain product categories that show different dynamics compared to others. 

 

Product Overdraft Cash Loans All in One HL Standard

Cross Sell Ratio % 3.7% 12.5% 5.2% 7.0% 13.3%

Credit  Cards
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The cross sell ratio that is derived from the division of total pre-selected prospects to the total 

unique customers considered for the analysis, shows that that credit cards and cash loans have 

the greatest potentials to be sold to the existing analysed portfolio, while overdraft enjoys a lower 

one. The percentage proximity of cash loans and credit cards can be attributed to the similar 

credit criteria applied for assessing the prospects. The almost similar ones of housing and debts 

consolidation loans can also be explained by the stricter credit criteria applied, justified by the 

fact that a housing loan applicant is assessed for a decision to accompany him for the next 25 

years (average loan tenor), whilst the one willing to consolidate current debts, has already proved 

to be “not disciplined” in his/her financial decisions. The low cross sell percentage of overdraft 

should be considered a surprise as well. 

As all unique clients used for the above analysis needed to have already proved their income 

status, we may conclude that the monthly salary used for that reason was also the trigger event 

leading to them being offered an overdraft at the time their professional career commenced. So, 

there are only a few employed clients that could be considered prospects for a future overdraft, 

given they have already initiated its use. 

It is noticeable that such an analysis can be valid only for a limited period of time as the 

parameters used are time sensitive, see income, exposure traced by credit bureau, 

macroeconomic input related to employment rates etc. Therefore, it is suggested to be used as 

soon as possible after its elaboration and indicatively ever after. 

The ability of an organisation to have constant access to customer data is what will, in the 

future, differentiate potential customers’ winners from losers. If the so far indicated analyses are 

absolute musts for defining commercial priorities and assessing resources / costs, then the one to 

embody such process in its commercial genes is bound to gain a competitive advantage over its 

peers. Accurate and constant data means fewer expenses for human or IT resources and more 

satisfied customers.  Above all though, it means the creation of a culture that is willing to offer to 

its clients only the products for which they are credit worthy. And if this is not enough for 

sustaining profitability, then only two options exist: either decrease operational expenses or 

increase credit appetite to reach the anticipated profit and loss result.  
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10.2 Sales: Methodology for proportional representation  

Given the above hypothesis, the methodology will be based on the over/under representation 

principle62 in order to prove that different client categories do not  only have a higher propensity 

to buy” ( see inclination to reply positively to a product’s offer ), but also deliver the best final 

results compared to the resources used. 

The methodology considers the percentage split of sub segments between two similar micro 

societies. A simple example can be the professions or educational levels which make up the 

existing portfolio of any clientele’s data base.  

Should the percentage representing the profession “Teachers” remain the same between the 

clientele’s data base used for the selection of the prospects and the final disbursed credits list of 

clients, then we may come to the conclusion that “Teachers” are not influenced by the subject 

product offering. If the segment “Teachers” is overrepresented in the final disbursed credits list 

of clients we conclude that the reason for their non-proportional representation could only be 

what mediated from their initial selection, and their final “call to action” which was the product’s 

offering. 

An opposite reason leads to a particular segment not existing or being under represented in the 

final clients’ list. Their “indifference” is explained by their negative answer to the product 

offering that will result in having no representation of the particular segment in the final list of 

clients. 

Part of the same exercise is the “fuelling” part, or otherwise consumption or records. Segments 

will definitely respond differently to products offering, but also prove to have different absolute 

number of records to “feed” the communication channels. It is therefore not unusual to observe 

that high potential segments owing too much of their appreciation to their extremely elevated 

                                                           

62 “to represent in numbers that are greater, or in a proportion that is greater, than is statistically expected or 

warranted“,http://www.yourdictionary.com/overrepresent 
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“propensity” ratio, fail when it comes to the actual number of prospects as this does not results in 

sufficient fuel to support the desired campaign.   

 Figure 4 depicts the above described methodology: 

 

 

Cross sell analysis and products representation among other products. 

One step after the pre-selection of prospects by applying “reverse engineering” on the credit 

policy criteria and one step before the operational execution of any campaign is the identification 

of “propensity to buy” per product. This part of the clients’ segmentation will aim to identify the 

prospects that have the highest likelihood to answer positively to our product offering. The 

methodology of over/underrepresentation is to be used as it was described before. 

Ideally, the comparison of the two sub segments before and after the pilot campaign ends 

would need to be based on data that was retrieved just before the campaign started and only after 

it ended. 

Great UniverseCampaign Universe

1000 Prospects or 100 %200 Contacts or 100 %

Group a 

200 or 20%

200 or 

20%

Group a

60 or 30%

Propensity to Buy : 30% / 20% = 1.50

Group a is overrepresented (>1) and therefore shows higher acceptance of communicated message. 

1. First Sales Results Break Down

2. Campaign    Planning 

Fuelling : 60 / 200 = 30%

Group a has already used 30% of its potential clientele, therefore a decision to allocated resources 

accordingly is anticipated. 

Analysis

Figure 4 – Propensity to buy 
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Should this not be feasible, we run the risk of reaching biased conclusions as the client’s  

behaviour might have changed by having given up or added one more product to his/her pallet. 

Practically, identifying how many products are owned by each customer each time, just before 

a campaign runs is difficult and requires a dedicated software, personnel and access to updated 

data. Processing data that might consider more than one hundred thousand records with all 

relevant product info and the relevant historic transactions becomes a task that few organisations 

can handle on a daily and weekly basis considering that “Below the Line” campaigns are due to 

happen on going and data can change at any point. 

A good way of creating a roadmap to identifying the customers that have the highest 

propensity to buy can come through an overall analysis of the products portfolio (table 5). 

Although not based on a customer based approach, it may reveal instantly the product categories 

(and therefore the subject clients) that have the highest cross sell ratios over other products. By 

excluding the client for which the high cross sell ratio is justified irrespective of their will, as 

opposed to a system’s functionality, see service accounts connected to credits/cards, or service 

easiness, see debit cards connected to approximately all products and services like direct debit-

standing order connected to savings/term deposits, we may easily spot two teams of high cross 

sell ratios among the following products: 

a. Debts Consolidation-Cash loans-Credit Cards (high cross sell ratio) 

b. Consumer loans-Cash Loans-Credit Cards (moderate cross sell ratio) 

c. Housing Loans-Credit Cards (moderate cross sell ratio)  
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The size of the sample may guarantee that the outcome of our analysis leads us to realistic 

conclusions. An intense debate which is based on the fact that perhaps not all customers have 

been exposed to all products offerings in the past, or whether they were acquainted with their 

existence can be overlooked for the time being because of the following arguments: 

a. All existing clients are subject to continuous exposure to all competitive banks messages for 

all products categories. It is highly unlikely for a client to not be aware of the major products 

categories’ (Cash loans, Credit Cards, Housing Loans) existence given the current media “war”. 
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b.Even if the existence of the major products categories is not communicated by other channels 

used by other competitive banks, we may assume that at least each client came across the 

promotional material of each product category at the branch network level once. 

c. If the “call to action” i.e. having a client expressing his willingness to find out more about a 

product, was not the outcome following his exposure to the branch network promotional 

material, this could have happened following the different contacts unilaterally initiated by 

his/her main bank given all communication channels. Indeed, banks use all tools at their disposal 

to contact all clients at least once per three months. As examples one can mention ATMs 

messages, e-banking, SMS, monthly credit cards statements, direct mails, Below the Line 

personalised campaigns, telemarketing, etc. 

d.The results of an overall cross sell analysis of an entire clients’ portfolio should be used 

indicatively to identify key concentrations of cross sell ratios between product categories.  

We asses that the final conclusions of over/under representation can only be accurate if 

measured by comparing the mix of products owned by the selected prospects just before and 

only after the campaigns has ended. 

Due to this, our sample is based on 33.021 records uploaded for the creation of 24 different 

Below the Line Campaigns aiming to support Debts Consolidation loans, Cash loans, Credit 

Cards and Overdraft sales. 

All presented campaigns have been prepared for offering the above mentioned products 

through one-on-one communication having the advantage that the subject financial institution 

was already aware of the clients’ contacts details. Clients that have failed in establishing 

communication in the past were excluded. Similarly, all those that had declared that they did not 

wish to be contacted for any promotion in the future were excluded. The operational part was 

conducted for all product offerings in the same way, with clients receiving the relative 

documentations needed for the credit application by courier, as well as using courier services for 

picking credit application documents up once they were ready to be delivered for credit 

assessment. All clients were requested to visit the branch of their choice once the application was 

approved in order to sign the necessary contract in person. 
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The variations that might have existed refer only to the different scripts supporting the sales 

effort of the different product. As such, it is logical to claim that all products used the maximum 

of their consumer temptations/advantages in order to attract attention and succeed in receiving a 

positive answer from the clients. 

For the sake of the analysis, campaigns that were part of special promotions or pricing were not 

included as their effect could not have been compared with the standard pricing of the campaigns 

of our analysis. All campaigns were pre-selected using the latest data available originating either 

from the credit bureau or the most recent info provided by the relevant clients after having 

applied for the most recent product. 

The analyses depicted the product mix and the relevant representation in percentage among the 

clients that were “uploaded” in the Below the Line campaigns and the ones that were finally 

approved for the proposed product after the campaign ended. 

Unlike the overall analysis of the portfolio which was presented above, the following analyses 

are based on customer level. The product mix presented is the one that allows us to know exactly 

how many more products all clients selected for the purpose of the campaign before it 

commenced. 

Two tables are presented for each stage, i.e. before (tables 6 & 7) and after the campaigns 

ended (tables 8 & 9). The first table is always based on a numeric approach that will support the 

understanding of exactly how many clients were used in each campaign and the respective 

number of other products that they already had before the product offering started. The same 

approach will also be used for examining the data after the campaigns ended.  

The main products participating in the analyses are the ones that were offered in the relevant 

campaigns, traced in the initial overall clients' portfolio analysis and having the highest cross sell 

ratios. 
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Tables 6 & 7 - Before the campaigns commence analysis (numeric % percentage) 

              

Debts Con. Car Cash Consumer Housing Overdraft CC

Debts Consolidation 100.00% 28.63% 1.06% 44.69% 3.90% 11.02% 31.08% 44.93%

1 BTL Debts Cons. J13 100% 7.22% 1.38% 35.37% 3.44% 37.43% 27.29% 51.83%

2 BTL Debts Cons. M14 100% 25.39% 1.17% 52.04% 3.57% 2.04% 26.74% 40.52%

3 BTL Debts Cons. Ap14 100% 100.00% 0.10% 45.72% 4.57% 1.65% 49.42% 40.95%

4 BTL Debts Cons. J14 100% 12.96% 1.06% 21.89% 1.70% 3.19% 42.61% 51.75%

5 BTL Debts Cons. S14 100% 28.00% 1.06% 56.33% 5.41% 0.00% 26.06% 41.13%

Cash 100% 14.25% 0.98% 53.47% 7.80% 2.79% 31.02% 41.75%

6 Alpha Cash GS 100% 28.78% 1.90% 50.59% 3.92% 6.83% 49.67% 65.62%

7 BTL Kes 1 100% 6.28% 0.81% 88.73% 7.73% 2.58% 33.82% 35.59%

8 BTL Kes 2 100% 7.52% 0.38% 88.91% 8.46% 0.75% 24.25% 28.20%

9 BTL Kes 3 100% 8.84% 0.34% 88.78% 7.37% 1.13% 27.89% 28.00%

10 BTL Kes 4 100% 12.71% 0.62% 89.77% 6.20% 0.62% 28.37% 30.39%

11 BTL Kes 5 100% 11.30% 0.53% 88.16% 7.18% 1.06% 39.23% 30.59%

12 BTL Kes 6 100% 19.01% 1.65% 73.55% 16.53% 2.48% 40.50% 28.93%

13 BTL Kes 8 100% 12.70% 1.12% 35.12% 8.72% 2.37% 34.50% 35.24%

14 BTL Kes 9 100% 14.77% 1.20% 37.33% 18.96% 1.80% 23.75% 19.56%

15 BTL Cash 100% 9.69% 0.00% 58.11% 7.75% 0.73% 31.48% 27.12%

16 BTL Keš 10 100% 9.06% 0.85% 29.11% 8.33% 2.17% 22.58% 26.57%

17 BTL Keš 12 100% 12.14% 0.34% 42.66% 20.57% 2.36% 24.45% 18.89%

18 BTL Keš 13 100% 9.60% 0.83% 23.09% 6.26% 1.25% 25.73% 40.19%

19 BTL Vacations Cash 100% 7.80% 1.00% 0.60% 1.80% 2.70% 0.80% 80.80%

Overdraft 100% 7.88% 1.46% 19.24% 2.10% 0.09% 2.59% 36.15%

20 BTL Overdraft M13 100% 13.47% 2.44% 33.30% 3.60% 0.08% 4.50% 62.78%

21 BTL Overdraft A14 100% 0.52% 0.17% 0.77% 0.14% 0.10% 0.07% 1.15%

CC 100% 7.36% 0.61% 25.99% 2.15% 1.63% 32.19% 28.83%

22 BTL CC Dina M14 100% 5.13% 0.33% 17.27% 1.27% 0.20% 22.87% 14.27%

23 BTL CC Dina S14 100% 8.01% 0.66% 28.79% 3.18% 0.51% 27.43% 28.84%

24 BTL CC Visa Classic 100% 7.99% 0.72% 28.31% 1.87% 3.11% 40.10% 35.98%

Campaign 

no
Product Type

Uploaded % in  

campaign

Product mix before BTL

Debts Con. Car Cash Consumer Housing Overdraft CC

Debts Consolidation 8760 2508 93 3915 342 965 2723 3936

1 BTL Debts Cons. J13 2327 168 32 823 80 871 635 1206

2 BTL Debts Cons. M14 2300 584 27 1197 82 47 615 932

3 BTL Debts Cons. Ap14 1028 1028 1 470 47 17 508 421

4 BTL Debts Cons. J14 941 122 10 206 16 30 401 487

5 BTL Debts Cons. S14 2164 606 23 1219 117 0 564 890

Cash 10921 1556 107 5839 852 305 3388 4560

6 Alpha Cash GS 2269 653 43 1148 89 155 1127 1489

7 BTL Kes 1 621 39 5 551 48 16 210 221

8 BTL Kes 2 532 40 2 473 45 4 129 150

9 BTL Kes 3 882 78 3 783 65 10 246 247

10 BTL Kes 4 645 82 4 579 40 4 183 196

11 BTL Kes 5 752 85 4 663 54 8 295 230

12 BTL Kes 6 363 69 6 267 60 9 147 105

13 BTL Kes 8 803 102 9 282 70 19 277 283

14 BTL Kes 9 501 74 6 187 95 9 119 98

15 BTL Cash 413 40 0 240 32 3 130 112

16 BTL Keš 10 828 75 7 241 69 18 187 220

17 BTL Keš 12 593 72 2 253 122 14 145 112

18 BTL Keš 13 719 69 6 166 45 9 185 289

19 BTL Vacations Cash 1000 78 10 6 18 27 8 808

Overdraft 6652 524 97 1280 140 6 172 2405

20 BTL Overdraft M13 3778 509 92 1258 136 3 170 2372

21 BTL Overdraft A14 2874 15 5 22 4 3 2 33

CC 6688 492 41 1738 144 109 2153 1928

22 BTL CC Dina M14 1500 77 5 259 19 3 343 214

23 BTL CC Dina S14 2136 171 14 615 68 11 586 616

24 BTL CC Visa Classic 3052 244 22 864 57 95 1224 1098

Campaign 

no
Product Type Uploaded No 

in  campaign

Product mix before BTL
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Tables 8 & 9 - After the campaigns commence analysis (numeric and percentage) 

 

Debts Con. Car Cash Consumer Housing Overdraft CC

Debts Consolidation 313 313 0 77 8 11 202 173

1 BTL Debts Cons. J13 50 50 0 19 2 7 24 24

2 BTL Debts Cons. M14 23 23 0 3 0 0 13 17

3 BTL Debts Cons. Ap14 149 149 0 29 3 1 111 82

4 BTL Debts Cons. J14 37 37 0 7 1 3 26 19

5 BTL Debts Cons. S14 54 54 0 19 2 0 28 31

Cash 761 138 5 761 24 8 426 362

6 Alpha Cash GS 100 34 3 100 5 3 65 62

7 BTL Kes 1 63 18 1 63 2 0 43 29

8 BTL Kes 2 68 10 0 68 0 1 26 29

9 BTL Kes 3 131 26 0 131 1 1 70 56

10 BTL Kes 4 51 5 1 51 3 0 25 22

11 BTL Kes 5 63 11 0 63 2 1 40 25

12 BTL Kes 6 38 8 0 38 2 1 20 10

13 BTL Kes 8 30 3 0 30 2 0 17 18

14 BTL Kes 9 20 0 0 20 0 0 8 7

15 BTL Cash 47 10 0 47 0 0 29 17

16 BTL Keš 10 50 3 0 50 2 0 31 29

17 BTL Keš 12 30 4 0 30 2 0 18 11

18 BTL Keš 13 43 3 0 43 3 1 26 23

19 BTL Vacations Cash 27 3 0 27 0 0 8 24

Overdraft 198 21 2 60 3 0 198 103

20 BTL Overdraft M13 142 21 2 47 3 0 142 87

21 BTL Overdraft A14 56 0 0 13 0 0 56 16

CC 333 48 1 93 15 6 209 333

22 BTL CC Dina M14 68 7 0 20 2 0 34 68

23 BTL CC Dina S14 207 21 1 47 10 1 128 207

24 BTL CC Visa Classic 58 20 0 26 3 5 47 58

Campaign 

no

Product Type Approved No 

in  campaign

Product mix after BTL (approved)

Debts Con. Car Cash Consumer Housing Overdraft CC

Debts Consolidation 100.00% 100.00% 0.00% 24.60% 2.56% 3.51% 64.54% 55.27%

1 BTL Debts Cons. J13 100.00% 100.00% 0.00% 38.00% 4.00% 14.00% 48.00% 48.00%

2 BTL Debts Cons. M14 100.00% 100.00% 0.00% 13.04% 0.00% 0.00% 56.52% 73.91%

3 BTL Debts Cons. Ap14 100.00% 100.00% 0.00% 19.46% 2.01% 0.67% 74.50% 55.03%

4 BTL Debts Cons. J14 100.00% 100.00% 0.00% 18.92% 2.70% 8.11% 70.27% 51.35%

5 BTL Debts Cons. S14 100.00% 100.00% 0.00% 35.19% 3.70% 0.00% 51.85% 57.41%

Cash 100.00% 18.13% 0.66% 100.00% 3.15% 1.05% 55.98% 47.57%

6 Alpha Cash GS 100.00% 34.00% 3.00% 100.00% 5.00% 3.00% 65.00% 62.00%

7 BTL Kes 1 100.00% 28.57% 1.59% 100.00% 3.17% 0.00% 68.25% 46.03%

8 BTL Kes 2 100.00% 14.71% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 1.47% 38.24% 42.65%

9 BTL Kes 3 100.00% 19.85% 0.00% 100.00% 0.76% 0.76% 53.44% 42.75%

10 BTL Kes 4 100.00% 9.80% 1.96% 100.00% 5.88% 0.00% 49.02% 43.14%

11 BTL Kes 5 100.00% 17.46% 0.00% 100.00% 3.17% 1.59% 63.49% 39.68%

12 BTL Kes 6 100.00% 21.05% 0.00% 100.00% 5.26% 2.63% 52.63% 26.32%

13 BTL Kes 8 100.00% 10.00% 0.00% 100.00% 6.67% 0.00% 56.67% 60.00%

14 BTL Kes 9 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 40.00% 35.00%

15 BTL Cash 100.00% 21.28% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 61.70% 36.17%

16 BTL Keš 10 100.00% 6.00% 0.00% 100.00% 4.00% 0.00% 62.00% 58.00%

17 BTL Keš 12 100.00% 13.33% 0.00% 100.00% 6.67% 0.00% 60.00% 36.67%

18 BTL Keš 13 100.00% 6.98% 0.00% 100.00% 6.98% 2.33% 60.47% 53.49%

19 BTL Vacations Cash 100.00% 11.11% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 29.63% 88.89%

Overdraft 100.00% 10.61% 1.01% 30.30% 1.52% 0.00% 100.00% 52.02%

20 BTL Overdraft M13 100.00% 14.79% 1.41% 33.10% 2.11% 0.00% 100.00% 61.27%

21 BTL Overdraft A14 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 23.21% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 28.57%

CC 100.00% 14.41% 0.30% 27.93% 4.50% 1.80% 62.76% 100.00%

22 BTL CC Dina M14 100.00% 10.29% 0.00% 29.41% 2.94% 0.00% 50.00% 100.00%

23 BTL CC Dina S14 100.00% 10.14% 0.48% 22.71% 4.83% 0.48% 61.84% 100.00%

24 BTL CC Visa Classic 100.00% 34.48% 0.00% 44.83% 5.17% 8.62% 81.03% 100.00%

Campaign 

no

Approved % 

in  campaign

Product mix after BTL (approved)
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 The grey shaded cells in the above table XXX indicate the product categories in which over 

representation occurred over the standard mix of product observed for the same sub segment 

before the campaign started. 

The outcome is defined by dividing the relevant percentage enjoyed by the particular product 

among the same clients group, to the one appeared after the completion of the campaign. As a 

leading example we could use the overdraft representation before and after the execution of debts 

consolidation campaign. Out of 8760 pre-selected prospects, 31.08% were overdraft holders at 

the time of campaign creation. At the end of the campaign, out of 313 clients that had just their 

debt consolidation loan disbursed, the representation of overdraft increased to 64.54%.  

It is logical to conclude that overdraft holders are more prompt to answer positively to debts 

consolidation offer compared to other product categories.  

Trying to summarise the findings of the over-representation analysis we can come to the 

following conclusions: 

1. Overdraft holders appear more prompted to answer positively to another credit proposal 

than any other product category. Their promptness is proven for all product categories that 

participated in the analysis i.e. Debt consolidation loans, Cash Loans and Credit Cards. 

2.      Equally high over-representation show also Credit cards holders for all other products 

categories with the exception of just one campaign for overdraft (no 21). 

3.      Existing debts consolidation loans holders surprisingly show a relatively high promptness 

also for cash loans, overdraft and credit cards regardless their previous experience of high credit 

burden. 

4.      For two product categories (overdraft and credit cards), the existing cash loans holders 

are prompted to increase their credit exposure not only to higher volumes but also interest rates 

bearing in mind that both the overdraft and credit card offer had higher interest rates at the time 

that the study occurred. The revolving nature of the overdraft and the respective inability not to 

pay an equal annuity also is not considered as an obstacle. 

5. Lastly, both consumer and housing loans holders present a relative high promptness only 

to credit cards offering. Regarding the housing loans holders the explanation lies on the new 
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needs created after the property purchase and the relatively low DTI ratio (debt to income) 

burden of credit cards to credit bureau. It is acceptable though from such clients’ category to 

serve their needs even at a higher cost as their already used DTI does not allow for further 

exposure to standard amortized products. The consumer loans holders’ present a behaviour 

similar to the cash loans holders and overdraft/credit cards. For them, extending the credit 

burden at a higher level, both interest rate wise and product’s nature wise (see revolving vs. 

standard amortised one) does not seem to be a preventing factor. 

Overall learnings and conclusions at this stage cannot be grounded on the basis of higher / 

cheaper credits, or generic product characteristics. If the hypothesis that credit cards/overdraft 

holders respond positively to debts consolidation offer because of the lower interest rate can be 

sustained, the same does not hold for Cash loans as the interest rates are significantly higher than 

the debts consolidation ones. 

The same is the case for consumer loans holders prompting for credit cards.  

Due to the massive attraction towards all products categories, credit card holders have created a 

category of their own. Having experienced already a low product DTI burden with a limited 

credit card limit approved at a high cost, they are willing to accept any other credit product that 

differentiates its offer at all levels.  

Finally, regarding the reason for the major over-representation of overdraft holders although it 

cannot be rationally explained only due to its higher interest rate, must be sought in other 

directions not necessarily involving the interest rate or the revolving/standard amortization 

nature of the retail banking credit products. Usually, an overdraft is the entry level product of all 

recently employed customers. As such, their exposure to other products at the time of overdraft 

granting is zero, simply because of the fact that no credit product could have ever been approved 

as, prior to their employment, there was no evidence of income. Therefore, the decision 

concerning the overdraft is not fully depending on the applicant but rather on the banks that 

provided its very secure credit nature; (see 100% liable to a monthly salary) offer it as any other 

commodity in the consumers market.   
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10.3    Sales: Operational Execution  

At the final stage, after having “secured” both the credit worthiness and the propensity to buy 

of the prospects, it is important to secure the operational execution by reaching conclusions for 

each step of the product sales circle.  

The following steps represent a standard retail banking procedure for credit related products. 

They refer to a branch network dominated type of banking, but variations may differ depending 

on different: 

•  Communication channels i.e. telemarketing, e-banking, credit brokers etc. 

• Work flow processes, i.e. standard credit application via branch network or e-

application via web based software 

• Access to data, i.e. own clientele portfolio data base vs. public accessed data bases 

• Methodologies of credit applications reception and follow up i.e.e specialised agencies 

vs. branch network employees, specialised software with certain validation rules that do 

not allow non-validated fields vs. “four eyes principle” followed by credit assessment 

units’ personnel. 

A simple snapshot of the following picture proves that the process can also be depicted as a 

mathematic formula (figure 5). The final result of any data driven campaign is the result of the 

multiplication of the ratios deriving from each particular step of the sales process. 

 

 

Contacts x Response x Applications x Approvals x Disbursements

Hits/walks in Contacts Response Applications Approvals

Penetration Response Retrieval Approval Disbursement

Depends on : Banked marketing Vendors Credit Criteria Incentives

Population Awareness Organization Segmetation

Product Sales Quality Orientation

Competition

Success Rate Disbursements

Hits/walks in

Figure 5 – Products sales circle 
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Each and every step is an un-avoidable part of a process that intends to use as much as possible 

the merits of each of the elements that participate, aiming to sell as many products as possible 

with fewer resources. As each step depends on different aspects, the best coordination and 

prediction of behaviour based on historic data is the ideal objective of every business manager. 

Penetration Rate: 

Defined as the result of Contacts achieved / Hits (or records uploaded), it aims to achieve the 

highest percentage of individuals contacted, out of those defined as having been successfully 

“pre-selected”. The pre-selection process depends on the previous mentioned credit worthiness 

and propensity to buy eligibility characteristics. 

A significant element of the success of the step relies on the data quality. Data bases that 

respect the classic normalisation and standardisation architecture, apply validation rules and 

communicate with all peripherals as in Credit Bureau, Post office info on addresses, Public 

telecommunication companies info on fixed/mobile numbers are highly unlikely to deliver low 

penetration rates. Equally important is the tool used, so specialised Telemarketing agencies 

operating on pre-dialling modes allow for more successful contacts supported also by the 

flexibility provided by the different personnel shifts.  

The penetration rate is dominated by technical aspects and the anticipated results can hardly 

change if not for a major re-allocation of supporting technologies or data origin. 

Response Rate: 

Defined as the result of Positive answers / Contacts achieved, it aims to achieve the highest 

percentage of positive behaviour-answer after a credit product offer.  

Campaigns which have already proven to have high “propensity to buy” indexes, will achieve 

high response rate as this step incorporates the greatest majority of elements that are subject to 

human behaviour influence unlike technical or operational driven ones. 
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In this sense, the most critical elements to define success are marketing awareness, product 

characteristics, competition positioning and sales triggers as special promotions-gifts-limited 

time offers etc. 

Retrieval Rate: 

Defined as the result of Credit applications received /Positive answers, it aims to achieve the 

highest percentage of fully documented credit applications ready to be assessed. 

Heavily depending on the back office support, the retrieval rate is one of the most important 

steps as it confirms the commitment of the prospects to carry on with his/her promise. The 

follow up tools and the efficiency of the agents to remind the initial provided promise to the 

client are the prevailing success parameters for the retrieval rate. It is common that many banks 

decide to invest mostly in that part of the sales process than in above the line communication or 

Branch network personnel. Operational effectiveness and speed in collecting documents, even 

from the own premises of the prospect, matter the most. 

Some essays indicated that the social profile and the profession may also define the success of 

the retrieval rate. Therefore, professions of high social responsibility like medical doctors, 

nurses, juridical drudges and social servants tend to deliver better their promises (submit full 

applications), compared to free lancers and civil engineers. 

A qualitative approach to sales impacts also the results at that level. A product’s offering which 

will intentionally “hide” key elements of the credit proposal is not bound to experience a 

collected application as the prospect will realise the reality post sales, feeling anger and 

disappointment, followed by the obvious action of cancelling her/his credit application dispatch.  

Still, the retrieval rate is considered a synonym to operational excellence, which unlike the 

nature of the response one, is not subject to many variations and experiments.  

Approval Rate: 

Defined as the result of credits approval /credit applications received, it aims to achieve the 

highest percentage of credit applications approved. 
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It is the credit criteria of each financial institution that will define the result of this step. The 

major ones that are found across the majority of retail oriented banks are the same as  previously 

described in the credit worthiness process i.e.: Employment Status /Age /Income /Availability of 

Fixed phone number /Credit Bureau Historic and current credit(s) repayment delays / Debt to 

Income Ratio/ Pool Scorecard / Internal Grading. 

Theoretically, the approval rate assumed during the previous process of pre-credit worthiness 

assessment needs to be the same as the final one, emerged after the final credit application 

submission. Nevertheless, as the above criteria are dynamic, it is possible to observe differences 

that are not subject to any prediction, the reasons being simply: 

a. Credit scorecards and internal grading models depend on multiple regression analysis models 

that predict the relation of one prospect’s attributes to all the others considered. As such, the 

slightest change in one attribute, i.e. applicant’s age might have an unpredictable impact on the 

final cut off score. 

b. The interim period to mediate between the pre-credit worthiness assessment and the final 

one, (when a prospect delivers full documentation) is subject to any exposure or repayment 

behaviour change that cannot be predicted. It is possible for the client to apply for a credit in 

another financial institution or prove delinquent in her/his repayment obligations in between 

assessment times, facts that will definitely change the assessment’s final verdict vs. the initially 

assumed one. 

Disbursement Rate: 

Defined as the result of Credits Disbursed / credits approved, it aims to achieve the highest 

percentage of credit disbursements. 

This is the final step which reaches the highest percentages as both the credit applicant and the 

financial institution have so far repeatedly proved their commitment to proceed and there are no 

more obstacles that cannot be over passed. A prospect that has reached that level and 

subsequently been announced that her/his credit is approved will practically denounce his 

options hardly. It is possible though that a long waiting period may influence negatively the 

decision making of an applicant by cancelling unilaterally the application process. 
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Higher cancellation rates appear in this step for “hedonist” kind of prospects fraternised in 

banking culture with Cash/Consumer loans and Credit Cards applicants. It is exactly the same 

finding that urges retail banks to promote mostly the “instant” option in these product categories 

rather than the interest rate or convenience benefit. 

Success Rate: 

Defined as the result of Disbursments / Hits (or records uploaded), it aims to achieve the 

highest percentage of disbursements compared to the total number of selected prospects. 

Observing the multiplication of fractions that define that Products Sales Circle, we notice that 

the final result is the success rate after deleting the nominator/denominator values that precedes 

and follows after each particular fraction. 

 

 It becomes clear that an increased rate for any of the different steps is insignificant if the 

overall result seen as the outcome of the division disbursements/hits does not justify the effort. 

Many corporate cultures fail to see the overall significance of personalised campaign, as a 

cluster approach to business prohibits different participating units to understand that partial 

success means nothing in retail banking if not considered holistically from the time that records 

were selected for communication up to that for which we have fully credit disbursement. 

It is a common habit to measure marketing success by measuring communication success of 

media by GRPs (Gross Rate Points, measure the total of all Rating Points during an advertising 

campaign. A Rating Point is one percent of the potential audience) by failing to see if the 

contacted universe accepted or not our offer. 

Subsequently, we are happy to observe high response rates, feeling uncomfortable when credit 

applications are rejected. Isn’t it logical for people with low incomes to respond positively to 

credit proposals while their applications will definitely be rejected afterwards? Or are we happy 

to see high approval rates for a small population that we hardly convinced, to apply for a credit 

as their high income was the indication for a rejected offer? 

Contacts x Response x Applications x Approvals x Disbursements

Hits/walks in Contacts Response Applications Approvals
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The fine tuning of all the sales steps is the required objective for any financial institution that 

aims to optimise resources and customer experience. All personalised and above the line 

campaigns that can measure branch network walk inners need to consider before their initiation, 

the historic data series prior to coming to a final decision. 

At the same time, the findings of the different sales circle steps are the ones defininig the use of 

the corresponding communication tools. A segment that proves an excellent success rate might 

be insignificant when it comes to the number of records/prospects identified. Therefore, a 

different segment with a lower success rate is bound to be equally promising when allocated to 

mass communication tools like telemarketing, where the loss of quality ratios is counter balanced 

by the speed of reach and the mass approach. 

A common practise is to allocate “high propensity to buy” segments to specialised sales teams, 

often hired as own employees, while outsourcing the remaining ones to mass reach agencies like 

direct marketing agencies or contact centres.   

The analysis was performed using the ratios from penetration to approval follows (table 10). 

For practical reasons, we also considered that the disbursement rate is 100% (see all approved 

loans/cards were finally disbursed/issued), while we also added a step before the penetration rate 

which is characterised as “coverage” rate. The specific rate intends to evaluate the ability of the 

communication channel to complete the assigned task in terms of workload. As all subject 

campaigns used as communication channel the branch network and the campaigns completeness 

is by definition high, it was considered adequate to be included, as the results also depend on the 

completion or not of the communication effort. It is important to clarify that it refers to the 

number of calls/efforts performed and not the contacts achieved which are shown in the 

“penetration” rate.  
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As all campaigns have already been filtered using the reverse engineering methodology for the 

credit criteria and the “propensity to buy” figures for predicting the promptness of prospects to 

the product proposal, our aim at this stage would be to compare the overall differences occurring 

among the different ratios monitored for each product category. 

Provided that it is not our intention to judge neither the quality of data nor the effort dedicated 

to achieve contact with the prospects, we will focus on the rates for which the individuals really 

proved their “call to action”, either by accepting an offer or delivering the necessary 

documentation for initiating the approval process.  

The “approval” rate will also not be subject to analysis as our initial objective was to achieve 

100% and the only unforeseen reason that mediated between our objectives and the actual figures 

that vary from 74%-100%, was the aging of data (see how long ago credit bureau data was 

retrieved). In an ideal world where all financial institutions can have unlimited and absolute 

current access to creditors data, the approval rate of all pre-selected campaigns would be 100% 

as all necessary info for credit assessment would be provided. Still, the financial element 

Coverage Penetration Response Retrieval Approval Success

Debts Consolidation 8760 313

1 BTL Debts Cons. J13 2327 50 99.36% 90.14% 9.26% 36.79% 77.48% 2.15%

2 BTL Debts Cons. M14 2300 23 99.52% 86.46% 14.81% 10.92% 75.40% 1.00%

3 BTL Debts Cons. Ap14 1028 149 99.81% 92.50% 29.82% 61.13% 86.30% 14.49%

4 BTL Debts Cons. J14 941 37 98.09% 89.92% 17.47% 35.17% 84.50% 3.93%

5 BTL Debts Cons. S14 2164 54 99.45% 88.80% 12.61% 29.05% 87.50% 2.50%

Cash 10921 761

6 Alpha keš GS 2269 100 96.65% 90.88% 16.16% 40.99% 85.65% 4.41%

7 BTL Kes 1 621 63 91.14% 86.75% 20.98% 72.82% 94.90% 10.14%

8 BTL Kes 2 532 68 99.81% 87.19% 22.89% 67.92% 94.50% 12.78%

9 BTL Kes 3 882 131 100.00% 89.80% 26.64% 69.19% 96.60% 14.85%

10 BTL Kes 4 645 51 100.00% 95.35% 20.16% 45.16% 100.00% 7.91%

11 BTL Kes 5 752 63 98.94% 94.35% 19.23% 52.59% 95.90% 8.38%

12 BTL Kes 6 363 38 99.72% 96.41% 23.50% 51.22% 90.48% 10.47%

13 BTL Kes 8 803 30 100.00% 88.79% 17.53% 32.00% 80.00% 3.74%

14 BTL Kes 9 501 20 99.60% 88.58% 17.42% 31.17% 91.90% 3.99%

15 BTL Kes krediti 413 47 92.74% 89.82% 27.91% 61.46% 92.00% 11.38%

16 BTL Keš 10 828 50 98.55% 92.28% 20.05% 39.07% 90.00% 6.04%

17 BTL Keš 12 593 30 93.09% 89.86% 18.75% 38.71% 91.80% 5.06%

18 BTL Keš 13 719 43 100.00% 88.46% 19.03% 42.98% 100.00% 5.98%

19 BTL Holidays kes 1000 27 99.80% 91.78% 11.46% 30.48% 84.90% 2.70%

Overdraft 6652 198

20 BTL Overdraft 3778 142 95.47% 79.43% 12.46% 45.38% 81.70% 3.76%

21 BTL Overdraft april 2874 56 99.13% 86.80% 11.16% 22.83% 90.80% 1.95%

CC 6688 333

22 BTL Kartice Dina March 2014 1500 68 93.87% 83.45% 19.49% 32.75% 92.10% 4.53%

23 BTL Kartice Dina September 2013 2136 207 97.24% 88.40% 22.33% 58.05% 89.55% 9.69%

24 BTL Kartice Visa Classic 3052 58 96.53% 91.92% 11.41% 22.01% 94.30% 1.90%

Campaign 

no
Product Category

No of 

approved 

credits

Operational RatesNo of 

uploaded 

records

Table 10 – Operational ratios 
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preventing banks from requesting credit bureau data continuously is not the only obstacle in 

reaching 100% approval rate. As different banks use different credit policy manuals and 

technical solutions to report data to the credit bureau, it is not unlikely that repayment 

delinquencies of less than 30 days past due not to be reported and therefore, alienating the 

expectations for overall future approval. 

A generic conclusion that can be retrieved by our analysis is that the higher the response rate, 

the higher the commitment of the prospects to deliver the full documentation for the credit 

assessment.  

Cash loans (19.07%) and Credit Cards (16.58%) are the champions in response rate followed 

by proportionally high retrieval rates of (48.41%) and (40.19%) respectively. 

Unlike a common sense that would vote for higher response and retrieval rates for prospects 

aiming for debts consolidation loans, this is not the case. The well-established opinion that 

existing creditors would react more than anybody else to the call of reducing their monthly credit 

obligations is not only supported by the relative low percentage of response rate (14.9%), but 

also by the respective retrieval rate that cannot go north to (34.37%). 

The overdraft remains the last, holding the lower percentage in response rates (11.86%), and 

the second lowest one after debts consolidation loans for retrieval rate (35.55%). Both rates 

confirm the theory stated at the conclusions of the “propensity to buy” part, suggesting that the 

overdraft is not a matter of choice for the recently employed prospects. As such, once having the 

full capacity to apply for it (being employed), not only they seem hesitant but they also confirm 

it by showing small willingness in delivering the requested data. It is fair to point out that the 

overdraft offer was presented to our segmented prospects once we have verified the existence of 

payroll. So, chronologically there is a gap which is created between the time that they were 

employed and the time that they received the overdraft offer. If, at first their unwillingness to 

apply for it is justified by the fact that somebody else, see the bank or the employer presented it 

indirectly to them at the time of the payroll account opening, this cannot be the case afterwards 

when they had either decided to cancel it in-between, or not apply at all from the very beginning. 
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The operational rates presented above, although representing a sufficient statistical sample that 

has been processed following both the credit pre-selection and “propensity to buy” approach, 

need to be judged critically after going into details about operational elements that led to such 

results. 

Therefore, we should not underestimate that although the response rate is heavily influenced by 

the results of the previously conducted “propensity to buy” analysis, the same does not stand for 

the retrieval rate. 

The latter depends heavily on the type of documentation requested and the back office support 

provided in order to collect the documentation reception. As the back office support was the 

same for all product categories, i.e. delivery and collection of necessary documents by courier 

company and the subsequent physical presence of the prospect required only at that last stage for 

ID verification, contact signing, we may conclude that the number and type of documents 

influenced significantly the respective quality rate.  

Given that Credit Cards and Cash loans applicants share the same necessary credit assessment 

documents, it is highly unlikely that their willingness to submit them be differentiated based on 

additional elements, or exceptional cases like the request of an extra guarantor. Nevertheless, this 

does not apply to the case of debts consolidation loans applicants, who need to present to the new 

financial institution the confirmation of the existing credit exposure. Such a procedure requires 

the prospects to come in contact with their current bank which will undoubtedly seek using all 

anti-attrition tools to prevent the clients’ defection. It is therefore, the anti-attrition effectiveness 

of each retail oriented bank that will define to a high extent the ability of clients to defect and 

submit the necessary documentation issued by the current creditor. 
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11. Anti-attrition Policy 

Defining the process of creating an offer for future defectors (customers that expressed their 

definite will to early prepay entirely their credit card / personal - consumer loan outstanding 

balance) differs from the standard retail banking products offer creation as their main purpose is 

not to increase credit portfolio but to prevent downsizing as well as negative “mouth to mouth” 

publicity.  

The most critical objectives of an anti-attrition policy are: 

• To reduce loans prepayments 

• To keep clients who show interest in premature loan repayment/credit card cancelation 

in the bank by offering them adequate solution within available possibilities or some 

additional benefits which are not directly connected with the stated reason, but which 

could keep clients with the bank. 

• To analyse feedback information on accepted anti attrition offers as well as on the 

rejected ones and to identify groups of clients who prepaid their loan/cancelled credit 

card early because they could not been offered a solution that would keep them with the 

Bank.  

• To predict future behaviour and treat future defectors according to the results of the 

analysis.  

Although basic clients retention measures can always be applied (see introduction of fees for 

outstanding balance statement issuing, partial or total early prepayment, credit card cancellation) 

the results can never be satisfactory as competition will always consider them in the primary 

debts consolidation offer and try to cover the subject client transfer cost. Therefore, such 

measures cannot predict behaviour and will not be the subject of this paper. 

11.1 Clients’ lifetime value segmentation 

Both personal/consumer loans and credit cards analysis to follow on anti-attrition policy is 

based on the life time value of the future defectors.  
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The definition of the life time value is “The present value of the future cash flows attributed to 

the customer during his/her entire relationship with the company
63

 

One of the major uses of customer life time value theory (CLV) is customer segmentation, 

which starts with the understanding that not all customers are equally important. The CLV-based 

segmentation model allows the bank to predict the most profitable group of customers, 

understand those customers' common characteristics, and focus more on them rather than on less 

profitable customers.  

CLV-based segmentation can be combined with a Share of Wallet (SOW) model to identify 

"high CLV but low SOW" customers with the assumption that the company's profit could be 

maximized by investing marketing resources in those customers. 

Customer Lifetime Value metrics are used mainly in relationship-focused businesses, 

especially those with customer contracts. Examples include banking and insurance services, 

telecommunications and most of the business-to-business sector. However, the CLV principles 

may be extended to transactions-focused categories such as consumer packaged goods by 

incorporating stochastic purchase models of individual or aggregate behaviour.64 

The use of such a model by a financial institution can deliver the following advantages: 

• Consider customer relationship as an asset 

• Define the optimal level to invest in marketing and sales channels easily 

• Focus on the most promising customers 

• Allocate resources wisely after having measured loyalty and maximum return 

For the purpose of the below analysis, we have identified those key elements for both personal 

loans and credit cards, which would be attributed to the clients’ life time value in the following 

manner: 

                                                           

63
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_lifetime_value 

64
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_lifetime_value 
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11.2 Personal Loans 

1. outstanding balance , 

2. interest due 

3.  Other products that client holds within the Bank (current account, additional CL, 

CC etc.) 

4. Payments regularity  

Using the above criteria, the future defectors have been categorised in four main Groups: A-D 

(Table 11) 

  

 

The participation of the different groups, after applying the above mentioned criteria on the 

client portfolio, was as follows:   

A - 5% , B - 30% , C - 28%, D - 37%. 

The classification and the relevant creation of the counter offer was based also on the analysis 

that identified where the highest concentration of future defectors was at the moment of their 

defecting vs. their repayment schedule (Diagram 4). 
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Table 11 – Categorisation of personal loans defectors  



 

The results indicated that the higher concentration of defectors appears when the clients have 

already repaid 42 % of their principal due and 75% of the interest due. As the loans repayment 

formula for equal annuities applies in the same way for all interest rate levels, the main attribute 

to the above analysis is the nature of personal/consu

months. The analysis indicated that the higher number of future defectors will declare th

willingness to “leave” the bank shortly after they have repaid more than half (34

scheduled instalments. 

 

 

Diagram

The results indicated that the higher concentration of defectors appears when the clients have 

already repaid 42 % of their principal due and 75% of the interest due. As the loans repayment 

applies in the same way for all interest rate levels, the main attribute 

to the above analysis is the nature of personal/consumers loans with an average tenure

months. The analysis indicated that the higher number of future defectors will declare th

shortly after they have repaid more than half (34

Diagram 4 - Defection point personal loans 
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The results indicated that the higher concentration of defectors appears when the clients have 

already repaid 42 % of their principal due and 75% of the interest due. As the loans repayment 

applies in the same way for all interest rate levels, the main attribute 

mers loans with an average tenure of 60 

months. The analysis indicated that the higher number of future defectors will declare their 

shortly after they have repaid more than half (34th month) of their 
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11.3 Credit Cards 

The Credit cards anti- attrition policy followed the same customer life time value approach by 

segmenting future defectors into 4 value groups A-D, group D amassing all accounts in 

delinquency bucket 3 or more, while the first three created based initially on two factors: 

• average % of balance from the approved limit (an indicator of the degree of risk and 

interest revenue a customer provides) 

• average % of monthly usage from the approved limit (an indicator of the degree of cash 

flow card dependence and commissions & fees revenue a customer provides) 

The two factors were calculated based on the last 6 months of an account history so as to take 

into account two important factors:  

- seasonality factor for usage and  

- minimum outstanding build-up period 

Historical data proved that the variance of the portfolio’s two dimensions changes with ±5% 

margin from month to month, therefore the following group distribution is set as rule on defining 

the boundaries of the first 3 groups: 

Group A not to exceed 10% of the active portfolio; 

Group B to represent between 30-40% of the active portfolio; 

Group C to represent between 40-50% of the active portfolio; 

A cluster analysis was performed on the active portfolio to identify the general historic patterns 

of accounts regarding the two factors. Therefore, 5 clusters were identified that amass 75% of the 

active portfolio, cluster 0 and 1 being the most dense ones (Diagram 5).  
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The following, group boundaries were set based on the cluster analysis of the initial data used: 

Group A:   avg%Usage/limit>=0    &    avg%OB/limit<=1   &   above boundary F1 

Group B:   is defined by eliminating groups A and C from the active portfolio 

Group C:   avg%Usage/limit<0    &    avg%OB/limit>1   &   below boundary F2 

 

 

Diagram 5 – Usage concentration of credit cards 

Diagram 6 – Credit cards holders groups’ boundaries 
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Boundaries F1 and F2 are to be updated at the beginning of each month, to control the 

population size on each group so they comply with group distribution 

The Participation of the different groups, after applying the above mentioned criteria on the 

client portfolio, was as follows:   

A - 8% , B - 37% , C – 49%, D - 6%.  

11.4 Clients Grouping – Reason of defection and cost of retention. 

Having secured the same life time value approach for both personal/consumer loans and credit 

cards product categories, we needed to adopt the same approach for the behavioural modelling to 

predicts both what categories of clients are more likely to defect and how manageable each 

category of future defectors is. 

The anti-attrition process was thus built up on a policy matrix (table 21) generated by the 

identified behavioural models; two phases were scheduled for its implementation, as follows:  

Phase 1: policy matrix was organized based on three dimensions  

1. Customer group 

2. Future defection reasons 

3. Counter Offers  

Phase 2: based on a minimum of 500 observations taken during phase 1, an analysis will be 

carried on for better fit offers to customer expectations and to optimize the matrix performance; 

the 2nd phase also had the role to fine-tune the chosen dimensions. 

Reasons for Potential Defection 

• As reasons for potential defection were considered: 

• Possibility of higher indebtedness in another bank (additional cash)  

• Lower  interest rate – lower instalment in another bank  

• The Client’s application for some additional product in Bank is rejected 
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• Client does not transfer the loan to another bank – prepaying from personal funds 

(savings, legacy etc.)  

• General dissatisfaction with Bank’s services  

• Personal reasons  

• Annual Subscription fees (Credit Cards) 

• Monthly Fees  

 

 

11.5 Retention Cost  

As previously described, the customer life time theory describes a calculated approach of 

predicting the total value of an asset either for taking actions for new acquisition or retention. As 

such, we may consider as retention cost an upper limit of the amount the bank would be willing 

to pay to avoid losing the customer relationship.  

In both Personal/ Consumer loans and Credit Cards product categories, the particular upper 

limits that the bank was willing to pay in order to avoid losing the customer were defined based 

on the customer’s profile and relevant loss of income. 

In the case of Personal Loans the following logic was followed (table 13) 

 

Table 12 – Anti-attrition policy follow up matrix 
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The assumptions were based on real personal loans data, setting as target the retention of 5% of 

the montly confirmed defectors for the subject product category. As a trigger event we 

considered the situation in which the client would initiate the process of requesting an 

outstanding balance report to be used for debts consolidation application to another bank. 

The total anticipated net interest income to be generated from the potential retained defectors 

was compared with the highest counter offer cost per category. It resulted in a retained income of 

58,236 Euros, had the 5% retention rate been achieved. 

A similar approach (table 14) was also followed in the Credit Cards case, aiming to return the 

cost of the anti-attrition policy in 2-3 months (average net income per 3.12-5.33 € monthly) after 

the process succeeded in retaining the average future credit card holder defectors. 

AVG prepaid amount 2,000 €

AVG interest rate minus MFR 13.1%

AVG  remaining tenor 32

Total interest until maturity date 369 €
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Clients Categories -anticipated split Cost per loan TTL cost

Category A (8%) 99 € 1,386 €

Category B (47%) 30 € 2,370 €

Category C (45%) 0 € 0 €
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Table 13 - Personal loans defectors retention 
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The creation of the table 14 was based on different assumptions in order to quantify the 

potential cost / financial gain for the bank. All credit cards holders were split in different lifetime 

value categories A-D, as well predicted the percentage split of contacts that the bank would 

receive due to having clients declaring their final will to cancel their credit cards based on their 

client category. 

The potential reasons for cancellation were quantified as well as the anticipated retention rate 

(credit cards holders retained / credit cards holders expressed their will to cancel their card) 

which, at the time of creating the policy, was 30%. For each counter offer, the respective unit 

cost was computed multiplied by the number of the anticipated accepted counter offers. Our 

exercise predicted that each retained credit card would break even the anti-attrition cost in the 

following 2.1 months. 

Anticipated Retention Rate 30% 10% 35% 50% 5%

Average Credit Card OB 334 657 2300 3285 329

Annually cancelled Cards 7300

Estimated Contact Rate 90%

Counter Offers Split

Interest Rate Decrease 15% 7.67% 30 757 € 5.36% 103 1,852 € 5.36% 148 2,646 € 5.36% 0 0 €

Annual Fee waive 9% 10.5 € 18 186 € 5.3 € 62 326 € 5.3 € 89 466 € 5.3 € 0 0 €

Credit Limit Decrease 1% 0 € 2 0 € 0 € 7 0 € 0 € 10 0 € 0 € 0 0 €

Cash Loan 3% 0 € 6 0 € 0 € 21 0 € 0 € 30 0 € 0 € 0 0 €

Medical check up voucher 5% 5.5 € 10 54 € 5.5 € 34 190 € 5.5 € 49 271 € 5.5 € 0 0 €

Purchase voucher 10% 20.5 € 20 404 € 20.5 € 69 1,414 € 20.5 € 99 2,020 € 20.5 € 0 0 €

Special Discount voucher 2% 0 € 4 0 € 0 € 14 0 € 0 € 20 0 € 0 € 0 0 €

Debts Consolidation loan 55% 0 € 108 0 € 0 € 379 0 € 0 € 542 0 € 0 € 99 0 €

197 1,402 € 690 3,782 € 986 5,403 € 99 0 €

Clients Categories

TTL 

Cost

D

Defectors no

Cost 
offers 

accepted

TTL 

Cost

offers 

accepted

TTL 

Cost

C

Defectors no

Cost 
offers 

accepted

A

Defectors no

Cost 
offers 

accepted
TTL Cost

B

Defectors no

Cost 

Total Retained Cards 1971

Total anti attrittion Cost 10,587 €

AVG cost per retained Card 5.37 €

AVG annual credit net income 30.06 €

Break even no of months 2.1

Table 14 - Credit cards defectors retention cost 
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11.6 Results of anti-attrition policy for Credit Cards.  

Having already experienced the provision of counter offers to 8,364 potential credit card 

defectors, we may come to the findings depicted in table 24. The table results, for the purpose of 

being concise, include only the cases where at least one counter offer was accepted from the 

potential defectors. 

A distinction between the presented columns “No. of offers proposed” and “No. of offers 

accepted” needs to be made. While the latter is strictly linked to the particular offer accepted by 

potential defectors, the former refers to the reason for defection which was indeed supported by 

more than one counter offer presented to the client to choose from. As such, the figures 

appearing in the column “No. of offers proposed” cannot be considered cumulatively.  

The results are shorted in the following order: 

1. Clients ‘category A-D 

2. Accepted counter offers’ percentage over the total accepted counter offers of the 

same clients’ category 

3. Accepted counter offers’ percentage over the total accepted counter offers of all 

clients categories 

The results are very interesting, as only in one case (potential reason for defection: annual 

fees), the counter offer succeeded in retaining a defector by offering something directly linked to 

the reason for defection (counter offer: 50% decrease of annual fees). 

Surprisingly, all potential defectors that declared “personal reasons” as their reason of 

defection are extremely difficult to be retained (8.7%).  Having already been approached by 

other banks to consolidate their credit balances that include their credit cards, appears as a good 

enough reason to not be willing to share this info with their primary bank. The substantial 

number of cases (2,521) recorded with that reason leads to that conclusion if it is also compared 

with the effectiveness recorded by the same counter offers for other defecting reasons and 

especially the “refinancing loan with/without disbursement fees”. 
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 Also, as refinancing loans rank high in the acceptance rates, we need to point out that their 

acceptance, as a retaining tool is observed as more than one potential defection reasons. Among 

them are the credit card’s high interest rate, the intention of the client to apply for another credit 

product or the intention to decrease his/her current credit exposure. 

The well-established relation between clients and branch service level is not proved after the 

following anti-attrition policy results. It is possible that only 3.3% of potential defectors declared 

as “branch dissatisfaction” the reason for the potential cards cancellation. This, together with the 

low number of defection reasons attributed to the high interest rate, leads us to conclude that 

credit cards holders are not price or service sensitive. 

Contradicting findings may also be made. We would point out those clients wishing to increase 

their “Open to Buy” that were retained after they were offered a new cash loan, as well as those 

clients wishing to decrease their credit cards annual fees that were retained by new refinancing 

loans. The same stands for clients wishing to buy another bank’s credit product that were 

retained by a refinancing loan. 

 Given that the number of records does not represent a significant portion of the analysis, we 

can conclude that these cases do not create patterns and they are exception to the main findings 

described above.  

Still, a significant observation should not go unnoticed. When noticing the ability to retain for 

the same defection reason among different clients’ categories, we see that the different clients 

‘categories have also different retention ratios.  A good example can be the “personal reasons” 

among the different product categories. Being indeed the most unpredicted reason for defection it 

shows the following retention rate among clients’ categories: A 13.4%, B 12.8%, C 3.9%, D 

5.8% 

Although different types of counter offers are attributed to the overall retention rate of each 

client category, we can conclude that not only do different reasons of potential defection lead to 

different retention rates but also that different clients categories prove that clients with different 

usage / current or non repayment characteristics tend to behave differently for the same defection 

reason. 
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Our analysis followed a twofold way in order to prepare the counter offers. Firstly, it made any 

effort to decrease the profitability of the bank at the expense of a retained customer. In this 

direction, whatever seemed to be the main defection reason, the counter offer was always based 

exactly on what it could instantly reduce the clients’ cost and therefore the bank’s profitability. 

Secondly, it was requested to think “out of the box” and prepare counter offers that are not 

necessarily directly linked to the financial need of the potential defectors. Therefore, proposals 

were prepared in such a way that they would try also to consider other confirmed aspects of the 

subject clients.  The cards holders’ sales profile was taken in consideration for that reason. 

Particularly, both their extended cross sell ratio and the findings over their “propensity to buy” 

for other consumer lending products were considered.  

However, it was assumed that should such close relationship be already confirmed by studying 

their sales behaviour, it could only help to add to the counter offers elements of other consumer 

lending related products. The three examples of the contradicting cases described above, where 

the credit cards originated concern was solved by offering cash/refinancing loans proves the 

interrelation of credit cards holders’ behaviour not only during the initial acquisition phase but 

also during the attrition one. 

 An additional confirmation of this aspect can also be derived from the cases of clients wishing 

to decrease their cards’ interest rate, retained after having been offered a new cash loan. 

Although not pragmatic and contradicting any logic that seeks to find truth in decreasing 

monthly obligations by approving additional credit, this finding is true and has been observed in 

a considerable portion of category B clients. 
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Table 15 – Anti attrition policy results for credit cards holders 
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11.7 Results of anti-attrition policy for Personal Loans 

The results of the similar analysis (table 16) for the personal loans are characterised by the 

wish of potential defectors to increase their credit exposure. Therefore their main wish to apply 

for another credit product in another bank dominates client categories A, B and C. As a 

consequence, the counter offer of a debt consolidation loans appears as most attractive to them. 

Having been offered standard pricing or not does not seem to differentiate results as the 

paramount concern is not to decrease the current credit exposure.  

As we may notice, the greatest majority of counter offers accepted is the ones with the 

possibility of extra cash along the new debts consolidation loans. As such, the benefit received 

from lowering the interest rate of the current credit exposure is bound to vanish due to the impact 

of the new credited amount and the respective extended new tenor. 

Two less common reasons for defection are the existence of lower interest rates in other banks 

and personal reason. While the former is easily manageable with the offer of debts consolidation 

loan, the latter appears like in the credit cards case to be a pre-determined answer when the 

agreement with the competitive bank is already concluded. Different counter offers except the 

debts consolidation one, see re-indexing of the existing loan in euro with lower rate also fail to 

convince customers not to defect. 

  What also needs to be noted is that personal loans potential defectors prompted almost 

negatively to all counter offers that could differentiate themselves by offering other products 

options/benefits. In this regard, providing bancassurance free policies, credit cards with no 

annual fees, or even cash loans with preferential pricing does not support saving a potential 

defection. And it is exactly the difference between offering only a new personal loan and 

offering debts consolidation loan with extra cash that we need to focus on. While the offering of 

the latter is widely accepted without considering the extra cost that will derive from the new 

credit exposure, the former is rejected without great difficulty as it is considered as an additional 

burden to the existing monthly amounts due. 

A unique case is also observed in clients of category D (delinquent clients). While wishing to 

increase their exposure to other banks along with personal reasons being the dominant reasons of 
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potential defection, the reprogramming counter offer becomes interesting to them due to 

different reasons. In the case of credit exposure increase, the reprogramming loan becomes an 

instant option while the subject clients have already been contacted by the collections/NPL in 

order to repay their amounts due. Therefore, customers are not strangers to the particular offer as 

now it sounds more than a confirmation to an offer that they have already heard.   

In so far as those clients claining personal reasons, things can be much simpler.  In order to be 

partially repaid, a credit requires all due amount to be settled. Therefore, a potential defector who 

claims personal reasons has already been informed about this by the competitive bank that he 

approached or was approached by. Inevitably, the solution of reprograming becomes the only 

one available, as no other bank would wish to refinance a delinquent client, while it would be 

difficult for him/her to accept in public that he has already communicated with another bank. 

The potential defection reason “general dissatisfaction with the bank” also scores very low 

when it comes to the number of the provided cancellation requests. In all four clients categories 

it seems minor compared with both the incoming requests as well as with the retained clients. It 

becomes obvious that personal loans defectors do not rank the overall relation with the bank 

highly, prompting for more personal / product related reasons for exercising their right to choose 

among different banks. 
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Table 16 – Anti attrition policy results for personal loans 
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11.8 Over/underrepresentation and anti-attrition policy 

As already the case during the sales process, the over or under-representation theory can lead 

to useful conclusions also in the case of anti-attrition policies. 
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The continuous search of clients’ anticipated answer to our counter offer  is not only governed 

by the readings of the statistical sample which provide guidance to the most well accepted 

counter offer for the x or y defection reason. It may also not only be governed by the parameters 

set in order to define the lifetime value of each client category vs. the scheduled counter offer. 

Following the application of the same approach during anti-attrition policy and more 

specifically observing the representation of each clients’ category during the segmentation 

process (table 17), when the split of potential defectors and the relevant counter offers are 

created and subsequently when we have the recorded cases of clients having expressed their 

definite intention to defect by fully early repaying or cancelling their card, we notice:  

 

 

 

The above table depicts the representation differences between the different segmented groups 

of clients before and after the implementation of the anti-attrition policy. The upper part of the 

Category

No. Of 

accounts - 

consumer

AA 

Consumer 

Total

No. Of 

accounts - CC AA CC Total

A 2732 477 4466 1701

B 32886 6686 13966 3318

C 13967 2124 13463 3227

D 25650 2870 227 118

Total 75235 12157 32122 8364

Category

No. Of 

accounts - 

consumer

AA 

Consumer 

Total

No. Of 

accounts - CC AA CC Total

A 3.63% 3.92% 13.90% 20.34%

B 43.71% 55.00% 43.48% 39.67%

C 18.56% 17.47% 41.91% 38.58%

D 34.09% 23.61% 0.71% 1.41%

Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Consumer CC

Consumer CC

Table 17- Over/underrepresentation and anti-attrition policy 
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table presents the absolute numbers representing each client category while the lower part of the 

table shows the relevant percentages. It is noticeable that when it comes to personal/consumer 

loans, categories A and B are overrepresented which means that they have a higher propensity to 

express their willingness to fully prepay early or cancel their credit card compared to the other 

two ones.  

The finding should not be surprising as all banks seek via different sources the “healthy” 

clients of their competitors. Practices supported by the purchase of data from credit bureau or 

“instant credit worthiness check” at branch network level aim exactly at identifying the high net 

worth value clients and make subsequently attractive offers for refinancing. 

The status for credit cards is almost the same, observing much higher representation in 

category A as the same tools can also be used by banks to attack the higher spenders. Unlike 

loans, we notice also a overrepresentation in category D (delinquent clients) which is also 

characterised by a relatively high percentage of “personal reasons” as the origin of defection.  

An explanation for this can be the unwillingness of delinquent credit card holders to continue 

having in their wallet a revolving credit tool that already proved to take them far beyond the 

frontiers of their financial capabilities. 
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12. Final conclusions –findings 

The structure of the present paper is divided into two big parts. The first part consists of major 

theoretical evidence and international theories on the subject, and the second creates a business 

case trying to identify the intentions and behaviour of the subject clients. 

Linked to this, the major elements of the first part focused on clarifying the personal selling 

relationship which, in the case of financial services, is translated into a “face to face” process 

through phone or other technology based transactions. The transformation of banks into a core 

web based environment was not overlooked given that now the banking industry provides strong 

incentives to its clients to use internet based applications and services. The obvious aim of 

reducing costs was not seen in isolation, as the ability to communicate personalised messages is 

considered of equal or even much higher importance. Further on, we examined the reasons of not 

having a standardised approach to product offering, as well as why clients look elsewhere in 

order to satisfy their needs. 

The international theories that followed were the ones of the variables of predicting behaviour 

which proved the significant role of emotions, of the customers’ loyalty element, lifetime value 

and planned behaviour describing the motivational factors that influence decisions depending 

jointly on intentions and ability to take action. 

Both sales and anti-attrition approaches presented and analysed in the last part of the paper 

depicted a snapshot of a certain portfolio of clients. For practical reasons, the order of checking 

the Credit worthiness / Propensity to buy/ Operational Execution in the two different processes 

was not the same although they were based on the same methodology. 

While not focusing too much on the credit worthiness part as it is a subject for each financial 

institution’s credit risk appetite, an overall analysis of the individuals’ credit status (see: Entire 

County’s analysis) was performed in order to identify if, strategically, intensifying our sales 

effort in the particular market was justifed. 

Considerable attention was paid to “propensity to buy/defect” and operational execution parts: 

for the former the over/underrepresentation model was used while for the latter the penetration / 
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response / retrieval / approval/ disbursement- issuing rates model was used.  The simple division 

of sub groups represented before and after a campaign ended, can be used not only based on 

simple logistical sheet computations, but also subject to further mathematical analysis given 

multiple regression analysis or churn models that can be developed in each bank. The steps-rates 

approach foucsed on highlighting the sales process of retail banking products in small pieces and 

identifying therefore the significance of their inter relation. It is not strange that the results of the 

process analysis could be hardly questioned if seen in total, but easily the opposite if seen only 

by the particular departments participating in each step. So, before any material conclusions it is 

important to understand that a valuable business step was achieved when all involved parts 

realised that it took more than a single participation to understand and predict clients 

‘behaviour. The Risk Dept. understood that not all pre-selected and credit worthy clients were 

willing to accept the product offer and Sales Dept.  understood the opposite, i.e. that not all 

people willing to apply for a personal loans were very likely to have their credit application 

approved. The same stands for the quality of data provided as not all clients could be reached, or 

even to a great surprise, after clients accepted the product proposal, they would not deliver the 

full documentation needed. The sharing of a common value which in our case is the “success 

rate” provided common ground for evaluating marketing actions and benchmarking among 

different campaigns. 

The overall sales and anti-attrition policy analyses also led us to very interesting findings. The 

high promptness of overdraft and credit cards holders to almost any kind of similar category 

products, i.e. cash-debts consolidation loans should not go unnoticed. The same stands for the 

least unexpected findings that also need to be used by the products-sales managers. Thus, the 

willingness of existing debts consolidation loans holders to apply for higher cost cash loans, and 

the similar behaviour of existing credit card holders to apply for more costly products like the 

overdraft or cash loans indicate a perpetual tendency to increase credit exposure; unlike all credit 

risk expectations claiming that clients will seek a cheaper way to serve their credit needs. 

Following the same pattern, the anti-attrition results do not only prove different retention rates 

among clients of different lifetime values but alo confirm in practise what future defectors need 

to be offered as a retention tool. They also confirm the willingness of future defectors to “stay 

“with the current bank by increasing their credit exposure and not by decreasing it.  
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Other important findings that should not be overlooked are the low importance of service 

satisfaction and the time sensitivity of the counter offer proposal. As the trigger event for 

initiating the anti-attrition process was the request of the outstanding balance confirmation, the 

relative high number of defection reasons “personal reasons” can be associated with the offer 

already provided by competitive banks.  Given that this type of defection reasons were in fact not 

manageable leads us to second thoughts about the importance of proactive actions in order to 

identify future defectors. 

It is important to note that a great part of the analysis and the respective findings represent a 

model that is subject to on-going evaluation and re-adjustment. Thus, the definition of clients’ 

value is subject to a different evaluation given different business strategies in different periods of 

time. The same stands for the cost of the counter offers and respectively how much each bank is 

willing to “sacrifice” for retaining existing clients. The existence of a certain number of clients to 

whom we always address our product offering will not limit us only to answering the “propensity 

to buy” question. The selection of the proper communication tool combining the best cost 

efficiency element with the most qualitative sales efficiency is an issue that goes beyond the 

prediction of behaviour for sales or anti-attrition reasons. 

Having said this, few business managers may provide a proper answer to all these questions, 

provided he/she has not already elaborated on the exact figures proving the expected sales 

volumes when particular segments are at his/her disposal. The preparation of annual business 

budget contains as mandatory elements the “enablers” part, which requires managers to justify 

the anticipated sales-clients retention expectations provided with the existing tools and resources. 

In this light, the methodologies presented become not only useful, but also necessary as we 

apply them in any creditors’ portfolio; we come across very well argumented figures on what 

new sales expectations we should be having from addressing an available clients’ universe. 

Equally important, this also applies to our clients’ retention expectations and the day-to-day 

handling of potential defectors as the best statistically accepted counter offer, which needs to be 

the first one to be presented to the respective type future defector. 
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As methodologies rely on on-going data evaluation, the ability to confirm or not our findings 

depend on the willingness to re-asses periodically a huge amount of clients’ data, excluding the 

product proposals or counter offers that did not deliver expectations and replacing them with 

ones that might also not work. Therefore, predicting retail banking customers’ behaviour is a 

constant effort that requires decent access to data, analytical capability, and technological 

support and business persistence.  

It is important to state that the initial hypothesis that customers will behave based on standard 

patterns following the pre-defined calculation methodology was proved correct, to a great extent. 

Although the particular behavioural patterns identified for the groups of clients examined (for 

both customers’ new products selling and anti-attrition counter offers) surprised us, with   

customers intending either to increase their credit exposure or not link their initial request with 

the final accepted offer, the concentration and repetition of similar answers in multiple 

campaigns indicate that they are trustworthy and can be used for future purposes. 

Finally, I am convinced that the methodology and findings of this paper made a particular 

contribution to economic science and banking industry. The particular steps taken to monitor and 

evaluate all stages of the sales process can be used not only for a retail banking environment but 

also for others characterised by a mediation of different processes between the client contact and 

the final product acquisition. Its arithmetic presentation as a multiplication of different fractions 

having always the same nominator/denominator before and after each step intended to prove not 

only the unquestionable relations between the different steps but also the need to evaluate results 

based on common grounds. It is bound that any manager who would follow such monitoring of 

his/her sales efficiency would come to very concrete conclusions that will redefine the 

perception of each tool, see marketing-product-operations-credit, as the focus will not only be on 

each of them but the fine tuning that will deliver the finest result. 

The behavioural patterns identified should not only be seen as ways to predict a more accurate 

budget or increase clients’ sales and retention. The obvious findings calling for clients intentions 

to increase their credit exposure or reply positively to x or y offers need to be incorporated into 

the credit tools of every bank. Therefore, the proven case of client intention can be a part of any 

credit scorecard, as it is already the case for income, property ownership, age, etc. 
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As the particular tools already exist, see multiple regression analysis for setting scorecard cut 

off scores, the introduction of a new field (intention) will definitely deliver great value in 

assessing future customer credit behaviour. 
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13.  Glosary 

Personal / Cash Loans: A personal loan is an unsecured loan, meaning the borrower does not put up 

any collateral or security to guarantee the repayment of the loan. It is typically used to finance a large, 

one-time purchase or expense. The borrower is given all the money at once and agrees to pay back a 

certain amount per month until the debt is repaid. The monthly payment includes both principal (the 

amount you borrowed) and interest. 

Credit Card: A credit card is known as a revolving line of credit.  A lender, usually a bank, approves a 

client a credit limit, which is the maximum amount the bank will let him borrow.  

Debts Consolidation Loans: The combining of several unsecured debts into a single, new loan that is 

more favorable. Debt consolidation involves taking out a new loan to pay off a number of other debts. 

The new loan may result in a lower interest rate, lower monthly payment or both. 

Overdraft: An extension of credit from a lending institution when an account reaches zero. An 

overdraft allows the individual to continue withdrawing money even if the account has no funds in it 

Credit Bureau: An agency that researches and collects individual credit information and sells it for a 

fee to creditors so they can make a decision on granting loans. Typical clients include banks, mortgage 

lenders, credit card companies and other financing companies. 

Outstanding Balance: The unpaid, interest-bearing balance of a loan or loan portfolio averaged over a 

period of time, usually one month. The average outstanding balance refers to any term, instalment, 

revolving or credit card debt on which interest is charged. 

Interest Due: The portion of a current mortgage payment that is comprised of interest on the 

remaining principal amount.  

Principal Due: The portion of a current mortgage payment that is comprised of principal amount. 

DTI: A personal finance measure that compares an individual’s debt payment to his or her overall 

income. A debt-to-income ratio (DTI) is one way lenders (including mortgage lenders) measure an 

individual’s ability to manage monthly payment and repay debts. DTI is calculated by dividing total 

recurring monthly debt by gross monthly income, and it is expressed as a percentage.  
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Credit Scorecard: Mathematical models which attempt to provide a quantitative estimate of the 

probability that a customer will display a defined behaviour (e.g. loan default, bankruptcy or a lower 

level of delinquency) with respect to their current or proposed credit position with a lender. Scorecards 

are built and optimized to evaluate the credit file of a homogeneous population (e.g. files with 

delinquencies, files that are very young, files that have very little information). 

Deliqunecy: The failure to accomplish what is required by law or duty, such as the failure to make a 

required payment or to perform a certain action. A delinquent is an individual or corporation with a 

contractual obligation to make payments against a loan in a timely manner, such as through a mortgage, 

but payments are not made on time 
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